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Abstract
The physical regimes of microfluidics enable innovative methods for miniaturization,
automation, parallelization, control, and analysis of chemical and biochemical processes.
This dissertation focuses on both modeling and applications of an on-chip electrokinetic
process called isotachophoresis (ITP). ITP uses discontinuous electrolyte properties to
create sharp ion concentration gradients allowing transport and separation of ionic species
in microchannels. Sample ions can be concentrated at these sharp interfaces by more than
a million fold. Although the method itself dates back over 60 years, there remain
significant challenges in modeling ITP, and in leveraging it for innovative applications
and functionality.
In the first part of the dissertation, we present the development, formulation, and
performance of a new simulation tool for electrophoretic transport, with emphasis on
isotachophoresis. The code solves the one-dimensional (e.g., area-averaged) transient
advection-diffusion equations for multiple multi-valent weak electrolytes (including
ampholytes) and includes a model for pressure driven flow and Taylor-Aris dispersion.
The code uses a new approach for the discretization of the equations; consisting of a high
resolution compact scheme which is combined with an adaptive grid algorithm. We show
that this combination allows for accurate resolution of sharp concentration gradients at
high electric fields, while at the same time significantly reducing the computational time.
We demonstrate smooth, stable, and accurate solutions at high current densities with as
much as a 75-fold reduction in computational time compared with equivalent uniform
grid

techniques.

The

code

is

available

open-source

for

free

at

http://microfluidics.stanford.edu.
In the second part, we present a novel method for fluorescence-based indirect detection
and identification of analytes and demonstrate its use for label-free detection of chemical
toxins in a hand-held device. We fluorescently label a mixture of low-concentration
v

carrier ampholytes and introduce it into an isotachophoresis (ITP) separation. The
carrier ampholytes provide a large number of fluorescent species with a wide range of
closely spaced effective electrophoretic mobilities. ITP physics cause analytes to focus and
displace subsets of these carrier-ampholytes. The analytes are detected indirectly and
quantified by analyzing the gaps in the fluorescent ampholyte signal. The large number
(order 1000) of carrier ampholytes enables detection of a wide range of analytes, requiring
little a priori knowledge of their electrophoretic properties. We discuss the principles of
the technique and demonstrate its use in the detection of various analytes. We then
present a new signal analysis method, based on normalized integrals of the associated
fluorescent signal, which enables the extraction of fully-ionized mobility and dissociation
constant of analytes. Finally, we present the integration of the technique into a selfcontained, hand-held device and demonstrate detection of chemical toxins, an explosive,
and a herbicide in tap water and river water, with no sample preparation steps.
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1
Introduction
Microfluidics research includes the design, optimization, and application of devices which
control transport of species and fluid flow at the micron scale. This multidisciplinary field
has grown over the last decade, particularly in its application to chemical analysis and life
sciences. The unique physical regimes of microfluidics enable innovative methods for
miniaturization, automation, parallelization, control, and analysis of chemical and
biochemical processes.
This work is focused on an on-chip electrokinetic process called isotachophoresis (ITP).
ITP uses discontinuous electrolyte properties to create sharp ion concentration gradients
(effectively ion concentration shockwaves) allowing transport and separation of ionic
species in microchannels. Sample ions can also be concentrated at these sharp interfaces
by more than a million fold. Although the method itself dates back over 60 years, there
remain significant challenges in modeling ITP, and in leveraging it for innovative
applications and functionality.
This chapter first provides a brief overview of electrophoresis and isotachophoresis, and
reviews the current state of the art in both computer simulations for electrophoretic
transport and in detection techniques for on-chip isotachophoresis. The scope of the
thesis and its main contribution are presented at the end of the chapter.

1.1 Electrophoresis
Electrophoresis refers to the migration of charged particles or molecules in a liquid due to
an applied electric field. At low Reynolds numbers, the electrostatic force acting on a
particle is balanced by viscous forces acting on its surface. As a result, under a constant
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and uniform electric field, charged particles quickly obtain a constant terminal velocity.
For small molecules this equilibrium can be expressed as

3πμ dV = zeE ,

(1.1)

where μ is the fluid’s viscosity, d is the hydrated diameter, V is the velocity, z is the
valence, e is a unit charge, and E is the applied electric field.
Electrophoretic mobility, μ , is typically used as a convenient notation for describing the
ratio of particle velocity to the applied electric field

V = μE .

(1.2)

For species that are acids and bases, the migration velocity can strongly depends on the
local pH. This is because individual ions constantly accept or donate ions, and therefore
are in their ionic state only part of the time. For example, a weak acid can be represented
by the equilibrium reaction

AH

Ka

A− + H + ,

(1.3)

where AH is the neutral state of the molecule, A− is its ionized form, H + is an
hydronium ion, and Ka is the equilibrium coefficient of the reaction

H + A−
Ka =
.
AH

(1.4)

Expressing the concentration of the neutral state as the difference between the total
concentration and ionized state, AH = At − A− , the ratio of ionized concentration to total
concentration can be expressed as

A−
Ka
=
.
t
A
Ka + H +

(1.5)

One interpretation for this result is that any molecule of this species spends only

Ka / ( Ka + H + ) of the time in its ionized form. As a result, it migrates a slower velocity
given by
2

Ka ⎤
⎡
V = ⎢μ
E.
+
⎣ Ka + H ⎥⎦

(1.6)

The term in brackets is referred to as the effective electrophoretic mobility of the species,

μeff . The value of H + is determined through the equilibrium of all the chemical species
which are reacting in the solution.

1.2 Isotachophoresis
Isotachophoresis (ITP) is an electrophoresis technique which allows for simultaneous
separation and focusing of a wide range of chemical and biological species. These features
render the technique useful in a wide range of applications including drug discovery,
toxin detection, pharmacology, genetics and food.[1],[2] ITP is also very compatible to
miniaturized chemical analysis systems as it is robust to implement, enhances sensitivity,
and allows for separations in relatively short channels.[3]

Figure 1.1. Schematic of “peak-mode” and “plateau mode” isotachophoresis with
single-interface injection. A microchannel is connected to two reservoirs, with the analyte
mixed in the TE reservoir as shown in (a). When an electric field is applied along the
channel all ions in the system migrate according to their effective electrophoretic mobility
and local electric field. Since the LE and TE mobilities are chosen to bracket that of the
analyte, the analyte focuses at the LE/TE interface as seen in (b). A fluorescent analyte
initially forms a Gaussian-like peak at the interface. (c) As more sample accumulates, it
forms a finite region of constant concentration. The length of this sample zone
continuously increases as more sample.
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As shown schematically in Figure

1.1a, ITP uses a discontinuous buffer system

consisting of leading (LE) and terminating electrolytes (TE).

The LE and TE are

typically chosen to have respectively higher and lower electrophoretic mobility than all
other species in the system. Sample mixture is introduced between the two (or can be
1.1a illustrates typical initial conditions in

included within the TE and/or LE). Figure

which the right reservoir and the entire channel are uniformly filled with LE, and a
mixture of TE and (low-concentration) sample is present in the left reservoir. Not shown
in the figure are counter-ions (ions with a charge opposite to that of the LE and TE coions), which are necessarily present everywhere to keep the mixture net neutral.
When an electric field is applied, all species simultaneously electromigrate at a velocity
proportional to their electrophoretic mobility and local electric field. The condition for an
ITP interface to form is[4]
⎧ μTE , LE < μ LE , LE
,
⎨
⎩ μ LE ,TE > μTE ,TE

(1.7)

where μTE , LE is the mobility of the TE in the LE zone, μ LE ,TE is the mobility of the LE in
the TE zone, and μTE ,TE and μ LE , LE are the mobilities of the LE and TE in their
respective zones. The second index indicating the zone is necessary, as mobility can
strongly depend on pH (and less strongly on ionic strength) which varies from zone to
zone (e.g. if the LE is a weak acid, and if the pH in the TE is higher than in the LE, then

μ LE ,TE > μ LE , LE ).
The width of the LE-TE interface is obtained from a balance between electromigration
(acting to sharpen the interface) and diffusion (acting the mix the two species). At a frame
of reference moving at the ITP velocity, μ LE ELE , the electromigration flux of a TE ion in
the LE zone can be expressed as
electromigration

flux

and

( μTE − μ LE ) ELE cTE .

equating

with

4

a

Using this as a characteristic

characteristic

diffusion

flux,

DTE

∂cTE
c
DTE
~ DTE TE , we can obtain an electric length scale δ E ∝
.
δE
∂x
( μ LE − μTE ) E

Importantly, this scaling shows that the width of the interface is inversely proportional to
the applied electric field (i.e. higher electric field result in sharper interfaces).
Saville et al. [5] and earlier MacInnes and Longworth[6] obtained and exact solution of
the interface’s width, for the case of fully ionized species,
⎛ μTE ( μ LE − μCI ) ⎞ cLE
,
⎟
⎝ μ LE − μTE ⎠ j

δ = Rμ Tz LE ⎜

(1.8)

where j is the current density, μCI is the mobility of the counter ion, Rμ is the universal
gas constant, and T is the temperature.
Similarly, when sample ions overspeed the TE but cannot overspeed the LE, they will
focus between the LE and TE. The condition for an analyte to focus between an LE and
TE is given by
⎧ μ A, LE < μ LE , LE
,
⎨
⎩ μ A,TE > μTE ,TE

(1.9)

where μ A, LE is the mobility of the analyte in the LE zone, and μ A,TE is the mobility of the
analyte in the TE zone.
The rate of sample accumulation is given by its flux into the ITP interface,
N t = ( ETE μ A − VITP ) Ac A0 ,

(1.10)

where A is the cross-section area of the channel, and cA0 is the concentration of the
sample in the TE zone. Denoting the electric current as I , and the conductivity as σ ,
we may express the electric field through Ohm’s law as Ε = I / ( Aσ ) . Combining this
with the ITP condition that VITP = ETE μTE = ELE μ LE and substituting the relations into
eq. (1.10) yields
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⎛μ
⎞μ
N t = ⎜ A − 1⎟ LE c A0 I ,
⎝ μTE
⎠ σ LE

(1.11)

which indicates that, for a constant electric current, the rate of sample accumulation at
the interface is constant in time. When sufficient time is allowed for focusing, or when
the initial concentration is high enough, sufficient sample would accumulate between the
LE and TE and will create a (typically pure) analyte zone with uniform concentration.
This regime is referred to as “plateau mode” (Figure 1.1c). At earlier times (or for lower
analyte concentrations), the analyte zone width is on the order of the ITP interface δ and
this regime is referred to as “peak mode” (Figure 1.1b).

Figure 1.2. Schematic of a typical finite-sample isotachophoresis process. (a) A simple
microchannel is connected to two reservoirs. A mixed sample of analytes is introduced
between a leading electrolyte (LE) and a trailing electrolyte (TE). (b) The interfaces
between the various analytes are initially diffused, and analytes are mixed homogenously.
(c) An electric field is applied along the channel causing analytes to separate into distinct,
focused zones. The interfaces between the various ion species sharpen, achieving a balance
between electromigration and diffusion. Analytes with initial relatively high concentration
(A1, A3) reach a “plateau mode”– in which concentration is saturated within a finite
region of locally uniform concentration. Other, low concentration, analytes (A3) focus in
“peak mode” and acquire an approximately Gaussian distribution whose width is
determined by the interfaces of its neighboring electrolytes.
Another important property of ITP is its ability to separate multiple ions, based on their
effective electrophoretic mobility. Figure 1.2 shows a schematic example where a mixture
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of three analytes is initially injected between the LE and TE (finite sample). When an
electric field is applied, the analytes separate into distinct zones based on their
electrophoretic mobilities. As illustrated, depending on their initial concentrations, the
analytes can reach either plateau-mode or peak-mode regimes. In both regimes the
increase in analyte concentration may enable the detection of ionic species whose initial
concentration is too low to be detected.

1.3 Computer simulations of isotachophoresis
Computer simulations offer a strong research tool for elucidating fundamental processes
ruling the dynamics of electrokinetic separation and preconcentration methods. Such
tools also offer the potential of greatly reducing experimental time and achievement of
assays with optimal resolution and sensitivity. Despite significant progress in
computational techniques, there remain many electrokinetic flow problems outside the
capabilities of existing codes. This is especially true of electrophoresis processes involving
high electric fields and ion density gradients and their coupling with chemical reactions.
Examples of challenging electrokinetic problems include the effects of electromigration
dispersion on capillary zone electrophoresis injections[14]; field amplified sample stacking
(FASS) with strong concentration gradients[15],[16]; and isotachophoresis (ITP) assays
with strong mobility differences and high current densities.[17],[18]
In 1986 Saville and Palusinski[5] formulated a convenient set of conservation equations
for electrophoretic transport including multiple species in equilibrium with protons (for
monovalent species only but including ampholytes).

With some modifications and

expansions on the work, the approach remains the standard method for formulating the
dynamics of electrophoresis. The work by Bier et al.[19] in 1983 was the first published
implementation of an electrophoresis code with this approach. A later publication in
1986[5] presented the details of the numerical method. In addition to the discretized
formulation of equation, it provided a time-step stability criterion and an algebraic
equation for equilibrium reactions. While the simulation showed good agreement with
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experiments and allowed new insight into physical mechanisms[20], it was limited, at that
time, by numerical stability and resolution constraints to current densities of the order
40 A / m2 . Higher electric fields resulted in significant spurious oscillations, or required a
large number of grid points leading to unacceptably long computational times. To reduce
computation cost, Dose and Guiochon[21] proposed in 1991 a column segmentation
algorithm in which computations were performed only in active regions of the domain
where the derivatives are non-zero. While reporting significant improvement in
computational time, the authors pointed out the complexity of the algorithm’s bookkeeping and the remaining difficulty in a priori choice of grid spacing. Ermakov et al.,[22]
in 1994, were perhaps the first to recognize the importance of spatial discretization in
reducing spurious oscillations. They achieved higher resolution by use of numerical
dispersion and reported smooth solutions up to 100 A / m2 . While showing significant
improvement over previous schemes, the limitation on electric field with the computers
available at the time was still an order of magnitude lower than current densities used in
the lab. In 1997, Martens et al.[23] and later Ikuta and Hirokawa[24] took a different
approach by implementing upwind discretization. This upwinding allowed smooth
solutions at current densities as high as 2200 A / m2 , but at the expense of introducing
non physical dissipation; this resulted in overly diffused (e.g., wider than known values
from simple cases which are analytically solvable as will be discussed below) concentration
interfaces. Significant improvements in the dissipative approach were offered by Sounart
and Baygents[25] who proposed a flux-corrected transport method in which numerical
dissipation is limited to grid points where it is required in order to maintain a monotonic
solution. Interface widths obtained with this method were significantly lower and closer
to expected values, compared with upwind schemes. However, to achieve negligible
numerical dissipation, the number of grid points (and thus the computational time)
required by the flux-corrected transport method becomes equivalent to that required by
second order centered schemes. Recently, Yu et al.[26] presented the use of the space-time
conservation element and solution element (CESE) method for simulation electrophoresis
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problems at high current densities. Similar to the work by Sounart and Baygents, CESE
offers limited numerical dissipation thereby improving the accuracy at interfaces
compared with upwind schemes. With the improvement in computer power in both
CPU speed and memory, larger grids with smaller grid spacing could be used. This
enabled higher current density simulations to be obtained, using even the original second
order centered scheme by Bier et al.[19] Breadmore et al.[27], for example, reported in
2006 electrophoresis simulations using current densities higher than 20,000 A / m2 .
However, further reduction in computational time is still much desirable to allow for the
analysis of complex, high current density problems used regularly by experimentalists, and
to allow for the construction of efficient optimization tools. Table 1 summarizes the
evolution of electrophoresis solvers and highlights some of the primary contributions to
electrophoretic simulations, with an emphasis on the numerical schemes used.
Table 1. Summary of the evolution of numerical codes for generalized electrokinetic
transport. Emphasized are approaches taken toward handling high current densities (and
associated high concentration and field gradients) and reducing computational time.
*

Authors

Year

Numerical scheme

Primary contribution(s)

Bier et al. [19]

1983

Second order centered

 First implementation of the
electrophoresis code

Saville and
Palusinksi [5]

1986

Not applicable

 Formulation of governing
equations for multiple species with
monovalent equilibria with protons

Palusinski et al.
[28]

1986

Second order centered

 Time step stability condition
 Algebraic equilibrium equations
for monovalent ampholytes
 Demonstrated current densities of
order 10 A / m2

*

Ionic current densities listed here are those reported in the original publications. Older numerical schemes
listed are, of course, expected to allow the solution of significantly higher current densities on modern
computers.
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Mosher et al. [20]

1989

Second order centered

 Model for protein mobility

Dose and
Guiochon [21]

1991

Second order centered
column segmentation

 Column segmentation

Ermakov et al.[22]

1994

Second order centered
with artificial
dispersion

 Higher resolution by use of
artificial dispersion.

 Grid size condition for nonoscillatory solutions

 Demonstrated current densities of
order 100 A / m2

Mosher et al. [29]

1995

Second order centered

 Model for electroosmotic flow

Martens et al. [23]

1997

Upwind with implicit
time step

 Demonstrated current densities of
order 1000 A / m2
 Numerical dissipation leads to
increased interface widths

Ikuta and
Hirokawa [24]

1998

Shifted upwinding

 Demonstrated current densities of
order 1000 A / m2
 Numerical dissipation leads to
increased interface widths

Sounart and
Baygents [25]

2000

Flux corrected
transport (flux limiter)

 Demonstrated current densities of
order 1000 A / m2
 Reduced numerical dissipation
 Improved representation of
interface widths

Breadmore et al.
[27]

2006

Second order centered

 Demonstrated current densities of
order 10,000 A / m2 using large
grids

Hruska et al. [30]

2006

Second order centered

 Accounts for ionic strength in
activity coefficients and electric
mobility
 Treatment of multivalent
ampholytes
 Includes large database of analytes
 Free simulator available online
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Yu et al. [26]

2008

2nd order CESE

 Demonstrated current densities of
order 1000 A / m2
 Reduced numerical dissipation
 Improved representation of
interface widths

Current work

2008

6th order compact
scheme

 High resolution, 6th order scheme

Adaptive grid

 Reduced computation time

 Adaptive grid
 Demonstrated current densities of
order 1000 A / m2 with no
numerical dissipation (accurate
representation of sharp interfaces)
 Characteristics based boundary
conditions
 Open source code

1.4 Direct and indirect detection in ITP
Common detection techniques of analytes in ITP include UV absorbance, direct
fluorescence, and electrochemical sensing. These techniques are classified as direct
detection measurements, as some property of the analytes is directly measured. For
example, in the case of a fluorescent analyte (either labeled or autofluorescent), the
increased concentration translates directly to an increase in fluorescence intensity which
can be detected by a photodetector further along the channel.
While conductivity detection is seemingly simple to implement, direct contact
conductivity can result in fouling of electrodes, while contactless conductivity detection is
typically limited by high limits of detection (LoD).[7] UV absorbance is not particularly
suited for microchip implementations due to the common use of borosilicate glass (versus
fused silica) and because most chips have fairly short optical path lengths which leads to
low sensitivty.[8] Fluorescence is the most sensitive on-chip detection technique.[9],[10]
The signal in fluorescence detection can be maximized with minimum background by
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delivering spectrally precise excitation illumination, at the excitation peak of the
fluorophore. Further discussions this topic are provided by Khurana. [11]
Recently, several fluorescence-based indirect detection methods based on isotachophoresis
(ITP) have been proposed.[12],[13] Chambers and Santiago[12] developed an indirect
detection method called non-focusing tracer (NFT) wherein sample zones are detected by
analyzing the local intensity of a non-focusing fluorescent tracer molecule as it
electromigrates through ITP zones of unlabeled analytes. NFT requires only a single
fluorophore for multiple analytes, but the fluorescence signal strength is on the order of
the initial concentration (which can be limited by self-quenching, wall adsorbance, or
interaction with analytes). Khurana and Santiago[13] presented an indirect detection ITP
assay which uses mobility markers to identify and quantify unlabeled analytes. The
approach mixes analytes with carefully selected fluorescent species (termed mobility
markers) which focus into ITP zones along with analytes. Gaps in the fluorescence signal
of the fluorescent markers then indicate the presence and quantity of the specific analytes
which they bracket. The strong ion displacement physics of ITP resulted in the ability to
detect ~10 uM non-fluorescent analytes while directly detecting order ~1 mM fluorescent
markers Typically, analytes focus in peak mode (narrow, Gaussian-like shapes associated
with low concentration) and so are easily identified using standard peak analysis. A
disadvantage of the mobility markers technique is that marker molecules and ITP buffer
conditions need to be specifically selected for each analyte; and there are typically only a
limited number of available fluorophores with relevant mobilities. Despite these indirect
detection developments, there remains a need for a widely applicable, indirect
fluorescence assay which can both detect a large number of analytes and is amenable to
implementation in a low-cost device.
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1.5 Scope of thesis and major contributions
The objective of this thesis is to improve the existing state of the art in computer
simulations of isotachophoresis and in experimental techniques for detection and
identification of unlabeled analytes using on-chip isotachophoresis.
The dissertation makes the following major contributions:
1. Development of an open source computer simulation for multi-species
electrophoretic simulations, which is approximately up to 100x faster than
previous state-of-the-art codes.
2. Development and experimental demonstration of a new technique for label-free
detection of analytes using fluorescent carrier ampholytes in ITP.
3. Development of an analysis technique enabling identification of unlabeled
analytes.
4. Demonstration of the techniques developed for the detection of unlabled toxins in tap
and river water, using a hand-held device.

The thesis is composed of five main chapters. In Chaper 2 we develop the governing
equations for multispecies electromigration and present a characteristics analysis
elucidating the source of the sharp interfaces obtained in ITP. In Chaper 3 we present the
development of our numerical code, its verification, validation, and applications to design
and prediction of ITP assays. In Chaper 4 we present our fluorescent carrier ampholyte
(FCA) method for indirect detection of analytes and demonstrate its use for detection of
toxins in water samples. Chaper 5 details our analysis technique for identification of
analytes using FCA. In Chaper 6 we demonstrate the use of our technique on a hand-held
ITP device. Finally, in Chaper 7 we summarize the work, draw conclusions, and present
recommendations for future research.
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2
Theory of Electrophoretic Transport
Several sections of this Chapter are based on recent articles published in Journal of
Chromatography A, and are reproduced here with minor modifications.†

2.1 Governing equations
Equilibrium reactions
Accounting for chemical reactions, namely proton and hydroxyl dissociation, is essential
for effective prediction of electromigration in general, and of isotachophoresis in
particular.

This is because mobility values for the majority of electrolytes are not

constant; they depend on the dissociation level of the (weak) electrolyte which is a strong
function of local pH values. In turn, since hydronium and hydroxide ions are shared by
all reactions, pH values are a function of all chemical components in the system.
As noted by Saville and Palusinski,[5] the kinetic rates for acid-base type reactions are
typically slow compared with advection and diffusion rates in the system. We here adopt
this approach and consider a system of analytes and buffer ions always in (proton and
hydroxyl dissociation) chemical equilibrium throughout the channel. This approach
allows much larger time steps to be used in the simulation, compared with those required
to describe reaction kinetics. While we find that the vast majority of phenomena can be

M

. Bercovici, S.K. Lele, and J.G. Santiago, “Open source simulation tool for electrophoretic stacking,
focusing, and separation,” Journal of Chromatography A, vol. 1216, 2009, pp. 1008–1018.
M. Bercovici, S.K. Lele, and J.G. Santiago, “Compact adaptive-grid scheme for high numerical resolution
simulations of isotachophoresis,” Journal of Chromatography A, vol. 1217, 2010, pp. 588–599.
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described with this simplification, slow reaction kinetics may in some cases have an
important effect on separation assays, as shown by Gebauer and Bocek[31] and more
recently by Khurana and Santiago[32].
Following the notation of Stedry et al.[33] , the total concentration (i.e., analytical
concentration) of a general ampholytes family i is given by
pi

ci = ∑ ci , z ,

i = 1...N

(2.1)

z = ni

where ci , z is the concentration of an ionic state of valence z belonging to the family i .
We here define a “family” as all ionization states of a species which associate or dissociate
one or more protons (e.g., for histidine, the +2, +1, neutral, and -1 forms all constitute
one family). ni and pi are the minimum and maximum valences of that family
(respectively -1 and +2 for the histidine example), and N is the total number of specie
families. The reaction between any two consecutive ionic states within one family are
defined by an equilibrium coefficient of the form

Ki , z =

ci , z cH
ci , z +1

,

(2.2)

where cH denotes the concentration of hydronium ions, H + . As shown by Stedry
et al.,[33] using (2.2) the concentration of each ionic state can be related to the
concentration of the neutral state, ci ,0 , and the hydronium concentration, cH , by

z = ni .. pi

ci , z = ci ,0 Li , z cHz

(2.3)

where

⎧ −1
⎪∏ K i , z '
⎪⎪ z '= z
Li , z = ⎨ 1
⎪ z −1
⎪ ∏ K i−, z1'
⎪⎩ z '=0

z<0
z=0

(2.4)

z>0
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Substituting (2.3) into (2.1) yields an important result relating the concentration of each
ionic state within a family to the total concentration of that family

Li , z cHz

ci , z = ci

pi

∑L

(2.5)

z
i,z H

z = ni

c

As discussed by Newman[34][34] and adapted for this case by Saville and Palusinski,[5]
the characteristic diffusion-advection length scales in the problem are significantly larger
than the electric length scale (Debye length), justifying the use of the electroneutrality
assumption. Using the notation above, this is explicitly expressed as
N

pi

∑ ∑ zc

i,z

i =1 z = ni

+ cH − cOH = 0 ,

(2.6)

where N is the number of different specie families, and cOH is the concentration of
hydroxyl. Using the equilibrium equation for water, cOH cH = KW , an algebraic equation
for cH is obtained
pi

N

∑ c ∑ zg
i =1

i

z = ni

i, z

+ cH −

KW
= 0.
cH

(2.7)

Here the total concentrations ci are assumed to be known, as well as all the properties of
the different species Li , z , and the dissociation factor gi , z is given by

gi , z =

Li , z cHz
pi

∑L

z = ni

,

(2.8)

z
i,z H

c

Since the denominator in (3.1) is not a function of z , it can be removed from the inner
summation to yield
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N

cH ∑
i =1

pi

ci
pi

∑L

z '= ni

∑ zL

z ' z = ni
i,z ' H

c + cH2 − KW = 0 .

z
i,z H

(2.9)

c

By finding a common denominator to all three terms

⎡ N ⎛ pj
⎤ N ⎛ pj
⎞ pi
⎞
z'
z ⎥
⎢
cH ∑ ci ∏ ⎜ ∑ L j , z 'cH ⎟ ⋅ ∑ zLi , z cH + ∏ ⎜ ∑ L j , z 'cHz ' ⎟ ( cH2 − KW ) = 0 .
⎟ z =n
⎟
⎢ j =1 ⎜ z '= n
⎥ j =1 ⎜ z '= n
i =1
j
⎠ i
⎝ j
⎠
⎣⎢ j ≠i ⎝
⎦⎥
N

(2.10)

Finally, merging the two terms under brackets, equation (3.4) can be written symbolically
as
N

∑c P + Q = 0 ,
i =1

(2.11)

i i

where

⎛ pj
z '− n
Q = ∏ Q j , Pi = cH ∏ ⎜ ∑ Li , z ' (1 + ( z '− 1)δ ij ) cH j
⎜
j =1 ⎝ z '= n j
j =0
N

N

(2.12)

and
N ⎛ pi
z '− n
Q0 = ( cH2 − KW ) , Q j = ∏ ⎜ ∑ L j , z 'cH j
j =1 ⎝ z '= ni

⎞
⎟⎟ .
⎠

⎞
⎟.
⎠

While the expressions for Pi and Q appear complex, they merely represent the
coefficients of a polynomial, using the known quantities Li , z . An important property of
this new form of the net neutrality constraint is that the polynomials coefficients Pi and

Q need to be calculated only for the first time step of the simulation, and these then hold
for all spatial locations and subsequent times. Only the concentrations ci change in time
and space, as described in the next section. As a result, only the summation over
N species appearing in (2.12) has to be performed repeatedly. In addition, for the first

step in the simulation (or for other problems where equilibrium needs to be solved just
once) the roots of the polynomial can be computed directly by solving for the eigenvalues
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of the companion matrix. Furthermore, the polynomial form readily supplies the
derivative of (2.12) without having to analytically or numerically derivate (3.1). This is
convenient for implementation of iterative methods such as Newton-Raphson (for
example, in subsequent time steps in the simulation, when the previous solution is a good
initial condition), which make use of this derivative.
The polynomials Q and Pi are simple to construct using a matrix approach. For
example, each of the polynomials Q j can be considered to be the product of the matrix
L and the vector c H consisting of powers of cH from zero to r , where r is the highest

possible power, given by r = max( p j − n j ) .
j

⎡ Q0 ⎤ ⎡ − Kw 0
⎢ ⎥ ⎢L
L1,n1 +1
⎢ Q1 ⎥ ⎢ 1, n1
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎢ ⎥=⎢
…
⎢ Qk ⎥ ⎢ Lk ,nk
⎢
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
…
⎢⎣QN ⎥⎦ ⎣⎢ LN , nN

1

0

…

L1, p1

Lk ,0

…

LN , pN

0

⎡ 1 ⎤
0 ⎤⎢ ⎥
⎥ c
0 ⎥ ⎢ H2 ⎥
⎥ ⎢⎢ cH ⎥⎥
⎥ ⎢ cH3 ⎥ = Lc H
Lk , pk ⎥
⎥ ⎢⎢ ⎥⎥
⎥ ⎢cHr −1 ⎥
0 ⎦⎥ ⎢ r ⎥
⎣ cH ⎦

(2.13)

In other words, row j in L represents the coefficients of the corresponding polynomial

Q j . The rest of the row is padded with zeros to assure all lines have the same number of
elements. To obtain Q we need to multiply all the polynomials Q j . Alternatively, we
can obtain the coefficients of Q by convolving all the rows of the matrix L . The
polynomials Pi are constructed similarly.
Derivation of the governing equations in term of effective mobility and diffusivity
Here we show a simple derivation of the electromigration-diffusion equations , where the
effective mobility and diffusivity naturally arise when the fundamental equations are
expressed as a function of the dissociation factor gi , z . This form was based on the
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approach taken by Saville and Palusinski,[5] but is different in that the flux terms depend
directly on the total concentrations instead of on individual ionic concentrations.
Similar treatment is then given to the ionic flux, in order to determine the local electric
field as a function of the current density and the total concentration. This form proves
useful in the derivation of characteristics boundary conditions as presented in section 3.2.
We start from a set of area-averaged advection-diffusion equations for each ionic state
within each family,

∂ci , z

=

∂t

∂c ⎤
∂ ⎡
∂φ
μi , z
ci , z − uci , z + Di , z i , z ⎥ + Ri , z , i = 1..N
⎢
∂x ⎣
∂x
∂x ⎦

z = ni .. pi .

(2.14)

The terms in brackets correspond respectively to the electromigration flux of an ion of
mobility μi , z traveling under an electric field

∂φ
, the advective flux at velocity u , and
∂x

the diffusion flux with diffusion coefficient Di , z . Ri , z is a source term representing the
production rate of ci , z due to chemical reactions.
As

first

suggested

by

Saville

and

Palusinski[5]

ADDIN

ZOTERO_ITEM

{"citationItems":[{"position":1,"uri":["http://zotero.org/users/local/UXImCddD/items/2
ZMWBD6F"]}]} [35], since there is no net production of elementary species, the sum of
pi

production rates,

∑R

z =ni

i,z

, must vanish within each family (here a “family” is the set of

all proton dissociation/association states of a molecule). Summing (3.8) over all ionic
states z within a family i yields

∂
∂t

pi

∑ ci, z =
z = ni

pi
pi
⎞ ∂φ
∂c ⎞ ⎤
⎛
∂ ⎡⎛ pi
− u ∑ ci , z + ∑ ⎜ Di , z i , z ⎟ ⎥ .
⎢⎜⎜ ∑ μi , z ci , z ⎟⎟
∂x ⎢⎣⎝ z = ni
∂x ⎠ ⎥⎦
z = ni
z = ni ⎝
⎠ ∂x

(2.15)

Using the relation between the total concentration and the concentration of a single ionic
state, ci , z = gi , z ci , the first the last terms in brackets can be evaluated as
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pi

pi

⎛

pi

z = ni

z = ni

⎝

z = ni

⎞

∑ μi, z ci, z = ∑ μi, z ci gi, z ( cH ) = ⎜⎜ ∑ μi, z gi, z ( cH ) ⎟⎟ ci
⎠

μi (cH )ci ,

(2.16)

and

⎤
∂ci , z ⎞ ∂ pi
⎛
∂ ⎡ pi
D
D
g
c
c
=
=
(
)
(
)
⎢ ci ∑ Di , z g i , z ( cH ) ⎥
∑
∑
i,z i,z
H
i
⎜ i,z
⎟
∂x ⎠ ∂x z = ni
∂x ⎣ z = ni
z = ni ⎝
⎦
pi

∂
[ Di (cH )ci ] (2.17)
∂x

which naturally define the effective mobility, μi , and effective diffusivity, Di ,

as a

function of local pH. With these definitions, equation (2.15) can be reduced to a more
compact and intuitive form, where the physical meaning of each term is more clear,
⎤
∂ci ∂ ⎡ ∂ ( Di ci )
∂φ
= ⎢
+ μi
ci − uci ⎥
∂t ∂x ⎣ ∂x
∂x
⎦

i = 1..N .

(2.18)

At each time step, the values of Di and μi can be computed based on the local pH,
which in turn is a function of the total concentration ci thorough equation (2.11).
The advection-diffusion equations (2.18) are coupled through the electric field dφ / dx .
An equation for the field can be derived by invoking current conservation, while
accounting for both electromigration and diffusion currents. Advection currents carried
by the double layer are assumed negligible here.
The current density carried by each species is obtained by the product of the charge
density Fz and the ionic flux,

∂c
⎛
⎞
∂φ
ji , z = Fz ⎜ −ci , z μi , z
− Di , z i , z + ci , z u ⎟
∂x
∂x
⎝
⎠

(2.19)

The current carried by each family is then obtained by summing on all ionic states within
the family

ji = −

∂φ
∂x

pi

pi

z = ni

z = ni

∑ ci, z μi, z zF − ∑ FzDi, z

∂ci , z
∂x

pi

+ u ∑ Fzci , z
z = ni
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(2.20)

In order to simplify the expressions, we make the following definitions
pi

pi

z = ni

z = ni

pi

pi

z = ni

z = ni

σ i = ∑ ci , z μi , z zF = ci ∑ gi , z μi , z zF
Si = ∑ FzDi , z ci , z = ci ∑ FzDi , z gi , z

ciα i
ci β i

(2.21)

pi

Wi = ∑ Fzci , z
z = ni

to yield

ji = −

∂S
∂φ
σ i − i + uWi .
∂x
∂x

(2.22)

Although the solvent (water) can be treated in the same manner as any of the other
species in the system, since the concentrations of hydronium and hydroxide ions are
determined from the algebraic constraint (2.11), we find it convenient to independently
define its properties

⎛

σ W = ⎜ cH μ H +

⎞
KW
μOH ⎟ F
cH
⎠

⎝
⎛
⎞
K
SW = ⎜ cH DH − W DOH ⎟ F
cH
⎝
⎠

(2.23)

where subscript H and OH denote hydronium and hydroxide properties, respectively.
Summing over all species families, including the solvent, we finally obtain

j=−

∂φ
∂S
σ−
∂x
∂x

(2.24)

where
N

N

i =1

i =1

N

N

i =1

i =1

σ = ∑ σ i + σ W = ∑ ciα i + σ W ,
(2.25)

S = ∑ Si + SW = ∑ ci β i + SW ,.
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N

N

i =1

i =1

W = ∑ Wi = ∑∑ Fzci , z = 0 .

and by electroneutrality,

With charge relaxation

z

occurring on a much shorter time scale than electromigration [30], conservation of charge
requires that

∂
j= 0.
∂x

(2.26)

Assuming a known constant current density in the channel, we obtain an explicit
expression for the electric field

∂φ
1⎛
∂S ⎞
=− ⎜ j+
⎟.
σ⎝
∂x
∂x ⎠

(2.27)

Taylor-Aris dispersion
In eq. (2.18), Di can be regarded as the molecular diffusivity of the total concentration
species i, ci . This allows us to leverage an approximation of dispersion effects via a
Taylor-Aris dispersion coefficient of the form

Dieff = Di ⎡⎣1 + β Pe 2 ⎤⎦ ,

(2.28)

where Pe = Ud / Di is the Peclet number based on the dispersion velocity, U , (the areaaveraged velocity scale associated with internal pressure gradients) and the characteristic
dimension of the channel cross section, d . β is a constant that depends on the shape
cross section and can be calculated for arbitrary shapes (e.g., β = 1/ 192 for a circular
cross section with diameter d ), as shown by Dutta and Ramachandran.[36] We account
for dispersion due to both externally imposed pressure gradients and internal pressure
gradients arising from non-uniform electroosmotic flow (EOF). The dispersion velocity
can be expressed as
U=

d 2 ΔP
+ u EOF − uEOF ,
bη L

(

)

(2.29)
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where ΔP is the external pressure gradient, L is the length of the channel, η is the
kinematic viscosity, and b is a constant determined by the shape of the cross section
( b = 32 for a circular cross section). uEOF is the local electroosmotic velocity, and
L

uEOF

1
= ∫ uEOF ( x)dx is the axial-dimension averaged electroosmotic velocity in the
L0

channel. This assumes that internal pressure and electric field gradients vary only slowly
along the channel axis.[7] This is certainly accurate for cases where electroosmotic flow is
strongly suppressed and external pressure gradients are applied to the capillary.
The electroosmotic velocity is currently based on the model by Mosher et al.[37] and does
not take into account ionic strength effects as described by Thormann et al.[38] At any
location along the channel, the local electroosmotic mobility is calculated using the
expression
0
c
μ EOF = g EOF μ EOF
+ (1 − g EOF ) μ EOF
,

(2.30)

0
c
where μ EOF
and μ EOF
are experimentally determined electroosmotic flow mobilities at

two extreme pH conditions. g EOF is the dissociation level of the wall given by

g EOF =

10 pH − pKa
,
1 + 10 pH − pKa

(2.31)

where pKaW is the (experimentally determined) equilibrium constant of the wall. The
local electroosmotic velocity is then given simply by the product of the local EOF
mobility and the local electric field, uEOF = μ EOF

dφ
.
dx

2.2 Characteristics description of ITP
Proper description of ITP physics involves the coupling of electromigration, diffusion,
chemical reactions, and fluid flow. However, non-linear electromigration is typically
dominant in the problem, and significant insight and intuition can be obtained by
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examining a model problem in which all phenomena except ion migration and electric
fields are neglected.
Consider the problem of N ionic species migrating under the influence of an electric
field in a thin and long channel. The one-dimensional electromigration equation for any
species i can be written as

∂ci ( x, t )
∂
= μi (ci ( x, t ) E ( x, t )) ,
∂t
∂x

i = 1..N

(2.32)

where ci is the concentration of the species i , μi is its constant electric mobility (signed
value), E is the electric field, and x and t are the distance along the channel and time.
With diffusion neglected, the electric field can be related to the current density by Ohm’s
law
j = −σ ( x, t ) E ( x, t ) .

(2.33)

Here, j is current density applied to the channel, and σ is the local conductivity. In this
section, we will assume j is uniform and constant.

The system is closed by the

dependence of conductivity on all ionic species,
N

σ = ∑ Fzi μi ci ,

(2.34)

i =1

where F is Faraday’s constant, and zi is the valence of the species i . With the
assumptions of constant mobility and valence, conductivity is a function of ion
concentrations only, σ = σ (c1 , c 2 ,...., c N ) . By substituting (2.2) into (2.1) and applying
the chain-rule, a system of equations dependent only on the species concentrations can be
obtained,

⎡1 ∂
c
∂ci
∂ c
(ci ) − i2
= − j μi ( i ) = − j μi ⎢
σ
∂t
∂x σ
⎣ σ ∂x

N

⎛

∑ ⎜⎝ Fz μ
k =1
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k

k

∂ck
∂x

⎞⎤
⎟⎥ .
⎠⎦

(2.35)

As discussed by Newman [16], the characteristic advection length scales in the problem
are significantly larger than the electric length scale (Debye length), justifying the use of
the electroneutrality assumption
N

∑zc
i =1

= 0.

i i

(2.36)

The electroneutrality assumption simply states that positive charge is balanced by negative
charge everywhere along the channel. Alternatively, equation (2.36) can be expressed as
N −1

cN = −∑
i =1

zi
ci . This algebraic relation, when substituted into (2.4) allows reducing the
zN

order of the system to N − 1 ,
∂ci
j
=− 2
σ
∂t

N −1

∑ [ μ σδ

⎧1
δ ik = ⎨
⎩0

k =1

i

ik

− F μi ci zk ( μ k − μ N ) ]

∂ck
, where
∂x

(2.37)

i=k
.
otherwise

Similarly, the conductivity can be expressed as
N −1

σ = ∑ Fci zi ( μi − μ N ) .

(2.38)

i =1

Finally, the system can be presented in quasi-linear matrix form,
∂c
∂c
=A ,
∂t
∂x

(2.39)

where c = [c1 , c2 ,..., cN −1 ]T , and

⎧ j
⎪ σ 2 Fμi ci z k ( μk − μ N )
⎪
A ik = ⎨ j N −1
⎪− 2 ∑ Fc m z m ( μm − μ N )
⎪ σ mm =≠1k
⎩

i≠k
i=k

(2.40)

We seek to further simplify the problem and consider a case consisting of only three
species. In this case, the matrix A reduces to the form
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A=

Fj ⎡ − μ1 ( μ 2 − μ3 ) z2 c2
⎢
σ 2 ⎣ μ 2 ( μ1 − μ3 ) z1c2

μ1 ( μ 2 − μ3 ) z2 c1 ⎤
⎥.
− μ 2 ( μ1 − μ3 ) z1c1 ⎦

(2.41)

The two eigenvalues of this matrix and their corresponding (left) eigenvectors can be
easily computed

λ1 = 0
v1 = ⎡⎣ μ 2 ( μ1 − μ3 ) z1 , μ1 ( μ 2 − μ3 ) z2 ⎤⎦

λ2 =

(2.42)

v 2 = [ c2 , −c1 ] .

Fj

⎡ μ ( μ − μ 2 ) z2 c2 + μ 2 ( μ3 − μ1 ) z1c1 ⎤⎦ ,
σ2 ⎣ 1 3

The Riemann invariants corresponding to this system are obtained by multiplication of
the left hand side of (2.8) with v1 or v 2 .

∂R1
=0,
∂t

where

R1 =

z1c1

μ1

+

z2 c

μ2

−

z1c1 + z2 c2

μ3

3

=∑
i =1

zi ci

μi

(2.43)

∂R2
∂R
− λ2 2 = 0 ,
∂t
∂x

where

R2 =

c1
c2

and λ2 =

Fj

σ2

μ1μ 2 μ3 R1

The existence of zero eigenvalues in such electromigration problems has been shown
before [20] in the context of capillary electrophoresis and has been associated with the
system’s “memory” to initial conditions. However, to the best of our knowledge, the
current analysis of the system in terms of Riemann invariants is new.
In [17], Kohlrausch showed by algebraically manipulating the governing equations that
N

the expression ∑
i =1

zi ci

μi

depends only on the initial conditions in the channel and remains

constant for all times thereafter. This was later known as the Kohlrausch regulating
function (KRF). According to the analysis presented here, the KRF is in fact one of the
Riemann invariants in the problem. Since the characteristic lines associated with R1 are all
parallel to each other, this family cannot lead to self sharpening gradients or shock waves.
However, the direction of R2 characteristic lines varies spatially. As shown in (2.12), the
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local angle depends on both the conductivity and the value of R1 . This shows that
merging of characteristics is possible even when conductivity is uniform, so long that a
gradient in the KRF ( R1 ) exists and satisfies

∂ ⎛ R1 ⎞
⎜ ⎟ > 0 . Figure 2 presents
∂x ⎝ σ 2 ⎠

characteristics solutions for the system (2.12) for a system consisting of two negatively
charged ions (with two different mobility values), and one positively charged (counter)
ion. Two initial conditions are studied. In the first, the slower ion is placed behind the
faster ion (relative to the direction of electromigration). This leads to the formation of a
sharp discontinuity between the ions, as characteristic lines merge. In the second, initial
conditions are reversed and the faster ion penetrates the slower ion zone leading to
electromigration dispersion. The characteristics map shows the corresponding expansion
of characteristic waves.
When diffusion processes are taken into account, the discontinuity becomes a sharp, yet
finite, concentration gradient. As shown in [1], accurate resolution of these interface
regions is often crucial for the design and optimization of high-sensitivity and highresolution ITP assays.

In the next chapter, we will describe the development of a

numerical scheme capable of accurately resolving these gradients at low computational
costs.
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Figure

2.1. Characteristics maps showing (a) merging of characteristics typical to the

formation of sharp ITP interfaces, (b) expansion of characteristics typical to
electromigration dispersion. The insets show the concentration profiles of the two anionic
species obtained at several times in the process. In both cases the mobilities of the two
anions and a counter ion are −60⋅10−9 , −40⋅10−9 and 50⋅10−9 m 2V −1s −1 respectively, and
a current density of 4, 000 A / m 2 is applied to the channel. The initial concentrations of
the leading and trailing electrolytes are 50 and 100 mM respectively.
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2.3 Summary
Accurate modeling of isotachophoresis has to account for numerous physical phenomena
including electromigration, diffusion, advection, chemical reaction, and dispersion.
However, this level of modeling often masks some of the basic underlying physics. To
characterize the wave nature of these problems, we first explored a simple case of fullyionized species and no molecular diffusion or chemical reactions, wherein sharp interfaces
between ion zones in isotachophoresis can be regarded as concentration shockwaves. We
determined, for this case, that the well-known Kohlrausch regulating function (KRF) is in
fact a first Riemann variable corresponding to a zero eigenvalue. A second Riemann
variable, the ratio of concentration of the neighboring ions, has a wave velocity dictated
by the first Riemann variable.
In the model development section we presented an improved formulation for the set of
governing equations. This formulation depends explicitly on the total concentration of
each electrolyte family (rather than on individual ionic states), and on their effective
diffusivity and effective mobility. This formulation has a more intuitive interpretation,
and as will be shown in section 3.2, is useful in the development of the numerical
boundary conditions. The governing equations are coupled to chemical equilibrium of
acid-base type reactions through a new polynomial representation of the set of
equilibrium constraints.
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3
High Resolution Numerical Simulation of ITP
The content of this chapter is based on recent articles published in Journal of
Chromatography A, and are reproduced here with minor modifications.‡

3.1 Introduction
Dispersive vs. non dispersive approaches
ITP presents particularly difficult design and simulation challenges, as it typically results
in extremely high gradients in both electric field and species concentration (e.g., ~100
mM concentration change over order 1 μ m with a field gradient of 104 V / m 2 ). This is
due to non-linear electromigration physics which gives rise to ion concentration shock
waves; somewhat analogous to those found in high speed fluid flows. Accurately resolving
such sharp interfaces is of key importance in ITP as analytes often focus at these
interfaces.
An ideal computational platform for electrokinetic preconcentration and separation assays
should be easy to set up, be flexible across electrokinetic assays, handle real-world
chemicals (e.g., realistic buffers and analyte chemistry), and provide fast, accurate answers.
High accuracy and spatial resolution of both transient and steady state processes are key as
these determine specificity and dynamic range of assays. Speed (computational cost) is

M

. Bercovici, S.K. Lele, and J.G. Santiago, “Open source simulation tool for electrophoretic stacking,
focusing, and separation,” Journal of Chromatography A, vol. 1216, 2009, pp. 1008–1018.
M. Bercovici, S.K. Lele, and J.G. Santiago, “Compact adaptive-grid scheme for high numerical resolution
simulations of isotachophoresis,” Journal of Chromatography A, vol. 1217, 2010, pp. 588–599.
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particularly important in efforts to leverage numerical simulation for parametric design
variations and optimizations; avoiding extensive experimental trial and error.
Furthermore, a fast numerical solver for the physics may enable future inverse-problem
solutions for determining optimal operating conditions such as electric fields, chemical
composition, or detector location.
The problem of obtaining accurate, yet stable and non-oscillatory solutions for
electrophoresis problems has engaged researchers in the past 20 years. Proposed solutions
can be roughly divided into non-dissipative centered schemes using a large number of grid
points and to dissipative schemes offering faster solutions at the cost of physical accuracy.
Dose and Guichon[21] were perhaps the first to formally address the issue of numerical
oscillations in the field of electrophoretic transport and derived a monotonicity condition
for the case of a second order spatial discretization. This condition states that the cell
Peclet number should satisfy throughout the domain PeΔx = aΔx / D < 2 , where a is the
advection velocity (the sum of electromigration and bulk flow in the case of ITP), D is
the diffusion coefficient, and Δx is the grid spacing.

For second order schemes on

uniform grids, and at realistic electric fields and channel lengths, this requirement
translates to O(103 ) − O(104 ) grid points and to long computation times, sometimes on
the order of days even on modern computers.[39] While such long computations may be
satisfactory for basic research of electrophoretic transport phenomena, they can rarely
serve as a design and optimization tool for experimentalists. While several new schemes
have been proposed for dissipative solutions,[15],[18],[5],[19],[28] non-dissipative
implementations have essentially remained unchanged (from a numerical point of view)
since the first implementation in 1983,[19] most utilizing a centered second order
discretization on a uniform grid.
Current work
In the current work, we propose a new approach for spatial discretization of electrokinetic
problems which achieves both high resolution and low computational cost. As mentioned
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above, precise resolution of interface widths can be crucial for accurate simulation of
modern applications. We therefore employed a sixth order compact scheme which is nondissipative. More important than its high order is the high resolution of the scheme,
allowing for the resolution of high wave numbers with fewer grid points. To further
reduce the computational cost, and to provide a solution method which does not require
an a priori choice of grid spacing, we developed an adaptive grid algorithm. The adaptive
grid continuously varies the spacing of and clusters grid points in regions of high
gradients, thereby reducing the possibility of numerical instability and oscillations. We
achieve smooth and stable solutions at current densities as high as 5000 μ A using a
number of grid points 50 times smaller than equivalent uniform grids which achieve the
same resolution. We thereby reduce computational time by a factor of 75.

Figure 3.1. Schematic illustration of isotachophoresis process and physical mechanisms
included in the current code. The code is a general solver for nonlinear electrophoresis of
multiple, multivalent species. The code uses a high resolution adaptive grid scheme for
reduced computational cost; this and a Taylor-Aris type dispersion model are unique to
the code.
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The physical modules implemented in our code include treatment of multi-species, multivalent

equilibrium

reactions

(including

multivalent

ampholytes),

non-uniform

electroosmotic flow (see for example Mosher et al.,[29] and Thormann et al.[40]), and
pressure-driven flow. The latter are key to determining ion density gradients in
electrokinetic flows with heterogeneous electrolytes.[16],[41] For the first time, we
include

a

Taylor-Aris

dispersion[42-45],[7]

heterogeneous electrolyte flow solver.

formulation

with

a

multispecies,

The main physical formulations (modules)

included in the code are summarized in Figure 3.1. The code also includes a graphical
user interface and a database of over 300 number analytes, based largely on the tables by
Hirokawa et al.[46-49],[30] We offer the code as an open source, written in Matlab (The
Mathworks™, Natick, Massachusetts, USA).

Our open source allows researchers to

modify, add, remove, embed, or link part or all of the codes with additional components
and

other

programs.

The

code

is

available

for

download

at

http://microfluidics.stanford.edu.

3.2 Numerical method
We take a non-dissipative approach in the solution of the equations to allow accurate
resolution of ITP interfaces. As mentioned earlier, the typically cited[21] condition for
guiding the discretization (or grid spacing) of the domain is that the cell Peclet number
satisfy

PeΔx =

aΔx
<2
D

(3.1)

However, this approach is over-restricting as it gives no consideration to the range of
wave-numbers appearing in the problem. Oscillations, if they appear, are the result of
unresolved wave numbers exhibiting dispersion. For a smooth functions (as is the case for
all solution discussed in this work),

such unresolved wave numbers would appear in

regions of high gradients where the spatial resolution of the discretization is insufficient.
Thus, as long as regions of high gradients satisfy this requirement (or its equivalent for
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other schemes), regions of low gradients can be more sparsely gridded, and yet maintain a
non-oscillatory solution. Furthermore, a priori choice of the grid spacing according to
(3.1) is often non-trivial as the advection velocity is space, time, and species dependent.
To address these issues, the numerical approach we propose is composed of two main
components. The first is the use of a 6th order compact scheme which offers higher
resolution and thus decreases the number of grid points required to accurately capture
sharp gradients. The second is the development of an adaptive grid procedure which is
able to dynamically concentrate grid points at regions of high gradients at the expense of
regions with shallower gradients. While this approach does not mathematically guarantee
monotonicity, we are able to achieve smooth and stable results at high electric fields,
while decreasing the computational time by nearly two orders of magnitude. In the
following subsections we formulate the governing equations on a non-uniform grid, by
mapping the physical domain onto a uniform computational domain. We then present
our variational approach for dynamically adapting the grid mapping based on local
gradients in the solution. Finally, we present the spatial discretization scheme, and
develop the boundary conditions.
Transformation from physical to computational domain
Taking the approach offered by Spotz and Carey,[50] we define a mapping function
between the physical domain x , having a non-uniform grid, and the computational
domain z , having a uniform grid. Considering the mapping function to be of the form

x = x( z ) , the fist derivative with respect to x can be expressed in terms of z as
∂ ( ⋅) ∂ ( ⋅) ∂z 1 ∂ ( ⋅)
=
=
∂x
∂z ∂x xz ∂z

(3.2)
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where xz denotes a derivative of x with respect to z . Similarly, the second derivative is
given by

∂ 2 ( ⋅) 1 ∂ 2 ( ⋅) ∂ ( ⋅) xzz
= 2
−
.
∂x 2
xz ∂z 2
∂z xz3

(3.3)

In addition, the partial time derivative takes the form

∂ ( ⋅)
∂ ( ⋅)
∂ ( ⋅) ∂x ∂ ( ⋅)
∂ ( ⋅) 1 ∂x
=
−
=
−
∂t x =const
∂t z =const ∂x ∂t
∂t z =const ∂z xz ∂t

(3.4)

Substituting equations (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) into (2.18) and (2.27), we obtain the
advection-diffusion equation and the in the computational domain
2
⎛ ∂ 2φ x zz ∂φ ⎞ ∂ ( μi ci ) ∂φ ⎤
∂ci
1 ⎡ ∂ ( ci Di ) ∂ ( ci Di ) x zz
μ
= 2⎢
−
+
−
c
⎥
⎟+
i i⎜
2
∂t x z ⎣ ∂z 2
∂z
∂z ∂z ⎦
xz
x z ∂z ⎠
⎝ ∂z
∂c 1
+ (xt − u) i
∂z x z

(3.5)

with

∂φ
1⎛
∂S ⎞
= − ⎜ jxz +
⎟
σ⎝
∂z
∂z ⎠

(3.6)

and
⎛ ∂ 2φ xz ∂φ ⎞
1 ⎛ ∂ 2 S ∂S xzz ∂σ ∂φ ⎞
+
⎜ 2−
⎟=− ⎜ 2 −
⎟.
∂z xz ∂z ∂z ⎠
xz ∂z ⎠
σ ⎝ ∂z
⎝ ∂z

(3.7)

Equation (3.7) can now be discretized using standard uniform grid schemes. It remains
to determine the mapping function x( z ) at all times. This is done using an adaptive
meshing procedure described in following section.
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Adaptive mapping
We wish to increase the grid density in areas of high gradients in the solution, at the
expense of low gradient regions. To obtain this type of grid distribution, we minimize the
following cost function

∂x ⎛ ∂x ⎞
⎛ ∂x ⎞
J [ x ] = ∫ w( z ) ⎜ ⎟ dx = ∫ w( z ) ⎜ dz ⎟ = ∫ w( z ) xz2 dz ,
∂z ⎝ ∂z ⎠ 0
⎝ ∂z ⎠
0
0
L

L

L

(3.8)

where w( z ) will be referred to as the regulating function. As the functional is minimized,
regions where the regulating function acquires high values will result in small xζ values
(higher grid density). To minimize the functional, let us look at the variation

⎛ ∂x ∂δ x ⎞
⎛ ∂x ⎞
δ J = J [ x + δ x ] − J [ x ] = ∫ w( z ) ⎜ +
⎟ dz − ∫ w( z ) ⎜ ⎟ dz ,
⎝ ∂z ∂z ⎠
⎝ ∂z ⎠
0
0
L

2

L

2

(3.9)

Omitting non-linear terms, we obtain
L

δ J = 2∫ w( z )
0

∂x ∂δ x
dz
∂z ∂z

(3.10)

Since the length of the physical domain is fixed, no perturbations are allowed at its end
point, i.e., δ x 0 = δ x L = 0 . Integrating by parts yields

∂⎛
∂x ⎞
⎜ w( z ) ⎟ δ xdz .
∂z ⎝
∂z ⎠
0

L

δ J = 2∫

(3.11)

The functional is minimized when δ J = 0 , which leads to the requirement that the
integrand must vanish,

∂
( wxz ) = 0
∂z

(3.12)

Directly solving for x( z ) from (4.12) will require the solution of an ODE at each time
step and interpolation of the solution on the new grid. Instead, we may try and approach
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the minimum by stepping in the right direction to minimize δ J , as proposed by
Jameson et al.[51] Specifically, if we choose

δ x = −λ

∂
( wxz )
∂z

(3.13)

where λ is some positive scalar, (3.11) becomes

⎡∂
⎤
δ J = −λ ∫ ⎢ ( wxz ) ⎥ dz
∂z
⎦
0 ⎣
L

2

(3.14)

Since J ≥ 0 and δ J ≤ 0 , adoption of relation (3.13) will always result in incremental
steps taken towards the optimum. We may regard equation (3.13) as an additional,
coupled hyperbolic equation, describing the motion of grid points in the physical
domain,

∂x
∂
= −λ ( wxz )
∂t
∂z

−λ g ( z )

(3.15)

However, g ( z ) involves two derivatives with respect to z , hence at each time step x
becomes less smooth by two classes. To solve this problem, Jameson et al.[51] suggested
the following smoothing operator

g −ε

d 2g
=g
dz 2

(3.16)

where g is the modified gradient, and ε is a smoothing parameter. As ε → 0 g → g ,
and as ε → ∞ g → 0 . The final equation for the adaptive grid is hence

∂x
= −λ g ( z ) .
∂t

(3.17)

It remains to determine the regulating function w( z ) that will drive the adaptive grid.
Since we are interested in increasing grid density in regions of high gradients, a natural
choice would be
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w i*** =

∂ci
∂z

i = 1 .. N ,

(3.18)

where i indicates a specific species. The weight function of each species is then
normalized by its maximum value in the domain, to yield a set of vectors (one for each
species) which are all of order unity,

w i** =

w i***
.
max(w i*** )

(3.19)

At each grid point the maximum value of all species is chosen

w * = max ( w **
i ),

(3.20)

A constant is added to force equidistribution when the regulating function is uniformly
zero,

w = K AG + w * .

(3.21)

Two parameters remain to be determined by the user: λ and K AG . λ can be regarded as
the speed at which the grid adapts to changes in the regulating function. If its chosen
value is too small, the grid will not adapt fast enough to gradients forming in the channel.
On the other hand, since (3.15) is propagated together with the governing equation, if its
value is too high, it may limit the stable time step. Numerical experimentation shows that
a value of λ = 1 works well for most ITP applications. The parameter K AG determines
the relative weight assigned to regions of zero gradients, and thus strongly affects the
overall grid distribution. Lower values of K AG tend to deplete zero-gradient regions of
grid points, focusing them at sharp interface. Higher values of K AG result in a nearly
static (uniform) grid distribution with little or no grid enrichment at sharp interfaces.
Appendix A presents a guideline for the choice of K AG , based on a simple scaling analysis
of the steady state grid distribution. We show that the parameter K AG can be expressed as
a function of the number of grid points N I that one wishes to place at each ITP interface.
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This will allow the use of a single parameter value across different simulations (e.g., at
different current densities).
Spatial discretization
The majority of the numerical research in electrophoretic transport has been focused on
dealing with numerical oscillations which arise from steep concentration gradients at high
electric fields.[52-55],[35] There have been two main approaches for dealing with this:
non-dissipative and dissipative schemes. The non-dissipative approach uses a centered
discretization for the spatial derivatives. Dose and Guiochon[56] showed that, for a
second order centered scheme, the solution is guaranteed to be non-oscillatory if the
Peclet number based on the grid size, PeΔx =

uΔx
, satisfies PeΔx < 2 . Here u is total
D

advection velocity, D is the diffusivity, and Δx is the grid spacing. As the electric field
increases, smaller grid spacing is required to satisfy this requirement, leading to increased
computational time.
The dissipative approach makes use of numerical dissipation terms to filter high
frequencies that result in oscillation. Perhaps the most common dissipative scheme is the
first order upwind scheme in which the first derivative of an arbitrary function f ( x)

f − f j −1
df
= j
+ O ( Δx ) ,
Δx
dx

(3.22)

where the mesh nodes are indexed by j and f j denotes f ( j Δx) . This can be
alternatively expressed as
f j +1 − f j −1 1 ⎛ f j +1 − 2 f j + f j −1 ⎞
df
=
− Δx ⎜
⎟.
Δx 2
dx
2Δx
2 ⎝
⎠

(3.23)

The first term in (3.23) is a centered second-order first derivative. The second term is the
numerical dissipation term which has the form of a second-order second derivative with a
Δx / 2 coefficient. This can be regarded as a diffusion term with a coefficient that

depends on the grid spacing. This approach is attractive since a non-oscillatory solution is
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guaranteed, irrespective of the chosen grid spacing (the larger the grid spacing, the larger
the numerical diffusion coefficient). However, in cases where the exact shape of
concentration gradients is of interest, such as in ITP simulations, dissipative solutions are
unsatisfying as they result in non-physical (overly wide) concentration gradients.
Although numerical dissipation can be reduced by decreasing the cell size, it will be small
compared with molecular diffusion only when

1
Δx < D / u ; precisely the requirement for
2

the second order centered scheme to be non-oscillatory. Hence, for accurate solutions,
dissipative schemes offer no benefit (We note that dissipative schemes may be useful for
rough-yet-quick estimates). A comparison between an upwind and centered scheme for a
realistic ITP case is provided in section 3.3.
In the present work we adopt the non-dissipative approach, yet aim to avoid numerical
oscillations and reduce computational time.

For any discrete grid, there exists a

maximum wave number (spatial frequency), k , that can be accurately represented on that
grid. The Nyquist criterion sets an upper bound on this wave number, k Δx < π , where
Δx is the grid spacing. If we regard the concentration distribution as a Fourier series

consisting of waves at varying frequencies, then sharper gradients require higher the wave
numbers. For a fixed Δx , this obviously sets a limit on the maximum gradient that can be
described. However, expressing derivatives on a discrete grid sets more restrictive
limitations. As shown in the Fourier analysis by Lele,[57] derivative operations result in
dispersion of high wave numbers; i.e., these waves travel at a range of frequencydependent velocities. This results in oscillations, since the different waves no longer
combine to give the correct concentration profile. The spatial resolution of a scheme is
determined by the range of wave numbers it can accurately resolve for a given grid.
Higher resolution can be readily obtained by employing a centered compact scheme, as
suggested by Lele.[57] Here, we chose a sixth order compact scheme which offers
significantly higher resolution compared to an explicit second order scheme, at the cost of
solving a tridiagonal system. Figure

3.2 compares the first and second derivative
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resolution of both schemes. Examining the first derivative, the standard second order
centered scheme resolves 25%, 8% and 2% of the wave numbers to an accuracy of 10%,
1% and 0.1% respectively. This is compared to the sixth order compact scheme with
resolving efficiencies of 70%, 50% and 35% for the same accuracies. The scheme uses a
five point symmetric stencil for all internal grid points. The approximation for the first
derivative is given by
1
1
1 ⎡ 1 f j + 2 − f j − 2 14 f j +1 − f j −1 ⎤
+
f ' j −1 + f ' j + f ' j +1 =
⎢
⎥.
3
3
4
9
2
Δz ⎣ 9
⎦

(3.24)

Since ITP boundary conditions are non-periodic, a fifth order skewed scheme is used at
two nodes at each boundary. For the left boundary for example,

f '1 + 4 f '2 =

1 ⎡ 37
2
2
1 ⎤
f1 + f 2 + 3 f 3 − f 4 +
f5 ,
−
⎢
3
3
12 ⎥⎦
Δz ⎣ 12
(3.25)

and

1
1
1 ⎡ 10
1
1 ⎤
f '1 + f '2 + f '3 =
f4 .
− f1 − f 2 + f 3 +
⎢
6
2
2
18 ⎥⎦
Δz ⎣ 18
Similarly, the internal-points approximation for the second derivative is given by
2
2
1 ⎡ 3 f j + 2 − 2 f j + f j − 2 12 f j +1 − 2 f j + f j −1 ⎤
+
f '' j −1 + f '' j + f '' j +1 = 2 ⎢
⎥.
Δz ⎣11
11
11
4
11
1
⎦

(3.26)

and at the boundaries,

137
1 ⎡1955
4057
1117
55
29
7
⎤
f ''2 = 2 ⎢
f1 −
f2 +
f3 −
f4 −
f5 +
f6 ⎥
13
156
78
78
156
156 ⎦
Δz ⎣ 156
1
7
1 ⎡ 99
93
3
3 ⎤
f ''1 + f ''2 −
f ''2 = 2 ⎢ f1 − 3 f 2 +
f3 − f 4 −
f5 .
Δz ⎣ 80
10
20
40
5
80 ⎥⎦

f ''1 +

(3.27)

Equations (3.24) to (3.26) constitute two closed systems. The solution of these systems
yields approximations to the first and second derivative at all grid points in the
computational domain. The derivatives are then used in equation (3.5) to obtain the local
time derivative at every point. It is important to note that by using (3.25) and (3.27), the
boundary values are modified according to information obtained from within the
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domain. This boundary condition is of course not generally true; in many physical cases
the boundary conditions are fixed, or information propagates from the outside. For
example, in typical isotachophoresis problems wherein the solution domain consist of a
microchannel (or capillary) between end-channel reservoirs. In the next section we detail
another step in the solution where the time derivatives at the boundaries are determined
according to the direction of the local characteristics.
In order to maintain an overall sixth order accuracy, we also discretized the grid mapping

x = x( z ) using the same sixth order compact scheme: At each time step, we compute the
new grid point coordinates according to (4.17). We then compute new values for xz and

xzz using the sixth order operators (3.24) - (3.27). These derivatives are then used in the
next time step in the governing equations (3.5) - (3.7), as well as in the new calculation of
the cost function (3.14). The smoothing operator (3.16), however, need not be
discretized with the same accuracy, as a smoothed gradient g of lower accuracy impacts
only the absolute values of the grid points. The accuracy of governing equations are
unaffected by the smoothing procedure, provided that the derivatives xz and xzz are
computed to a sufficiently high accuracy. We therefore discretized Equation (3.17) using
standard second order central differences.
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Figure 3.2. Modified wave number due to numerical discretization versus true wave
number, for first and second derivative approximations ( w ' and w '' , respectively). (a)
exact differentiation, (b) sixth order compact scheme – equations (4.22), (4.24), (c)
second order central differences scheme. The sixth order compact scheme is able to
accurately resolve higher wavelengths, thus exhibiting higher resolution compared with
the second order central differences scheme.
Boundary conditions
Published discussions (and analyses) of boundary conditions for electrophoretic transport
problems are very limited. For example, Palusinski et al. and Dose and Guiochon used
strictly fixed concentration values at the boundaries; while Sounart and Baygents,[58]
Ikuta and Hirokawa,[53] Ermakov et al.,[52] and Hruska et al.[59] did not explicitly
discuss the boundary conditions. One notable exception is Breadmore et al.[39], who
recently extended their code (based on the code by Palusinski et al.) to allow extrapolation
from the domain onto the boundary, thus allowing waves to leave the domain.
Many ITP simulations are possible using long domains at which the ITP interfaces are at
all times far from the boundaries and concentration values are fixed at both ends.
However, there is an obvious advantage in computational time to employing smaller
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domains in the region of interfaces and ITP zones of interest. In our experience, there is
much benefit also in analyzing a frame of reference moving with the interface(s) of
interest. In such cases, as the TE and analytes assume new concentration values (according
to the Kohlrausch regulating function[60] for fully ionized ions, or, more generally, the
Jovin[61] and Alberty[62] relations), concentration waves are sent from the interface and
towards the boundaries. For such cases, a code should properly allow these waves to leave
the domain and avoid non-physical reflections.
First we determine the direction of waves at the boundaries. For waves leaving the
domain, the boundary value will be determined by solving the equation using backward
differences. For waves entering the domain, the boundary conditions will be fixed
according the concentration in the reservoir. If the reservoir concentration is constant in
time, the latter is equivalent to setting the time derivative at the boundary to zero
Note that the direction of wave propagation can not be determined solely by the sign of
the velocity for each species (such an approached were employed, for example, in the
explicit upwinding schemes used by Ikuta and Hirokawa[53] and Sounart and
Baygents[58]). We first explore the reason for this complexity, and then present a more
general method.
The complexity of these boundary conditions can be explained by analyzing a simple
advection and electromigraiton problem. Neglecting diffusion for the moment, we can
write the flux, f, of some species i as
fi = ( μi E − u ) ci .

(3.28)

where E is the electric field. By inspection, and by analogy to linear PDEs, one might
conclude that the wave velocity is given by the coefficient of ci , μi E − u , and therefore
that the sign of this quantity determines the direction of wave propagation. However, the
electric field is also coupled to the concentration ci (and to all other concentrations in the
system, e.g., by net neutrality) and so
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dfi
∂E
.
= ( μi E − u ) + μi ci
dci
∂ci
The

electric

field

can

(3.29)
be

expressed

as

the

ratio

of

current

density

to

conductivity, E = j / σ , and (3.29) becomes
dfi
μ c jα
⎛ αc ⎞
= ( μi E − u ) − i i 2 i = μi E ⎜ 1 − i i ⎟ − u ,
dci
σ
σ ⎠
⎝

(3.30)

where α i is defined by (2.21), and α i ci is the conductivity of the species i . Clearly,
when the relative conductivity of the species of interest is low, 0 < α i ci / σ

1 , the wave

direction and the direction of ion migration (velocity) are equal. However, as the relative
conductivity increases, the sign of the expression on the right hand side of (3.30) may
change. This change of sign results in a species which can have a velocity vector pointing
in the direction of electromigration, while its concentration gradients propagates in the
opposite direction. Although the latter example is an over-simplification, it serves to
highlight the importance of wave propagation analyses. In short, the complexity of the
problem arises from the dependency of the electric field on all species in the system (and
electroneutrality insures a coupling between ions and counterions).
A more rigorous analysis of the wave direction can be obtained from a characteristics
analysis. To achieve this, we seek to express the system of (coupled) transport equation in
a semi-linear form of the type ∂c / ∂t = A∂c / ∂x , where c is the vector of species
concentrations ci and A is a matrix of (generally non constant) coefficients. This process
becomes more complex when equilibrium chemistry is involved since all species
concentrations and their properties (such as effective mobility) are coupled through the
algebraic constraint (2.11). In order to overcome this complexity, we make use of three
simplifying assumption: First, we assume safe pH conditions (i.e., that the concentration
of the migrating species of interest are significantly larger than the concentrations of
hydronium and hydroxide ions) at the boundaries. This allows excluding the explicit
dependence of conductivity on hydronium and hydroxide concentration as it appears in
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equation (2.25). Second, we assume the system is well buffered (i.e., that the sensitivity
of all variables to slight changes in pH is small) at the boundaries. This allows treating
species’ pH-dependent properties (e.g., effective mobility) as locally constant. Third, we
assume current is carried mostly by electromigration (versus diffusion). This allows
expressing the electric field as a function of the conductivity and the (known and
constant) current density,

∂φ
∂x

−

η
.
σ

(3.31)

while the assumptions presented here do not necessarily hold for any electrophoretic
transport problem, they are useful for a wide range of real ITP applications. In particular,
these assumptions are useful for the solution of ITP problems in a frame of reference
moving with the interface(s). In this case, the sharp gradients are always contained within
the domain, while low-gradient adaptation waves propagate out of the domain. For ITP
problems solved in the frame of reference of the lab (ITP interfaces are moving), these
assumptions would generally hold as long as the sharp ITP interfaces remain far from the
boundaries.
Using the first assumption, of safe pH at the boundaries, the gradient of the electric field
can be expressed as

∂ 2φ η
=
∂x 2 σ 2

∂σ ∂c j η
= 2
∑
σ
j =1 ∂c j ∂x
N

∂c j

N

∑α
j =1

j

∂x

.

(3.32)

Note that the explicit dependency of the conductivity on cH and cOH does not appear in
this expression. However, the different α j remain a function of pH and express the
dependency of the conductivity on the dissociation factor of each species family. Using
(4.30), the hyperbolic part of (3.12) can be written as

∂ci
η
= μi ci 2
σ
∂t

∂c j

N

∑α
j=1

j

⎛ ∂φ
⎞ ∂c
+ ⎜ μi
−u⎟ i .
∂x ⎝ ∂x
⎠ ∂x

(3.33)
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Evaluated at the boundary, the last expression can be written in matrix form as
∂c
∂c
∂c
=A
= ( A1 + A 2 ) .
∂t
∂x
∂x

(3.34)

where the matrices A1 and A 2 are given by
A1 = diag(p)
A 2 = qT r

.

(3.35)

and

p i = μi

∂φ
η
− u , q i = 2 c i μi ,
∂x
σ

ri = α i .

(3.36)

At each time step, the time derivatives at both boundaries are then converted to the
characteristic variables by calculating the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix A ,

∂R
∂c
= V -1 .
∂t
∂t

(3.37)

Here V is matrix whose rows are the eigenvectors of A . In the characteristics space, the
direction of the characteristics is identifies by the sign of their eigenvalues. For the
characteristics propagating into the domain, the time derivative information from within
the domain is invalid, and their time derivatives are set to zero. For the left boundary for
example,

⎧ ∂R
∂Ri* ⎪ i
= ⎨ ∂t
∂t ⎪
⎩0

λi ≥ 0

(3.38)

λi < 0

The characteristic variables are then converted back to the primitive variables,

∂c
∂R*
=V
∂t
∂t

(3.39)

to yield the time derivative that will be used at the boundary.
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Equation (3.39) expresses the change in concentration at the boundaries only due to
information propagating from within the domain and towards the boundary. The
information from waves that are propagating into the domain is excluded and prevented
from being extrapolated onto the boundary. While several strict assumptions are required
to obtain this result, these assumptions hold for many realistic problems of interest. An
example solution for a case of analyte focusing using ITP, solved in a frame of reference
moving with the plug, is presented in section 3.4. For cases where the system is either
poorly buffered or is outside of safe pH, we resort to using significantly longer
computational domains such that significant wave fronts do not reach the boundaries
within the computational time of interest. The adaptive grid procedure is useful in such
cases, as little computational cost is spent on long regions of the domain where the
solution exhibits concentration plateaus.
Time discretization
Capturing the transient dynamics of electrokinetics is key to the design of injection
schemes, detector placement, and prediction of stacking and focusing rates and analyte
concentration.[63],[64] The physics of ITP transport and coupled reaction phenomena
are strongly non-linear, and so there is no general method of establishing a single time
step (or CFL number equivalent) which works reliably across different initial conditions
and buffer systems and yet avoids waste in computational time. To allow for more robust
handling time integration, we make use of the third order Runge-Kutta-BogackiShampine (RK23) which uses two sequential Runge-Kutta orders to estimate truncation
error, and adjusts the time step accordingly.
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For completeness, the Runge Kutta steps and the error estimation are provided below. A
full description of the method is provided by Ashino el al. [65] The three stages are given
by

k1 = Δtf (tn , yn )
1
1
k2 = Δtf (tn + Δt , yn + k1 )
2
2

(3.40)

3
3
k3 = Δtf (tn + Δt , yn + k2 ) ,
4
4
where Δt is the time step, y is the integrated variable (the total concentration of each
species), f is the time derivative (given by the right hand side of (3.5)), and n is an index
for the time step.
The value of y at the next time step is then given by

2
1
4
yn +1 = yn + k1 + k2 + k3 .
9
3
9

(3.41)

The calculation of the local error requires the computation of an additional step

2
1
4
k4 = Δtf (tn + Δt , yn + k1 + k2 + k3 ) ,
9
3
9

(3.42)

with the error given by

E=−

5
1
1
1
k1 + k2 + k2 − k4 .
72
12
9
8

(3.43)

Note that k4 is equivalent to k1 of the next time step, and thus this is a three stage
method.
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3.3 Verification
Equilibrium chemistry and plateau regime
For zones achieving plateau mode under ITP, a semi-analytical (iterative) solution exists
for the concentration values as a function of their chemical properties and the properties
of the LE and counter ion.[66] Comparison of the simulation with these analytical values
allows verification of the implementation of the chemical equilibrium physics, the
conductivity and electric field calculations, and the modified fluxes due to the adaptive
grid. Figure 3.3 presents the separation and focusing of five acids (both strong and weak)
achieving plateau values. The names and properties of the different species (including the
LE, TE and counter ion) are listed in Table 1a. The species were chosen so to represent
strong acids (LE, A2), monovalent weak acids (A3, A5, TE), polyvalent weak acids (A1)
and ampholytes (A4). Table 1b presents a comparison between simulation and analytical
results for pH values, concentration, and effective mobility in each region. For most
species and properties presented, results agree to three significant digits. For arsenic acid
and aspartic acid, results agree to two significant digits (0.6% difference).
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Figure 3.3. Concentration profiles for plateau mode ITP focusing and separation of five
strong and weak acids. Dots and circles on curves indicate the location of grid points
(both symbols are used and alternated for clarity of presentation). The simulation was
performed using 200 grid points on a 40 mm long channel. A constant current of
2 μ A was applied along a 50 μ m diameter channel yielding a current density of
1018 A / m 2 . A quantitative comparison of these results with analytical values is presented
in Table Table 1b.
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Table 2. Quantitative verification of plateau value calculations. (a) List of valence, pKa,
and mobility values used in the simulation. (b) Comparison of analytical (shaded
columns, italicized font) and numerical (white columns, Roman font) values obtained for
pH, concentration, and effective mobility in plateau mode ITP.
(a)
Valence

μ z ,i

Figure
symbol

Acid name

pKa

LE

Hydrochloric

-1

-2

-79.1

A1

Arsenic

-1

2.19

-35.2

-2

6.94

-70

109 m 2 / Vs

A2

Sulfamic

-1

-2

-50.3

A3

Acetic

-1

4.756

-42.4

A4

Aspartic

+1

1.99

+31.6

-1

3.9

-31.6

-2

10.002

-51.8

A5

Cacodylic

-1

6.184

-29.9

TE

3-Phenylpropionic -1

4.664

-26.5

(b)

Analytical

Numerical
pH

μi

Figure
symbol

Acid name

c
[mM]

LE

Hydrochloric

7.77

7.77

100.0

100.0

-79.1

-79.1

A1

Arsenic

7.83

7.83

49.4

49.4

-66.4

-66.0

A2

Sulfamic

7.84

7.84

86.5

86.5

-50.3

-50.3

A3

Acetic

7.87

7.87

81.0

81.0

-42.4

-42.4

A4

Aspartic

7.93

7.93

70.4

70.4

-31.9

-31.8

A5

Cacodylic

7.95

7.95

69.1

69.1

-29.4

-29.4

TE

3-Phenylpropionic 7.96

7.96

65.0

65.0

-26.5

-26.5
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109 m 2 / Vs

Interface width and shape
An analytical solution which is especially useful for investigation of the scheme’s accuracy
was provided by Saville and Palusinksi.[35] The solution describes a three species ITP
problem, consisting of two co-ions and a single counter-ion. While we know of no closedform expression for the concentrations of the species, analysis yields the following closedform expression for the ratio of LE to TE concentrations:

cLE
= e − x /δ ,
cTE

(3.44)

where x is the spatial coordinate, and δ is the characteristic width of the interface given
by
0
⎛ μTE ( μ LE − μCI ) ⎞ cLE
.
⎟
⎝ μ LE − μTE ⎠ j

δ = Rμ Tz LE ⎜

(3.45)

Subscripts TE, LE and CI indicate properties related to the trailing electrolyte, leading
0
cLE
is the plateau value of the leading

electrolyte, and counter ion respectively.
electrolyte.

To obtain numerical results to compare with the analytical formula, we deactivated our
chemistry module to produce idealized simulations wherein no other species would exist
in the system (no hydronium or hydroxide ions). A single ITP interface was simulated
using fully ionized LE, TE and counter ion having mobilities of −8 ⋅10−8 , −2 ⋅10−8 and

+5 ⋅10−8 m 2V −1s −1 respectively. The problem was solved in a frame of reference moving
with the LE, so that the interface appears stationary and a steady state solution can be
obtained. The LE concentration was set to 100 mM, and an equal concentration was set
for counter ion to satisfy electroneutrality. The domain was 10 mm long and discretized
using 100 grid points. The interface shape was simulated for current value of 0.1, 1 and
5 μ A , and current densities consistent with a 90 μ m wide, 20 μ m deep D-shaped
channel.
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Figure 3.4. Comparison of the accuracy of various spatial discretization schemes versus an
analytical solution (solid line) which yields the shape of an ITP interface. The same
constant current is applied in all cases. (a) Non-dimensional concentrations show
significant differences in the predicted curves in linear coordinates (b) The ratio of
concentrations is compared with the analytical solution by Saville and Palusinski (loglinear coordinates). The first order upwind schemes deviate significantly from the
analytical solution both on a uniform grid and an adaptive grid. The second order
centered scheme, being non-dissipative, accurately predicts the slope close to the origin.
The higher resolution of the sixth order scheme allows the numerical solution to follow
the analytical curve further away from the origin, where the grid size increases
significantly.
Figure 3.4a presents the concentration profiles obtained from solutions of the 1 μ A case
using various spatial discretization schemes. The results are presented on a nondimensional scale where the concentration has been normalized by cLE and the axial
coordinate has been normalized by the characteristic length Rμ T μ LE z LE cLE / j . Figure
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3.4b presents on a logarithmic scale the ratio of LE to TE concentrations versus the
normalized axial coordinate. The analytical result (42) appears as a solid line. The first
order upwind scheme results in a significantly diffused interface, even when upwinding is
coupled to the adaptive grid scheme. This is expressed as a significant deviation from the
linear analytical solution, for all spatial locations. The second order centered scheme (with
adaptive grid), being non-dissipative in nature, performs significantly better and is able to
capture the correct slope, at least close the origin. The sixth order compact scheme (with
adaptive grid) is, due to its higher resolution, able to follow accurately the analytical
solution significantly further from the origin.
A closer look into the performance of the sixth order compact scheme is provided in
Figure

3.5, comparing the results obtained for current densities of 0.1, 1, and 5 μ A

resulting in interface widths ( δ values) of 175, 17, and 3.5 μ m respectively. Figure
3.5a presents the concentration profiles in the same non-dimensional scales as Figure 3.4.
As expected, the results for all three current densities collapse to the same curve. Figure
3.5b presents on a logarithmic scale the ratio of LE to TE concentrations versus the
normalized axial coordinate. Again, the analytical result (42) appears as a solid line, and
over a finite region all three solutions collapse to the same curve. However, the three
solutions are not entirely self-similar:

Since the physical domain length remains

unchanged (10 mm) for all cases, the normalized domain length is significantly larger for
higher currents. For this reason, the grid spacing away from the interface appears to be
larger for higher currents. We intentionally present a slightly under-resolved case (using
100 grid points) in order to note that while the solution accurately captures the interface,
it is not free of oscillations. As current increases, the cell Peclet number away from the
interface increases, and this ultimately leads to some oscillations. These oscillations can be
avoided by decreasing the domain size or by increasing the number of grid points.
We note that although the deviation appears to be significant away from the origin
(approximately 2 orders of magnitude at xˆ = 10 ), this is the result of the TE
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concentration reaching (nearly) zero and thus amplifying the error in the ratio cLE / cTE .
A more direct estimate of the accuracy far from the origin can be obtained by inspecting
the deviation of the LE concentration from its plateau value, as presented in Figure 3.5c.
For the sharpest gradient ( δ = 3.5 μ m ) the error is on the order of 10−6 . The error for

δ = 17 μ m is on the order of 10−9 . For the widest interface ( δ = 175 μ m ), the finite
domain truncates the asymptotic decay of the error before reaching a constant value.

Figure 3.5. Verification of the high resolution adaptive grid scheme in predicting the
shape of an ITP interface. (a) Non dimensionalizing concentration and space collapses the
profiles into a single curve. (b) The ratio of concentrations is compared with the analytical
solution by Saville and Palusinski.[5] The slope of LE-to-TE concentration ratio is
captured precisely at the interface in all three cases, but deviation occurs earlier as current
is increased. (c) The error in prediction of absolute LE concentration values far from the
ITP interface (large x̂ values).
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3.4 Results and discussion
Zone boundary thickness
We first investigate the influence of computational accuracy on zone boundary thickness
on an example ITP assay.

The mobility markers technique recently developed by

Khurana and Santiago[13] leverages ITP for fluorescent detection of unlabeled analytes.
Low concentration fluorescent marker zones bound analyte zones, so gaps in the
fluorescent signal indicate the presence of analytes. A possible design goal for such assays
is increasing their sensitivity by decreasing the amount (or concentration) of sample
required for detection. In one of the experiments, the authors demonstrate the separation
and detection of acetate (ACE) and phenylpropionate (PPA). We here simulate this
separation and detection using the same chemistry, but with a lower initial concentration
of the analytes. The LE was composed of TRIS-HCl and the TE was TRISTetraphenylborate. A high TRIS concentration was used in both zones to yield an initial
pH of 9.2. In the simulation the pH of the adjusted TE (i.e., the TE occupying regions
formerly occupied by the LE) was 9.8. The chemical properties and initial concentrations
as used in the simulation are provided in Table 2. The values of diffusivity here and
throughout

this

work

were

calculated

using

the

Nernst-Einstein

relation

Di , z = μi , z / FRμ T , where F is Faraday’s constant, Rμ is the universal gas constant, and

T is the temperature.
The simulation was performed twice: using an upwind scheme (e.g., as used in previous
studies[23],[25]), and using our sixth order compact scheme. In both cases an adaptive
grid with 150 nodes was used at a current density of 289 A / m2 . The computational
domain was 6 mm in length, and the problem was, in both cases, solved in a frame of
reference moving with the plug. The analytes and markers were introduced as 1 mm plugs
at the center of the channel. Figure 3.6 presents the simulation results for both schemes.
The diffused boundaries obtained using the upwind scheme result in significant overlap
between the markers and in lower maximum concentrations. In contrast, the sixth order
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compact scheme accurately resolves the interfaces showing three distinct marker peaks
(below we verify the current scheme’s accuracy by comparing it with a well-established
analytical solution). For a fluorescent intensity proportional to the marker concentration,
Figures 2(e) and 2(f) represent the resulting signal. The dissipative scheme results in (nonphysical) smearing of all three peaks; while our non-dissipative scheme clearly captures
each peak.
We verify the accuracy of our numerical scheme by comparing to a simple test case where
an analytical solution is available. In their appendix, Saville and Palusinski[5] discuss a
three species ITP interface problem, where all species are fully ionized. The analytical
solution for the ratio of LE to TE concentration in this case takes the form

cLE / cTE = exp(− x / δ ) , where x is the axial coordinate and
⎛ μTE ( μ LE − μCI ) ⎞ cLE
,
⎟
⎝ μ LE − μTE ⎠ j

δ = Rμ Tz LE ⎜

(3.46)

is the characteristic width of the interface. Here μ LE , μTE and μCI are the mobilities of
the LE, TE and counter-ions, respectively (signed values). z LE is the valence of the LE,
and j is the current density,. A plot of this analytical solution for interface width is
shown versus current density as the solid curve in Figure 3.7. Results from our code are
shown as circles. For these numerical solutions, the chemistry module was disabled and
fully ionized mobilities -60, -40 and +50 10−9 m 2V −1s −1 were assigned to the LE, TE and
counter-ion, respectively (the same values used for the analytical expression). The
computational domain was a 10 mm long capillary with a cross section diameter of
50 μ m . 100 grid points were used to achieve a steady state solution by solving the
problem in a frame of reference moving with the LE. Using the adaptive grid, this
number of grid points allowed smooth solutions with current densities up to
5000 A / m 2 . The solution at each current density was analyzed to extract the width of
the interface. To be consistent with (3.46) the width is defined as the distance between
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the spatial coordinates corresponding to cLE = cTE and cLE / cTE = e−1 . The numerical
results (circles) show excellent agreement with the analytical solution (solid line).
For comparison, we also present in Figure

3.7 numerical results obtained using the

upwind (diffusive) scheme on both a uniform grid (e.g., similar to previous
work[23],[24]) and a non-uniform grid (using our current adaptive mesh module). As
expected, the upwind scheme results in overly diffused interface, with the uniform grid
solution showing a deviation of nearly an order of magnitude from the analytical results.
Our adaptive grid reduces this error, but the upwind still deviates significantly from the
analytical curve at mid-range to high values of current density.
Table 3. Equilibrium constants and corresponding valences, fully ionized electrophoretic
mobilities (at negligible ionic strength), and initial concentrations for analytes and
mobility markers used in the numerical simulations.
Name

Hydrochloric
(LE)

pKa

acid -2

Valences

Mobility

Diffusivity
−10

2

m /s

Initial
Concentration

10−9 m 2V −1s −1

10

-1, 0

-79.1

20.3

5 mM

Tetraphenylborate
(TE)

5

-1, 0

-18

4.6

5 mM

TRIS

8.076

0, +1

29.5

7.6

75 mM

Acetic acid (ACE)

4.756

-1, 0

-42.2

10.8

380 μM

3-phenylpropionic
acid (PPA)

4.664

-1, 0

-26.5

6.8

190 μM

Oregon
Green 4.7
carboxylic acid (M1)

-1, 0

-43

11.0

1.9 μM

Fluorescein (M2)

6.7,
4.4

-2, -1, 0

-33, -16.5

4.2

1.9 μM

Bodipy (M3)

5

-1, 0

-20

5.1

1.9 μM

Chemical properties for hydrochloric acid, TRIS, Acetic acid, Fluorescein and 3phenylpropionic acid are obtained from Hirokawa et al.[47] and Paul et al.[67] The
properties for Tetraphenylborate, Oregon Green carboxylic acid and Bodipy are
estimated from our own experimental observations
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Figure
3.6. Simulation results of separation and detection of acetate (ACE) and
phenylpropionate (PPA) ions using three mobility markers. Chemical properties and
initial concentrations used here are provided in Table 2. The left and right columns show
respectively results obtained using the upwind and high resolution schemes. (a), (b),
concentration profiles of non fluorescent analyte zones and of LE, TE zones. The analyte
zones are in plateau mode when using the non-dissipative scheme, but incorrectly appear
to be in peak mode using the upwind scheme. (c), (d), concentration profiles of
fluorescent mobility markers located at the interfaces between analytes. The marker
species peaks are clearly resolved using the non-dissipative scheme, but significantly
overlap using the upwind scheme. Here M1: Oregon Green carboxylic acid, M2:
Fluorescein, and M3: Bodipy. (e),(f), The fluorescent signal for each assay. Analyte zone
signals are merged on the left, and resolved on the right (current scheme).
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Figure 3.7. Verification of the code’s accuracy in resolving high gradient ITP interfaces.
The analytical solution (solid line, available for the special case of three fully ionized
species) is compared with numerical results (circles) obtained using the high resolution
adaptive grid (HIRAG) with 100 grid points. HIRAG shows excellent agreement for the
entire range of current densities (higher current densities are easily achieved using higher
number of grid points). Results obtained using the upwind scheme, for the same number
of grid points, show significant deviation from analytical values, even when combined
with our adaptive grid.
To test their numerical scheme, Ermakov et al.[22] defined several test cases. One was a
cationic ITP simulation consisting of two analyte zones focused between a LE and a TE.
The same test case was later adopted by Martens et al.[23] to show the dependency of the
resulting boundary thickness on the choice of numerical scheme, and to test the stability
of their algorithm at much higher current densities. Sounart and Baygents[25] again used
this test case, at the same current density, to study the dependence of the zone boundary
thickness on grid spacing. Yu et al.[26] recently used the same case to study the
performance of their CESE scheme.
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We here examine the test case examined by Ermakov, Martens, and others and compare
the zone boundary thickness to the number of grid points used in the computational
domain. These results are presented in Figure 3.8. The LE is 18mM sodium-hydroxide
( μ = 5.19 ⋅10−9 m 2V −1s −1 ),

the

TE

is

40

mM

β-alanine

(pKa = 3.3,

μ = 3.6 ⋅10−9 m 2V −1s −1 ), and the background electrolyte is 20mM acetic acid (pKa = 4.75,
μ = 4.24 ⋅10−9 m 2V −1s −1 ). Aniline (pKa = 4.8, μ = 3.25 ⋅10−8 m 2V −1s −1 ) and pyridine
(pKa = 5.16, μ = 3⋅10−8 m 2V −1s −1 ) were introduced to the 40 mm long capillary as
1 mm long plug at a concentration of 10 mM. The data for the UPWIND, PLPE1 and
DIME schemes were digitized from Sounart and Baygents.[25] The data for the CESE
scheme was obtained by calculating the width of the plug in the time domain and
multiplying it by the ITP velocity. The number of grid points used in those schemes was
obtained by dividing the length of the channel by the specified (uniform) grid spacing.
The dissipative schemes are characterized by a strong dependence on the number of grid
points used. A higher grid density reduces the numerical dissipation and improves the
accuracy of results.
In contrast to the other schemes, our high resolution adaptive grid (HIRAG) is nondissipative so zone boundary is independent of the number of grid points. As with all
non-dissipative schemes, significant numerical oscillations result if the grid density is not
sufficiently high. However, for the test case, the zone boundary thickness was accurately
resolved using the HIRAG scheme with 400 grid points, compared with more than 2500
required for the PLPE1 scheme. Further increase in the number of grid points did not
change the HIRAG boundary thickness. Simulations using less than ~400 grid points
resulted in discernible numerical oscillations and their results are not presented here.
Overall, these data highlight the importance of accurately resolving zone boundaries, and
that non-dissipative schemes can provide accurate, grid-size-independent solutions.
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Figure 3.8. The predicted thickness of the boundary between pyridine and aniline zones
in ITP for various relevant computational schemes as a function of the number of grid
points. Boundary thickness is defined here as the distance in which the concentration
changes from 1% to 99% of its plateau value. Results are for a current density of
2260 A/m2. The DIME and UPWIND schemes are highly dissipative and the interface
width is grid-dependent even for a large number of grid points. The PLPE1 and CESE
schemes exhibit reduced numerical dissipation and the PLPE1 scheme becomes
independent of the grid after about 2500 grid points. The HIRAG scheme is nondissipative and therefore, for non-oscillatory simulation conditions, is independent of the
grid size.
Reduction in computation time
Here, we illustrate how our high resolution sixth order compact scheme combines with an
adaptive grid (HIRAG) to reduce total computational cost.

We again take the

(challenging) example of an ITP interface between an LE and a TE. To study the effect of
the spatial discretization alone, the chemistry module is here disabled, and fully ionized
monovalent LE, TE and counter-ion are used. The respective mobility values for these
ions are −8 ⋅10−8 , −4 ⋅10−8 and +1⋅10−8 m 2V −1s −1 . Figure

3.9 presents the simulation

results using various schemes. The second order scheme is unable to resolve high wave
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numbers - resulting in significant oscillations. Using the same uniform grid, the sixthorder compact scheme shows increased resolution and diminishes the magnitude and
extent of oscillations. The 6th order scheme with an adaptive grid shows that oscillations
are here completely eliminated, even when one third of the grid points are used (cf.
bottom two plots of Figure 3.9).

Figure 3.9. Predicted concentration profiles showing the effect of spatial discretization
and grid adaptation on the resolution of an ITP interface. N is the number of grid points
used. Results obtained after 100 s on a 20 mm long domain, under a current density of
1800 A/m2. For clarity, we here zoom in on a 10 mm length which captures the area of
interest. (a) Explicit centered second order scheme using an equally spaced grid. (b) Sixthorder compact scheme using an equally spaced grid. (c) sixth order compact scheme using
the adaptive grid procedure results in a smooth interface, (d) even for one third the
number of grid points.
Next, we quantitatively evaluate the reduction in computational cost from using the
adaptive grid.

To this end, we compare the CPU time required to complete the same

single-interface ITP simulation with and without the adaptive grid; and perform these
comparisons as a function of applied current density. For each simulation, we analyzed
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output files to extract the minimum grid spacing (maximum grid density) (this occurred
always at the LE-TE interface). This minimum grid spacing was then used in a uniform
grid in a non-adaptive simulation; in this way, the interface resolution in both cases is
approximately equal.

Figure 3.10. Speed ratio and grid size ratio associated with uniform and adaptive grid
simulations of a single interface ITP experiment. LE is 100 mM hydrochloric acid, TE is
50 mM HEPES, and counter ion is 200 mM TRIS. The channel is a 20 mm long circular
capillary with a 50 μ m diameter. Simulation time varied depending on the current
density such that the distance traveled by the interface, t / μ LE ELE , was constant. The
curves are truncated at the maximum current resolvable by the 300 node adaptive grid.
The inset shows the actual grid size used for the uniform grid (circles), compared to the
constant 300 grid point value used by the HIRAG scheme (dashed line) to obtain the
same resolution.
Figure 3.10 presents both the grid size (number of grid points) ratio and the speed ratio
as a function of current density. The speed ratio is defined as CPU time for the uniform
grid divided by that of the adaptive grid solution. In both cases the sixth order compact
scheme was used. As discussed by Saville and Palusinski,[5] the interface width (and
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hence the local gradients) is inversely proportional to current density, but also directly
proportional to the difference in mobilities of the two neighboring species. As a suitable,
alternate independent variable we therefore also show the associated interface width in the
top axis of the figure. The LE was 100 mM hydrochloric acid ( μ = 7.9 ⋅10−8 m 2V −1s −1 ),
the TE was 50 mM HEPES (pKa = 7.5, μ = 2.35 ⋅10−8 m 2V −1s −1 ), and the counter ion
was 200 mM TRIS (pKa = 8.076, μ = 2.95 ⋅10−8 m 2V −1s −1 ). We use a very practical
range of current densities.[68],[31] For example, a 50 μ m circular channel containing a
buffer system consisting of 12 mM Tris base and 20 mM acetic acid, would result in a
current density of ~2500 A / m 2 under a 300 V / cm electric field. Current densities as
high as 15,000 A / m 2 have been used in ITP[68].
Both speed ratio and grid size ratio are roughly proportional to current density as
expected. At low to medium current densities, the speed ratio is slightly lower than the
grid size ratio. We attribute this to the additional computational time dedicated to solving
the adaptive grid equation. At current densities of approximately 2500 A / m2 the speed
ratio curve crosses that of grid size ratio. This speed gain is associated not with the
number of grid points but with the time steps chosen by the Runge-Kutta integrator, as
the stable time step is proportional to Δx 2 . In the uniform grid case, the time step is
therefore approximately constant throughout the simulation. However, the adaptive grid
solution starts with much larger grid spacing, and develops small Δx values only as the
interface steepens into its steady-state form. This allows automatically for much larger
time steps to be taken during the initial, low-gradient transients, resulting in an overall
reduction in computational time. With our current (uncompiled) implementation in
Matlab, the computational time for 5 s of simulated physical time at the highest current
density presented (~5000 A / m2 ) were as follows: 1.2 min using the adaptive scheme
(with 300 grid points) and 87 min using the uniform grid (with 15,709 grid points). As a
comparison, we also used Simul 5[30] (compiled) to solve the same case, using the same
grid resolution (again, 15,709 nodes). The computation time was 41 min, with the
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maximum error set to 10−5 . We note that the computation time is generally faster with a
higher allowed error ( 10−3 would yield acceptable results in most cases), yet for this case

10−5 was the highest value for which the code successfully completed 5 s of simulation
time. The simulation settings using Simul 5 were as follows: ionic strength dependency
disabled, EOF disabled, saving disabled, all refresh intervals set to 100 steps, motion of
both walls enabled, and time step optimization enabled with an increment of 0.25 s. The
channel length was set to 20 mm, with the injection site at 5 mm, a peak width of 1 mm,
and peak edge width of 2 mm. Both walls were allowed to move with wall position
initiation enabled, a wall refresh rate of 30 steps, and a wall increment of 100 nodes.
Application to CE with high concentration analytes
Another benchmark of interest originally set by Ermakov et al.[22] and later adopted by
Sounart and Baygents[25] tests the ability of the numerical algorithms in describing CZE
separation of high concentration analytes. Such conditions lead to strong coupling of the
electric field and analytes concentrations. As a result, the analytes exhibit self-sharpening
leading edges and tailing of trailing edges. Sounart and Baygents discuss in detail the
results obtained under these conditions using a second order centered scheme, a first
order upwind scheme and their proposed PLPE1 scheme. They investigate grid sizes of
400 and 2000 and, for both of these, report large amplitude oscillations using the
centered scheme and significant dissipation using the upwind scheme. The PLPE1
scheme was shown to yield more accurate results, but required a grid size of 2000 for
convergence (i.e., grid independence).
We here present simulation results using the HIRAG scheme with 400 grid points. The
example is used to illustrate the behavior of the adaptive grid as regions of high gradients
migrate along the channel. The background electrolyte was 12 mM Tris and 20 mM
acetic acid. 1 mM of aniline (pKa = 4.8, μ = 32.5 ⋅10−8 m 2V −1s −1 ) and pyridine
(pKa = 5.16, μ = 30⋅10−8 m 2V −1s −1 ) were introduced as 5 mm injection zones. A
constant current of 5 μ A was applied to the 50 μ m diameter channel, equivalent to a
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current density of 2547 A/m2 . Figure 3.11 presents the concentration profiles of the
two analytes together with profiles of grid density. Details of the two analyte peaks are
shown as three inset plots at the top of the figure (peaks are initially Gaussian and then
triangular). The three main plots show grid density superposed on these peak profiles. At
t = 0, the grid is uniform and grid density is a horizontal line. As electromigration
develops, strong gradients develop and grid points accumulate in regions of high
gradients. The highest two peaks in grid density occur at the sharp leading edge of the
analytes (see largest two peaks at 31 and 176 s).

As the analytes separate and migrate

down the channel, high grid density regions continue follow these sharp fronts,
maintaining accuracy and eliminating oscillations. High grid densities persist in the
injection region as expected due to the associated initial disturbance of the field and ion
densities (this is a consequence of the initial local values of the Jovin and Alberty
functions in these regions[69],[70]). Other channel regions from which analytes have
migrated (e.g., region near x = 80 mm at t = 176 s) return to low grid density values,
efficiently distributing computational resources. The computational time for the latter
case, using uncompiled Matlab, was 6.5 min for 240 s of physical time.
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Figure 3.11. Prediction showing the separation of aniline and pyridine in a 200 mm
long channel using the HIRAG scheme with 400 grid points. At the top, are details of the
analyte concentrations. High analyte concentrations (relative to background) result in
nonlinear dynamics resulting in a sharp front and an electromigration dispersion tail.
Grid density curves (thin black lines in main plots) indicate the ratio between the initial
(uniform) grid spacing and the local grid spacing. The plot demonstrates how the
adaptive grid recruits points from nearly constant (plateau) concentration regions and
migrates these to regions of high gradients. A constant current of 5 μ A was applied to
the 50 μ m diameter channel, equivalent to a current density of 2547 A/m2.
Adaptive grid and boundary conditions
Here, we illustrate the performance of our adaptive grid and boundary condition
formulation on a physically relevant ITP problem. Consider ITP focusing (from low
initial concentration) of the anion Arsenic acid. Table 2 lists chemical properties and
initial concentration of various electrolytes used in this system. A current density of

500 A / m 2 was considered in a 10 mm long domain (equivalent to 1 μ A through a
50 μ m diameter capillary). We apply a uniform counter-flow equal in magnitude to the
electrophoretic velocity of the LE, so that sample zone is conveniently stationary (and so a
solution in a frame of reference moving with the sample zone is obtained). The
computational constants used for this case are λ = 5 , Ν I = 10 . Figure 3.12 presents a
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sequence of images correspond to various times in the focusing process. Initially, the TE
concentration at the interface increases due to a large influx (from the left) and zero
outflux (TE ions cannot overspeed LE ions). The adaptive grid responds to the local
increase in gradients by increasing local grid density. When the TE concentration reaches
its Kohlrausch value,[60] the region of increased TE concentration migrates towards the
left-hand reservoir until the entire TE adjusts to a new concentration.
Note that while TE ions electromigrate towards the right, this concentration wave moves
towards the left. This is due to the fact that the electric field is strongly coupled to the TE
concentration, and is higher where the concentration is lower. The overall ion flux is
higher in region of low concentration, and this causes a local increase in concentration. As
shown in Figure 3.12, an increased grid density follows this wave up to the left boundary.
The wave smoothly passes through the boundary and leaves the TE at a uniform
concentration. The latter phenomena is an example where ion velocity direction alone
insufficiently describes the propagation of concentration waves (see section 3.2 regarding
boundary conditions). Next, the grid points automatically redistribute and more of them
now migrate toward the high gradient regions of the interface.
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Figure 3.12. Simulation showing distributions of LE and TE ions (solid curve) in an ITP
focusing of arsenic acid in a 10 mm long domain using 150 grid points. Superposed is a
plot of grid density (dashed curve). The circles on the TE curve indicate the location of
grid point and show the clustering of grid points in regions of high concentration. The
case is solved in a frame of reference moving with the zone, with hydrochloric acid as LE,
acetic acid as TE, and TRIS as a counter ion (pH ~ 7.8). (a) The initial conditions
consist of a diffused interface between the LE and TE on a uniform grid (grid density
equals 1.0 everywhere); (b) Immediately after electromigration begins, the LE-TE
interface sharpens and local grid density increases; (c) The TE concentration adjusts to a
new value, and a TE concentration interface is swept toward the TE reservoir. A slight
increase in grid density follows this high-gradient TE interface as it propagates leftward;
(d) The high-gradient TE interface has now passed through the left boundary and most
grid points now migrate toward LE-to-TE interface, increasing local grid density.
Figure

3.13 shows the behavior of the focusing analyte for the same simulation times

presented in Figure 3.12. The initial distribution of the analyte represents a semi-infinite
sample which is mixed homogenously with the TE (it is semi-infinite as there is no limit
to the number of analyte molecules which can arrive from the left-hand reservoir). The
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analyte’s concentration at the interface increases continuously, reaching nearly a 500-fold
increase after 180 s. In this example, the analyte’s initial concentration is approximately 3
orders of magnitude lower than that of the buffer, so it has negligible effect on the local
electric field (sample is in peak mode). The adaptation of the TE to new concentration
values is accompanied by a decrease in the electric field, which in turn increases the
concentration of the analyte throughout the channel. The analyte’s concentration front
follows that of the TE and propagates towards the TE well, eventually crossing through
the left-hand boundary. Figure

3.14 presents the maximum cell Peclet number

throughout the channel at t = 180 s. As expected, most of the domain experiences Peclet
numbers which are much larger than the aforementioned restrictive requirement of (4.1)
proposed in 1991 by Dose and Guichon,[56] and yet we obtain a non-oscillatory
solution. Only within the high-gradient interface region does the Peclet number reduce to
satisfy this requirement.
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Figure 3.13. Simulation showing the ITP focusing of arsenic acid for the same case
presented in Figure 3.12. The initial concentration of the analyte is 10 μ M , and it is
initially present only in the TE portion of the domain (corresponding to a semi-infinite
sample case where sample is loaded with the TE into the TE reservoir). Upon application
of an electric field, the analyte starts to focus at the interface between the LE and TE (t =
0.6 s). The TE concentration adjusts to a new value as it migrates into the region formerly
occupied by LE; and this adaptation is accompanied by a decrease in the electric field.
The latter adjustment in turn increases the concentration of the analyte throughout the
channel (t = 24 s). At t = 180 s, the adaptation is complete, the gradient in the TE has
migrated out of the left boundary, and the left portion of the channel has obtained a new
concentration. The inset shows the concentration profiles of the sample at t = 24 s, 180 s
on a larger y-axis scale, with circles indicating the location of grid points. The sample
zone is still in peak mode and sample peak concentration continues to increase. Note that
the maximum sample concentration has increased by more than two orders of magnitude.
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Figure 3.14 The distribution of cell Peclet number, Pe = aΔx / D , throughout the
domain for the case presented in Figure 3.12 at time t = 180 s. As shown in the inset, the
Peclet number near the interface decreases significantly to allow a non-oscillatory
solution. Far from the interface, where concentration gradients vanish, the Peclet number
increases by roughly two orders of magnitude. Yet these regions are also free of (dispersion
based) oscillation as the physical wave numbers in those regions are small.
Taylor-Aris dispersion in CZE
We here summarize the effects of including Taylor-Aris dispersion on predictions of
resolution, another unique feature of our code. We examine again the separation of
pyridine and aniline in an otherwise uniform buffer. Here the background electrolyte is
10 mM Tris and 40 mM acetic acid (pH 4.3). 1 mM of aniline and pyridine were
introduced as a 1 mm injection zone. A constant current of 3 μ A was applied to the
25 μ m diameter channel, equivalent to a current density of 6110 A/m2. We now assume
that an external pressure difference is applied to the channel to allow for more separation
in a shorter physical separation distance (of 5 cm). The latter “counterflow” technique is
commonly used in off- and on-chip electrophoretic separations.[71],[72] The pressure
gradient exactly balances the electromigration of pyridine. Thus, the total distance
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traveled by the analytes is proportional to their difference in (effective) mobility, roughly
10% of the mobilities magnitude. A potentially significant drawback of such a separation
scheme is that the pressure gradient causes increased dispersion[73] which directly affects
peak width and resolution.

Figure 3.15. Simulation of on-chip CZE separation of pyridine and aniline using a short
(5 cm) channel, a current density of 6111 A / m 2 , and an applied pressure gradient to
balance electromigration. Modeling of molecular diffusion alone results in overly
optimistic predictions of separation resolution and maximum concentration values.
Application of the Taylor-Aris model accounts for the additional expected dispersion
caused by the counterflow. The separation was simulated using the sixth order compact
scheme with the adaptive grid using 200 grid points.
Figure 3.15 compares the separation resolution obtained for this case with and without
the use of the Taylor-Aris dispersion model (cf. eq. (2.28)). The resolution is defined here
as R = 2ΔL / ( w1 + w2 ) , where w1,2 are the widths (full width at half maximum) of the
analyte peaks. Clearly, the use of a pressure gradient results in decreased resolution;
decreasing R by approximately a factor of 2 after 50 s of separation. The inset to the
figure shows a superposition of the analyte peak shapes at the end of the separation (with
and without Taylor dispersion). Peak values are also decreased by a factor of 2 when
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dispersion is considered. Both resolution and signal-to-noise ratio of analyte peaks are
major considerations in designing successful and optimal separations.
We verify our implementation of dispersion by comparing with the analytical expression
for the shape of the sample zones, available for the case of linear advection-diffusion. In
this weakly non-linear electrokinetic dispersion problem, the variance is expected to grow
linearly in time so that σ 2 = σ 02 + 2 Deff t , where σ 02 is the initial sample zone width, Deff
is the effective diffusivity, and t is time.[7] A comparison between this dispersion theory
(solid) and computational results is presented in Figure

3.16. The two results are in

good agreement, with small deviations at early times attributed to non-linearity associated
with electromigration dispersion.

Figure 3.16. Verification of numerical dispersion model (circles) using an analytical
formulation for linear dispersion growth (solid line).
For each time step, the
concentration profile of the aniline (presented in the inset) is fitted to a Gaussian and the
variance is extracted.
Effect of injection scheme on analyte detection
We here present an example demonstrating the use of the code’s unique features in the
analysis of the effect of injection scheme on ITP. Figure 3.17a presents the separation of
two analytes, A1 and A2, using a finite sample of each. This can be achieved in several
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ways including loading of a finite injection zone using pressure driven flow. The initial
concentrations of A1 and A2 are respectively 2 mM and 500 μ M . Following a transient
period in which the analytes simultaneously focus and separate, the system achieves a
steady state (in a frame of reference moving at the ITP velocity) and the length of the
analytes zones remains constant in time. One method of detecting an isotachopherogram
is conductivity detection, which is one of the most widely used detection methods in ITP
for label free analytes. In this method, the train of analytes passes through a conductivity
sensor, and the interfaces between analytes are detected as gradients in the conductivity
signal. As shown in the figure, both analytes in this example can be detected, due to a
significant “step” (approximately 50% change) in the conductivity signal. A second
detection modality is the use of mobility-markers, which is an alternative indirect
detection method developed recently[74]. In the latter method, set of low-concentration
fluorescent markers is introduced into the ITP system. The mobility of these markers is
chosen such that they focus (in peak mode) at the interfaces between the zones. As shown
in Figure 3.17, analytes are here detected indirectly as gaps in the fluorescent signal.
Figure

3.17b presents the separation of the same analytes with the same initial

concentrations described above, but using a single-interface injection scheme in which the
sample is mixed into the TE, and the analytes continuously overspeed the TE and focus at
the LE-TE interface. Since there is a semi-infinite reservoir of analytes in the TE well, the
plateau-mode width of analytes zones grow continuously in time. This type of injection is
especially important in the miniaturization of ITP (e.g., on-chip implementation), as it
allows focusing of low concentration analytes to plateau zones without requiring a large
injection volume. However, in contrast to finite injection, in this injection scheme the
analyte zones are not purified in this mode. As shown in the figure, in order to reach their
own zone, A1 ions must electromigratre through the A2 zone. In some cases, the
concentration of analyte A1 in zone A2 may be on the order of the local A2
concentration. As a result, while the two zones are clearly visible in the concentration
plots, they are nearly indistinguishable (<5% change) in the conductivity signal, and
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appear as one larger zone. The mobility markers continue to focus at the zone interfaces
and continue to indicate the existence of two analytes, but their shape and intensities are
now very different.

Figure 3.17. Simulation results showing the influence of injection scheme on the
detection of analytes in ITP. In (a), a finite volume of two sample analytes, A1 and A2, is
introduced between the LE and the TE. Both analytes focus and create pure plateau
zones, which can be detected either by conductivity measurements or by using mobility
markers (fluorescent species which are designed to focus at ITP interfaces). In (b), the
analytes are mixed with the TE and create continuously growing zones between the LE
and TE. A1 has a higher effective mobility than A2 and therefore passes through the A2
zone. While the two zones can still be distinguished by mobility markers technique, they
are not easily detectable using conductivity measurements. LE is 10 mM acetic acid, TE
is 3 mM HEPES and 20 mM bistris is used as a common counter-ion. A1 and A2 have
mobilities of 25E-9 and 30E-9 m 2 / V − s and pKa values of 6.5 and 6, respectively. M1,
M2 and M3 have respective fully-ionized mobilities of 10E-9, 26E-9 and 35E-9
m 2 / V − s , and respective pKa values of 3, 6.5 and 3. The simulations were solved in a
moving frame of reference, with 200 grid points adaptively distributed on a 10 mm long
computational domain. The computational time for 42 s of simulation times are 81 s and
77 s for cases (a) and (b) respectively.
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In typical ITP conditions, analytes are ordered from TE to LE in an ascending order of
effective mobilities (and increasing conductivity).

The electric field is inversely

proportional to the local conductivity and so typically decreases from TE to LE. From
mass conservation, any species overspeeding through these zones (as A1 overspeeds A2)
would adjust to the decrease in field with an increase in its concentration. The higher the
zone-to-zone mobility ratios, the higher the jump in the concentration of the overspeeder.
The case we present here is a case in which the overspeeder (A1) is an analyte and creates
its own zone just behind the LE. Two main factors contribute to A1 having a significant
concentration in the A2 zones: First, the higher the mobility of A2, the higher the jump
in A1 concentration. The maximum jump will be obtained as the mobility of A2
approaches that of A1 (since it then cannot exceed it, by definition). Second, the initial
concentration of A1 must be a significant fraction of the LE concentration, so that its
concentration in the shared zone (after the jump) is on the order of plateau value
concentrations. This issue with semi-infinite injection schemes becomes more complex
with three or more analytes having disparate initial concentrations and similar effective
mobilities; and so fast computational tools are important in the design and interpretation
of such experiments.
The development of fast and accurate computational tools is important for
troubleshooting experiments; evaluating injection and detection schemes; and evaluating
and interpreting results. Such codes also provide a means by which physical parameters
can be optimized relative to desired figures of merit. The two injection cases presented
in Figure 3.17 were solved in the appropriate frame-of-reference and in a short (1 mm)
computational domain. The solutions also leveraged a unique adaptive grid algorithm
which enabled a non-dissipative and non-oscillatory solution using only 200 grid points
in less than 2 min.
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Simulations of indirect detection using a non-fluorescent tracer (NFT) assay
We here demonstrate the use of our simulation tool in the design and prediction of an
indirect detection assay for detection of cationic analytes. Comparison between the
simulations and experiments obtained using our hand-held device (see 0) also reveal
important considerations in interpreting ITP measurements obtained with limited and
constant applied voltage.
The indirect detection technique developed by Chambers and Santiago[75] is termed the
non-focusing tracer (NFT) assay.

In one of its variations, it makes use of a low

concentration counter-ionic fluorophore (tracer) mixed in the LE reservoir. Under an
applied electric field, the tracer electromigrates in the opposite direction to ITP. As the
tracer enters each zone, its concentration adapts to the local electric field, as dictated by
the conservations of current and species.
Figure

3.18 presents a sequence of simulations wherein we detect unlabeled tris,

histidine, and bis-tris using a non-focusing tracer (Alexa Fluor 647) mixed in the LE. We
used 200 grid points in the simulation, over a 33 mm long computational domain. The
simulations were performed in a stationary frame of reference, with 154 V applied across
23.1 mm (the total length between reservoir 2 and 4).

We used the nominal

electrophoretic mobilities and dissociation constants given by Hirokawa et al.26 and a
pre-determined electroosmotic wall mobility (the choice of this value is further described
below). The concentrations of all analytes in the domain were saved at each time step,
and we used a separate Matlab code to calculate the concentration of the tracer versus
time (emulating a point detector). Figure

3.18a(I) presents a negative control case,

where we see a single step in the signal, corresponding to the interface between the LE
and TE. In (II) we added bis-tris to the TE reservoir. Bis-tris focused and created a new
zone between the LE and TE. In (III) we add tris (in addition to bis-tris). Tris has a
higher electrophoretic mobility and therefore focused in front of bis-tris (detected at an
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earlier time). Similarly, addition of histidine (which has a lower effective mobility than
bis-tris) (IV) resulted in a new zone trailing bis-tris.
Figure 3.18b presents results of a sequence of experiments performed on the hand-held
device at conditions identical to those used in the simulations. We used an initial control
experiment, Figure

3.18b(I), to establish two parameters in our simulations. First, we

accounted for residual electroosmotic flow (EOF) in the system (although largely
suppressed using PVP). To this end, we set the electroosmotic wall mobility in the
simulation so that the detection time of the LE-TE interface in the simulation matched
with that of the experiment (this yielded a relative low value of 3 ⋅10−9 m 2 / Vs ). In the
rest of the simulated cases (with analytes) we used this same (single) EOF value. Second,
the signal in the experiment corresponded to measured fluorescence intensity, while
simulation results provided directly all ion concentration values. We therefore scaled the
y-axis of our simulation results so that the step height in the control case matched with
the experiment and subsequently used the same scaling for the rest of the simulations.
With just these two parameters established using a control experiment, we find good
agreement between the computational and experimental results in both the lengths and
relative signal intensities of analytes zones.
We note that while the initial concentration of bis-tris was the same for cases II and III,
the temporal width (the width of the zone along the time axis) of its zone was much larger
when tris was present III. This is due to the constant voltage scheme we employed which,
while minimizing assay time, resulted in strong coupling between electromigration
velocity and the analyte zones. For example, at the time when the bis-tris zone first
arrived at the detector, the electromigration velocity was lower in case III (bistris and tris)
than in case II (bis-tris alone). This was because the presence of tris (rather than just LE)
increased the resistance of the channel, resulting in lower electric field in the LE and
lower ITP velocity. As a result, the bis-tris zone took significantly longer time to cross the
detector. Similarly, when histidine (which focused behind the bis-tris zone) was added in
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case IV, the temporal width of the bis-tris zone was again smaller. This was because the
histidine zone had a higher conductivity than the TE zone, and the channel therefore had
an overall lower resistance (and a higher ITP velocity) when bis-tris reached the detector.
This experimental validation demonstrates the ability to design and interpret indirect ITP
assays for multiplexed detection on the hand-held device, using a limited maximum
voltage.

Figure 3.18 Demonstration of separation and NFT-based indirect detection of three
model analytes using the hand-held device. The left-hand column (a), presents
simulation results (using Spresso25) with conditions identical to those of experimental
results in the right-hand column (b). In the control (I), a single ‘step’ appeared,
corresponding to the interface between the LE and TE. When 500 μM bis-tris (BT) was
mixed with the TE (II), an additional zone appeared between the LE and TE. The
addition of tris (TR) (III) and histidine (HST) (IV) was also detectable as new zones
appear in the signal. However, the addition of new analytes changed the length of
previously detected zones. This strong coupling between the presence of analytes and
temporal signal widths is due to the coupling between analyte conductivity and local
electric fields, and was well captured in the simulation.
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3.5 Summary
We have demonstrated the implementation, performance and verification of a new
numerical approach for the solution of non-linear advection-diffusion equations. We use
a high resolution compact scheme, together with the adaptive grid (HIRAG) to achieve
accurate solutions which are not contaminated by numerical dissipation. We have shown
that such accuracy is important in challenging electrophoresis problems which require
high resolution of steep concentration gradients such as isotachophoresis and
electromigraiton dispersion in capillary electrophoresis. The HIRAG scheme also allows
for the reduction in the number of grid points required for discretization and the
subsequent reduction in computational time For example, for an ITP simulation at
moderately high current density (5000 A / m 2 ), we have demonstrated a 75 fold
reduction in computational time compared with an equivalent uniform grid solution.
We have also demonstrated, for the first time, the incorporation of a Taylor-Aris
dispersion model as an integral part of a one-dimensional numerical solver. Such a model
is useful for more accurate predictions of electrophoretic assays which make use of
pressure driven flow, as well as for studying the effects of unwanted pressure gradients on
resolution and signal intensity.
We developed an efficient numerical solver which is able to accurately resolve sharp ITP
interfaces while reducing the computational cost. This was achieved by utilizing a sixth
order compact scheme and using an adaptive grid feature which focuses grid points within
regions of interest. The adaptive grid we developed uses a unique variational approach in
which a grid mapping function (from a non-uniformly spaced physical domain to a
uniformly spaced computational domain) is marched in time so to minimize gradients in
the computational domain. This approach was found to be especially suitable for ITP
problems where one or more narrow, high gradient regions migrate within long domains
which otherwise contain low or even zero gradients. To facilitate simulations performed
in a frame of reference moving with the ITP zones (allowing reduction in the domain
size), we developed a set of characteristics based boundary conditions. These boundary
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conditions account for the strong coupling between the different species and allow, under
several assumptions, for concentration waves to freely cross the boundaries.
Finally, extensive verification of the method was performed by comparing both plateau
values and interface shapes with available analytical solutions. Overall, the code is
intended to assist researches and practioners in the design and optimization of
electrophoretic processes, and is particularly well suited to preconcentration and
separation assays. We offer the code as an open source so that other researchers may be
able to modify, it to fit their specific needs. It is available for free download at
http://microfluidics.stanford.edu.
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4
Indirect Detection Using Fluorescent Carrier
Ampholytes
The content of this chapter is based on recent articles published in Analytical Chemistry,
and is reproduced here with minor modifications.§

4.1 Introduction
Environmental monitoring efforts and water quality assessment in particular would
benefit

from

widely

available

and

inexpensive

chemical

assays

and

sensor

technologies.[76] Gas and liquid chromatography methods, and their coupling to mass
spectrometry, are currently standard methods suggested by the US environmental
protection agency (EPA) for detection of chemical toxins in drinking water[77]. While
these methods are considered sufficiently sensitive and accurate, their use is mostly
confined to laboratory settings due to their size, weight, power requirement, peripheral
equipment, cost, and sample preparation steps.[78]

There is a need for detection

techniques which are cost-effective, sensitive, and portable.
One approach towards widespread toxin detection is the miniaturization of traditional
chromatography systems. While there have been efforts which significantly reduce size
and weight,[79] scaling down and integrating the essential system components remains a
challenge. Much of the work is focused on implementation of an efficient stationary

§

M. Bercovici, G.V. Kaigala, C.J. Backhouse, and J.G. Santiago, “Fluorescent Carrier Ampholytes Assay
for Portable, Label-Free Detection of Chemical Toxins in Tap Water,” Analytical Chemistry, pp. 703–712.
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phase in microstructures, and in miniaturization of pressure sources, pumps, and
valves.[80]
An alternative approach to realizing low-cost and portable toxins detection is developing
novel assays which have increased functionality, avoid complex sample preparation (e.g.,
labeling), and are compatible with inexpensive system architectures and sensitive
detection methods. Fluorescence based detection is the most sensitive method for onchip applications[7], but typically requires autofluorescent analytes (a property that is not
possessed by most toxins of interest) or fluorescent labeling (e.g. in immunoassays[81]).
Current work
The goal of the current work is the development of an indirect detection assay for toxin
detection in tap water which minimizes sample preparation and ad hoc assay design, and
yet is also compatible with the hand-held device[82]. We propose a new fluorescencebased indirect detection technique which leverages ITP and a mixture of a large number
(order 1,000) of fluorescently labeled carrier ampholytes (CAs) as mobility markers. We
mix analytes with fluorescently labeled CAs and segregate and focus the mixture using
ITP. Each analyte can be detected and quantified as one of many possible gaps in the
fluorescent CA signal. In contrast to the mobility marker implementation of Khurana
and Santiago,[13] the current method does not require a priori choice of fluorophores and
can be readily applied (without extensive and specific design) to a wide range of analytes.
We discuss the principles of the method and demonstrate its use for the detection of
several ideal analyte molecules. We present first experimental results using a microscopebased system; and we demonstrate the use of this technique for the detection of 2nitrophenol (2NP) and 2,4,6-trichlorphenol (TCP) in tap water, without prior
preparation steps. These are products and intermediates of industrial processes (e.g.,
production of plastics, drugs, herbicides) and common water pollutants[83], and have
been classified as priority pollutants by the US Environmental Protection Agency
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(1976).[83],[84]

We then demonstrate the detection of these toxins using our hand-

held, USB powered electrophoresis device.

4.2 Principle of detection with FCA
Carrier ampholytes (CA) are mixtures of amphoteric species, typically artificially
synthesized polypeptides. They are typically used in isoelectric focusing (IEF) to produce
a stationary pH gradient.[85] Commercially available CA contain between a few hundred
to a few thousands (more exact estimates are typically proprietary information) different
amphoteric species, which possess a range of isoelectric points (pI)[86]. In IEF, a channel
or gel separation column is filled with an ampholyte mixture. Under an applied electric
field, ampholytes electromigrate, focus, and self-segregate to their respective pI, resulting
in (an approximately linear) pH gradient. Amphoteric analytes introduced into this
mixture electromigrate through the established pH gradient, separate, and focus at
locations corresponding to their respective pI values. High concentrations of (nonfluorescent) CAs have been previously used with ITP to create a range of spacers between
directly detectable analytes.[87],[88] These traditional applications of CAs are in sharp
contrast to their use in the assay we propose here.

In this work, we use a low

concentration of CAs to create a mixture of fluorescently labeled species with a large
distribution of pKa values. By using these labeled CAs in an environment whose pH is
set primarily by the LE buffer (as is typical in ITP), we obtain species with a large
distribution of finite (non-zero) effective electrophoretic mobilities.
Fluorescently labeled CAs have been used in locating ITP interfaces in a gel, but not in
free solution and not for the purpose of specifically identifying sample species by
analyzing the fluorescent signal.

Schafer-Nielsen et al.[89] performed ITP of human

serum proteins with standard (non-fluorescent) molecular spacers to improve resolution.
They added to the mixture fluorescently labeled CA which focused at the boundaries of
these spacers, in locations where they also expected their macromolecules to focus. They
therefore used labeled CAs to identify the (co-located) focusing sites of their analytes; and
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this made easier the process of cutting zones out of the gel for sample extraction.
Fluorescamine-tagged CAs (they used Ampholine, LKB, Sweden) were visualized using
UV illumination.

We here leverage and extend this idea of carrier-ampholyte

fractionation to create a quantitative assay for indirect detection and identification of
chemical species in on-chip ITP.
In contrast to IEF, ITP uses leading (LE) and trailing electrolytes (TE) to buffer and
determine system pH with a relatively narrow range (often a pH difference of 1 pH unit
or less between LE and TE). Under these conditions, a mixture of CAs introduced into
the system can be regarded as a mixture of species with a large distribution of effective
mobilities, determined by the relative difference between each pKa and local pH. Many
available CAs contain one or more primary amine groups, which makes them suitable for
labeling with amine reactive dyes.[90] We use such labeling to create a large collection of
fluorescent species with a wide range of closely spaced effective mobilities.
Figure

4.1 shows schematically the principles of the technique. We fill a channel and

one of the end-channel reservoirs with LE. As we will discuss further below, the channel
consists of two sections of different widths to improve assay sensitivity. We fill the other
reservoirs with a mixture containing the TE, sample, and a low concentration of labeled
CAs. In the absence of analyte ions, application of an electric field causes a subset of CAs
to focus into a contiguous zone of fluorescence (the negative control) between the LE and
TE. When analyte ions are mixed with the TE, they also focus between LE and TE and
thereby displace groups of fluorescent CAs. Analyte zones are detectable indirectly as
“gaps” in the fluorescent signal. The basic physics are the same as those of the mobility
marker assay of Khurana and Santiago[13]; but here the use of a large number of labeled
CA as markers yields unprecedented resolution and dynamic range. Multiple analyte
detection is accomplished via ITP separation physics with a single fluorescence emission
wavelength. We term the technique fluorescent carrier ampholytes (FCA) assay.
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Figure 4.1. Schematic of isotachophoretic separation and indirect detection using the
fluorescent carrier ampholytes assay. (a) A single microchannel is connected to two
reservoirs, and is initially filled with a leading electrolyte (LE). Sample is introduced along
with pre-labeled carrier ampholytes (CAs) into the trailing electrolyte reservoir. An
electric field is applied along the channel. (b) In the absence of analytes (negative control)
labeled CAs focus at a single interface between the LE and TE. This constitutes the
baseline signal. (c) Analytes mixed with the TE separate into distinct, focused zones.
Groups of fluorescent CAs are displaced by the analytes and analyte ions are identified as
gaps or “valleys” in the fluorescent CA signal. For a fixed detection site, the gap width is
proportional to initial analyte concentration
The use of a large number of FCAs as markers implies that very little a priori knowledge
of analyte ion mobility is required for a wide range of analytes. Analytes should focus
between LE and TE and have an effective mobility also bracketed by the very large range
of CA mobilities. The large number of FCAs also implies a high dynamic range of
identifiable analyte mobilities. A fluorescence zone will appear between any two analytes
zones, provided that some subgroup of CAs possesses effective mobilities bracketed by the
two analytes. The main limitation of the technique is that it is unable to detect analytes
whose effective mobilities are higher than those of all the CAs (e.g., in anionic ITP,
strongly ionized acids can have relatively high mobility). For weak electrolyte analytes, it
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is typically possible to design the pH of the system (by specifying the LE buffer) to
achieve an effective mobility within the range of FCA mobilities.

4.3 Experimental
Carrier ampholytes tagging
We used two mixtures of carrier ampholyte with different isoelectric point ranges,
ZOOM 3-10 and ZOOM 9-11, both obtained from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). Each of
the mixtures was individually labeled with an amine reactive dye, Alexa Fluor 647
carboxylic acid succinimidyl ester, also from Invitrogen (catalog number A-20006).
The CAs labeling protocol we developed is adapted from the protein labeling protocol
provided by Invitrogen[91]. We mixed 1 mg of Alexa Fluor 647 in 100 μl of DMSO,
and stored it in 10 μl aliquots at –20oC. We prepared a stock solution of 0.2 M sodium
bicarbonate (pH 8.3) obtained from J. T. Baker (Phillipsburgh, NJ). We prepared a stock
solution of CAs by mixing 25 μl of ZOOM (originally 40% in aqueous solution) in 1 ml
of 0.2 M sodium carbonate. This mixture was kept refrigerated at 4oC. Finally, we
prepared a stock solution of labeled CA by mixing 10 μl of ZOOM in NaHCO3 with
10 μl of Alexa Fluor 647. We centrifuged the mixture for approximately 10 seconds and
incubated it at room temperature for 1 h. Assuming an average molecular weight of
~500 Daltons for the CAs,[90] their final labeled concentration is about 10 mM. The
specifications below for labeled CAs concentrations are with respect to this estimated
concentration (e.g. 1 μM labeled CAs is a 10,000X dilution of this stock solution).
Experimental setup
For all anionic ITP experiments the LE was composed of 10 mM lactic acid and 20 mM
bis-tris (pH 6.4) in deionized water (UltraPure DNase/RNase free distilled water,
GIBCO Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). The TE was composed of 10 mM tricine and 20 mM
bis-tris (pH 7.4) in all experiments, but the concentration of analytes and labeled CAs
(which were mixed with the TE buffer), as well as the purity of the sample water (distilled
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vs. tap water) varied between experiments and are provided in the figure captions. To
both the LE and TE we added 1% ~1MDa poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP) for suppression
of electroosmotic flow (EOF).
For the experiments demonstrating the principle of the technique (Figure 4.4) we used
MES, ACES and BES as ideal analytes and mixed them in the TE together with 1 μM of
labeled CAs. We diluted these analytes to their final concentration from 1 M stock
solutions. This TE/sample mixture was based purely on deionized water. For the
experiments demonstrating the detection of toxic chemicals, we prepared stock solutions
of 1 mM 2,4,6-trichlorophoneol and 10 mM 2-nitrophenol. These analytes were diluted
into a TE/sample mixture which had a final composition of 50% deionized water and
50% tap water. The tap water used was from a single stock solution obtained from the
city water supply at Stanford University (Stanford, CA) on May 19, 2008, with no
additional preparation steps. All buffers and analytes were obtained from Sigma Aldrich
(St. Louis, MO).
We performed control and calibration experiments (and imaging) using a standard
benchtop microscope or alternatively using a portable device. We first describe the
former which was an inverted epifluorescent microscope (IX70, Olympus, Hauppauge,
NY) equipped with a 100 W mercury bulb (Ushio Inc., Tokyo, Japan), XF100-2 filtercube from Omega Optical (Brattleboro, VT), a 10x (NA = 0.3) UPlanFl objective and a
0.63x nonparfocalizing adapter. Images were captured using a 12 bit, 1300x1030 pixel
array CCD camera (Micromax1300, Princeton Instruments, Trenton NJ).

We

controlled the camera using Winview32 (Princeton Instruments, Trenton NJ) and
processed the images with MATLAB (R2007b, Mathworks, Natick, MA). We applied
voltage using a high-voltage sourcemeter (model 2410, Keithley Instruments, Cleveland,
OH). For the experiments performed on the microscope, we used off-the-shelf
microfluidic borosilicate chips (model NS-95) from Caliper Life Sciences (Mountain
View, CA). The channel is isotropically etched with a depth of 12 μm and consists of a 54
μm wide section which constricts into a 34 μm wide section. The total length of the
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channel is 34.6 mm, with the initial (wide) section 11.5 mm in length. All images shown
here were captured in the narrow region of the channel at a distance of 18.5 mm from the
TE reservoir, 7 mm from the constriction.
Operation and injection protocols
Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 show respectively the geometry of custom-made chip, and a
schematic of the ITP injection protocol (applicable to both chip geometries). We filled
reservoirs number 2, 3, and 4 with LE by applying vacuum to reservoir 1 until all
channels were filled. We then rinsed the East reservoir (using a syringe) several times with
distilled water and filled it with the TE, analytes and labeled CAs mixture. The electrodes
were placed in the East and West reservoirs and either constant voltage or current were
applied.

Figure 4.2 Schematic of the custom fabricated microfluidic chip used with the handheld device. A uniform 10μm wide mask was used for all the channels. The wide/deep
and the narrow/shallow sections were isotropically etched to depths of 25 μm and 5 μm
respectively (resulting in respective widths of 60 μm and 20 μm). The channels between
reservoirs 2 and 3 and the intersection were not directly used for this assay. The total path
lengths from reservoir 4 to the intersection and from the intersection to reservoir 1 are 17
mm and 11 mm respectively.
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Figure
4.3 Schematic of the isotachophoresis (ITP) injection protocol on the
microfluidic chip described Figure 4.2. (a) We filled reservoirs 2,3 and 4 with leading
electrolyte (LE) and applied vacuum to reservoir 1 until all channels are filled, then (b)
rinsed reservoir 1 several times with distilled water and filled it with the mixture of
trailing electrolyte (TE), analyte and labeled carrier ampholytes. (c) After placing the
electrodes in reservoirs 1 and 4, we applied constant voltage, and (d) detected the
fluorescent signal at the narrow part of the channel, where the ITP zones are longer and
the SNR of analyte detection is higher.

4.4 Results and discussion
Demonstration of FCA principles – detection of Good’s buffer
Figure 4.4 shows calibration and control experiments for the FCA technique. We here
use several (well known, well characterized) Good’s buffer as idealized analytes. In the
negative control (Figure

4.4a) no analytes are present and a large subset of the labeled

CAs with effective mobilities between those of the LE and TE focus at the interface. We
hypothesize that the underlying distribution of the CA signal (which resembles several
large, overlapping peaks) is affected by buffer impurities. Nevertheless, these impurities
and the CAs form a standard baseline signal associated with this CA mixture in the
absence of analytes of interest. In Figure 4.4b, we show the effect of adding 10 μ M of
MES to the TE mixture. A new plateau ITP zone is created by MES, displacing a subset
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of the CAs. The displacement results in a new gap in the fluorescence signal (whose
width is directly proportional to its initial concentration as described by Khurana and
Santiago[13]. In other words, analytes with respectively higher and lower effective
mobilities are displaced by the analyte toward the LE and TE. In Figure 4.4c, we show
the effect of a second analyte, ACES, mixed with the TE. The ACES zone causes a new
gap in the signal. The intensity of the fluorescent peak trailing the MES zone has
decreased, as part of the CAs were displaced to a new location (trailing the ACES zone).
Figure

4.4d shows similar displacement with the addition of BES. Note the

reproducibility of the signal shape away from analyte zones. For example, note the width
and relatively location of the peaks to the left of the MES in all four experiments. Signal
analysis and interpretation of the results benefit from this repeatability.
The data of Figure 4.4d shows that the number of CAs with mobilities lower than BES
(to the left in the figure) is small compared to the total number of CA. This results in a
low-area local peak on the trailing end of the CA signal, and suggests that the carrier CA
mixture used here (ZOOM 3-10) has fewer species with pKa values sufficiently high to
yield effective mobilities low relative to BES. See Righetti et al.[86] for a discussion on
the content and pKa’s of several commercial CA mixtures. Below we will discuss the
redistribution of CA signals by use of CA’s of mixtures designed for a different pH range.
Figure

4.5 presents a similar detection sequence for cationic ITP, where the CAs are

labeled with carboxyrhodamine 6G.
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Figure 4.4. Demonstration of the FCA assay under controlled conditions (in an
epifluorescence microscope) using Good’s buffers as idealized analytes. Solid curves show
the fluorescent signal averaged across the channel cross sectional area as recorded in the
experiment. Raw intensity images of the fluorescent peaks are presented under each
signal. (a) The control case shows the distribution of fluorescent CAs in the “ultra pure”
water sample. (b) 10 μ M of MES is mixed with the TE, and creates a zone between the
LE and TE. The zone displaces labelled CAs resulting in a new gap in the signal. (c), (d)
10 μ M each of ACES and BES are sequentially added, further displacing the labelled CAs
and resulting in additional gaps in the signal. All signals and images are normalized by
their maximum value. LE is 10 mM Lactic acid, TE is 10 mM tricine and counterion is
20 mM bis-tris. 1 μ M of ZOOM 3-10 labelled with Alexa Fluor 647 we mixed in the
TE. Performed at a constant current of 0.2 μ A , with a 100 ms exposure time. The time
elapsed from initiation of the voltage to arrival of the analytes to the detector is
approximately 120 s.
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Figure 4.5 Demonstration of the FCA assay for detection of bis-tris and histidine in
cationic ITP. As in the case of anionic ITP, groups of fluorescent carrier ampholytes are
displaced by the analyte zone creating a gap in the signal. Experiments performed on an
epifluorescent microscope. Raw inverted-intensity images of the fluorescent peaks are
presented under each signal. Here, we labeled carrier ampholyte mixture with a pI range
of 3-10 with carboxyrhodamine 6G. The LE is 10 mM sodium, TE is 10 mM pyridine
and counterion is 20 mM HEPES. We preforemd the experiments on the Caliper N95
chip at a constant voltage of 1100 V, and with a 2 ms exposure time.
Detection of 2,4,6-trichlorophenol in tap water
Figure

4.6 presents quantitative detection of TCP in tap water, without additional

sample preparation steps. We spiked tap water with a range of TCP concentrations and
mixed it with the TE and labeled CAs, resulting in a 2x fold dilution of the sample. We
then applied ITP directly to that sample. As in the previous example, subsets of labeled
CAs are displaced by and bracket the TCP zone. The width of the gap in the signal
(analyte zone width) is proportional to the initial concentration of the analyte. Similar
relations between analyte zones width and initial concentration in indirect detection ITP
assays were discussed and shown by Khurana and Santiago[13] and Chambers and
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Santiago.[12] The LoD is reached when the local minimum of the signal can no longer
be resolved relative to normal, local fluctuations. Figure

4.6b shows the minimum

concentration for which a new minima in the signal is first discernible with confidence.
We note that in these experiments we focused on illustrating the applicability of the
technique to relevant water pollutants.

Figure 4.6. Indirect detection of 2,4,6-trichlorophenol (TCP) in tap water (performed
on an epifluorescent microscope). (a) In the control, we observe the underlying
distribution of labeled CAs which are likely affected by impurities inherent in the water
sample. We consider this as the baseline signal. (b-e) When TCP is added at a range of
concentrations from 10 to 100 μ M we see the formation of a signal gap with SNR
proportional to initial analyte concentration. Buffers, labeled CAs, microchannel
geometry, and applied current are the same as in Figure 4.4. Application to cationic ITP
(tagging with R6G)
Redistribution of CA signal and detection of multiple toxins in tap water
The FCA technique allows for detection of multiple analytes present in the sample. In
this section, we apply the technique for the detection of 2NP and TCP in tap water. We
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also use this example to illustrate how the associated distribution of CAs relative to
analytes can be modified to change the range of detectable analyte mobility and SNR.
Figure 4.7a presents an experiment where 2NP and TCP are both detected in tap water.
We first note the underlying baseline of the CAs, which resembled several overlapping
peaks. In these experiments we used labeled CAs with a pI range of 3-10 (the broadest
range commercially available from most vendors). While the CA zones bracketing TCP
and 2NP are clearly visible, the area under the curve of CAs which are on the TE side of
the 2NP zone is low (reflecting a low number of CAs with effective mobilities lower than
2NP).
One possible approach to improve the signal in the case above is to choose a counter-ion
with a higher pKa, thus increasing the pH of the entire system and increasing the effective
mobilities of the two analytes. Depending on the (unknown) pKa values of the CAs this
may result in the analytes displacing a larger number of CAs and increasing the signal.
However, this approach carries the inherent disadvantage that increasing the pH of the
system also increases the effective mobility of the TE. Since the focusing rate is
proportional to the ratio of analyte to TE mobilities (eq. (6.3)), this will lead to shorter
analyte zones and will adversely impact the limit of detection. An alternative approach is
to use a different CAs mixture which, for a given pH, is expected to include a larger
number of low effective mobility CAs. CAs with higher isoelectric points are also expected
to have higher pKa values and therefore lower (anionic) effective mobilities. In Figure
4.7b we present a second set of experiments, identical to that of Figure 4.7a, except we
here use labeled CAs with a pI range of 9-11 (highest range commercially available). As
expected, these CAs have lower effective mobilities and a larger fraction of them focus
between the analytes and the TE. This results in more confidence associated with the
identification of the signal gap (e.g., here the signal to noise ratio of the peak of slower
CAs is approximately 20 fold higher than in Figure 4.7a). This enrichment process in
which the fluorescence intensity of signal peaks can be re-distributed is especially
important for implementation on miniaturized and low-cost devices where often the
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dynamic range and sensitivity of the sensor may be low compared to benchtop,
microscope-based systems.

Figure 4.7. Detection of 2-nitrophenol (2NP) and 2,4,6-trichlorophenol (TCP) in tap
water (in a microscope) using (a) CAs with a pI range of 3-10, (b) CAs with a pI range of
9-11. For both cases: (I) The control (no analytes) shows several peaks, corresponding to
impurities in the tap water; and in (II) 50 μM of NP and 10 μM of TCP are introduced
mixed in the TE reservoir. Each displaces a subset of fluorescent CAs resulting in new
gaps in the signal. At the working pH (~6.4 in the LE, ~7.4 in the TE), the pI 9-11 CA
mixture provides a larger number of low (effective) mobility CAs and thus contribute to
the area and magnitude of the peaks bracketing the analytes. Experiments performed on
an epifluorescent microscope. Raw inverted-intensity images of the fluorescent peaks are
shown under each signal. LE and TE are the same as in Figure 3. We here used 1100 V
applied voltage with 2 ms exposure. The time elapsed from initiation of the voltage to
arrival of the analytes to the detector is approximately 60 s.
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4.5 Summary
We developed a novel indirect-detection technique which allows detection of analytes
with little a priori knowledge of their electrophoretic mobilities. The technique is based
on the displacement of fluorescently labeled carrier ampholytes by focused analytes in
ITP. The gaps in the resulting fluorescence signal are used to detect indirectly the
analytes. We have demonstrated the detection of ideal analytes and of 2-nitrophenol and
2,4,6-trichlorophenol in tap water, without the need for labeling or sample preparation.
Our current LoD is approximately 1 μ M for most addressable analytes. This
level of sensitivity is relevant for some pollutants such as 2-chlorophenol, 2,4dichlorophenol and 2,4-dimethylphenol which are permitted by EPA at roughly
1 μ M levels[92]. However, further improvements are required to achieve order 10 nM or
better limits of detection, necessary to meet EPA standards of other toxins such as 2nitrophenol and 2,4,6-trichlorophenol[92]. We believe that such sensitivity is possible
with the current technique and so it can eventually become competitive with the
sensitivity of high quality, existing (bench top) chromatography techniques.
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5
Analyte Identification Using Fluorescent Carrier
Ampholytes
The content of this chapter is based on recent articles published in Analytical Chemistry,
and is reproduced here with minor modifications.**

5.1 Introduction
Isotachophoresis (ITP) is used frequently in separation and detection of analytes in a wide
range of applications from pharmacology and genetics to toxin detection and food
analysis.[93],[94]

ITP detection can be accomplished by measuring changes in

conductivity, in UV absorbance, or in fluorescence intensity. Identification is typically
the process of determining the identity of one or more analytes which caused an observed
change in signal. This process can be difficult when there are multiple analytes of interest
whose properties are not known a priori. For such applications, identification must rely
on a more general approach of characterizing physiochemical properties such as mass,
charge, dissociation constant or electrophoretic mobility.
Hirokawa and Kiso[95] and later Jokl et al.[96] and Pospichal et al.,[97] used multiple
ITP experiments to characterize the fully ionized mobilities and dissociation constants of
a large number of ionic species. They measured the conductivity of a zone at several pH
values, and used a computer simulation to determine the mobility and pKa values which
best fit the data. Recently, Chambers and Santiago[12] suggested that a similar approach

**

M. Bercovici, G.V. Kaigala, and J.G. Santiago, “Method for Analyte Identification Using
Isotachophoresis and a Fluorescent Carrier Ampholyte Assay,” Analytical Chemistry, pp. 2637–2652.
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can be employed for the identification of analytes from indirect fluorescence-based
detection. In this work, we demonstrate how a fluorescent carrier ampholytes assay we
recently developed[98] can be used to both identify and quantitate analyte ions with
littler or no a priori information regarding their mobility or their acid or base dissociation
constants.
We here demonstrate how signals from this FCA assay can be analyzed to achieve
quantitative identification of analyte ions given little or no a priori knowledge regarding
their physicochemical properties. We found that the amount of displaced fluorescent
CAs can be directly related to the effective mobility of the unlabeled (non-fluorescent)
analyte that displaced them. By constructing a calibration curve for this property, we are
able to obtain quantitative measurements of the effective mobilities of analytes. Using
approaches similar to that used by Hirokawa and Kiso[95] and that proposed by
Chambers and Santiago,[12] we obtain an estimate of the effective mobility of analytes
using two LE buffers.

We then combine these measurements with ITP theory to

compute estimates of the dissociation constant and fully ionized mobility of analytes. This
analysis method is tailored for the FCA assay, and enables rapid (~order 3 min)
identification of unlabeled analytes.
We here illustrate the identification technique by applying it to two chemical pollutants:
2-nitrophenol (2NP) and 2,4,6-trichlorophenol (TCP), with no sample preparation steps.
We begin by describing several principles and definitions and then show how to construct
the calibration curves. We then use these curves to extract effective mobilities of detected
species. Lastly, we describe how to obtain acid dissociation constants (pKa) and fully
ionized mobility values from those effective mobilities.
Principle of the technique – integration of FCA signal curves
Figure 5.1 presents a schematic of the FCA assay. We define an axial coordinate, x,
pointing from LE to TE. In the control ITP run, labeled carrier ampholytes are focused
between the TE and TE creating a continuous (albeit non-uniform) fluorescence signal.
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The dashed line in Figure 5.1a shows the cumulative integral of the fluorescent signal
along x. The initial value of the integral is set to zero in the LE region where no labeled
CAs are present. The integral increases monotonically until reaching a constant at the TE
(where again no labeled CAs are present). For a given CA mixture and LE and TE buffer
combination, this total signal integral is fixed and represents the cumulative intensity of
all labeled CAs which focus at these conditions. We then define the quantity NSI (for
“normalized signal integral”) as the local integral value divided by the total integral,

⎡ xTE
⎤
NSI ( x) = ∫ [ I ( x) − I ( xLE ) ] dx / ⎢ ∫ [ I ( x) − I ( xLE ) ] dx ⎥ ,
⎢⎣ xLE
⎥⎦
xLE
x

(5.1)

where I is the fluorescence signal (averaged across the channel width), and xLE and xTE
are axial coordinates in the LE and TE zones respectively. When I is obtained using a
point detector, the coordinate x should be replaced with the time coordinate t . In the
latter case, the definition of NSI makes it independent of the intensity of illumination,
exposure time, or background signal. However, data obtained from 2D images (as in this
work) has to be first corrected for non-uniform illumination and background. We
describe the latter process in the Supplementary Information Document.
As shown in Figure 5.1b, analyte ions which focus between the LE and TE displace
subsets of CAs, and thus create gaps in the fluorescence signal. While the total signal
integral remains unchanged (fixed total amount of CAs), the shape of the NSI function
changes and now includes a new region of locally nearly constant value of NSI. This
plateau corresponds to an analyte zones (where few CAs are present). The location of this
analyte-specific plateau in the NSI signal is determined by the analyte’s effective mobility
(see Everaerts[66] for a description of effective versus fully-ionized mobility). A species
with a higher effective mobility results in a larger fraction of CAs being displaced, and an
associated lower NSI value for its plateau. If the exact content of the CA mixture were
known (mobility and pKa values of all species), one would be able to derive an analytical
relation between the effective mobility of an analyte and its corresponding NSI.
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However, since the exact content of CA mixtures is unknown (typically proprietary
information for the CA supplier), we construct empirical calibration curves as described
in the following sections.

Figure 5.1 Schematic of isotachophoretic separation and indirect detection using the
FCA assay. (a) In the absence of analytes, labeled CAs focus at the LE-TE interface
creating a continuous fluorescence signal. (b) Analytes focused under isotachophoresis
displace subsets of the labeled CAs creating gaps in the signal. The NSI (dashed curves) is
a cumulative integral of the fluorescence signal from LE to TE. Plateau regions in the
NSI (marked by X) are associated with gaps in the fluorescent signal and the presence of
specific focused analytes. NSI value for each analyte is a measure of the fraction of CA
between the analyte and the LE. The latter fraction can be related to the effective analyte
mobility.

5.2 Experimental
We used two LE buffers in the experiments. LE1 was composed of 10 mM lactic acid and
20 mM bistris (pH 6.4) in deionized water (UltraPure DNase/RNase free distilled water,
GIBCO Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). LE2 was identical to LE1, with the addition of 4 mM
sodium-hydroxide (pH 6.8). The TE was composed of 10 mM tricine and 20 mM bistris
in all experiments, but the concentration of analytes and labeled CAs (which were mixed
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with the TE buffer) varied between experiments and are provided in the figure captions.
To both the LE and TE we added 1% ~1MDa poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP) for
suppression of electroosmotic flow (EOF).
We construct calibration curves (Figure
characterized weak electrolytes.
morpholino)ethanesulfonic

acid

5.2) using known concentrations of very well

For this purpose, we used 20 μ M
(MES),

30 μ M

2-(N-

N-(2-Acetamido)-2-

aminoethanesulfonic acid (ACES), 40 μ M 3-(N-morpholino)propanesulfonic acid
(MOPS), and 50 μ M 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES) and
mixed these in the TE together with 1 μM of labeled CAs (we performed limited
additional experiments where we included individual additions of these to verify their
identities). We diluted these ideal analytes to their final concentration from 1 M stock
solutions. For the experiments demonstrating the identification of phenols, we prepared
stock solutions of 1 mM 2,4,6-trichlorophenol and 10 mM 2-nitrophenol. All buffers and
analytes were obtained from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO).
We performed the experiments using an inverted epifluorescent microscope (IX70,
Olympus, Hauppauge, NY) equipped with a 100 W mercury bulb (Ushio Inc., Tokyo,
Japan), XF100-2 filter-cube from Omega Optical (Brattleboro, VT), a 10x (NA = 0.3)
UPlanFl objective and a 0.63x non-parfocalizing adapter. Images were captured using a
12 bit, 1300x1030 pixel array CCD camera (Micromax1300, Princeton Instruments,
Trenton NJ).

We controlled the camera using Winview32 (Princeton Instruments,

Trenton NJ) and processed the images with MATLAB (R2007b, Mathworks, Natick,
MA).

We applied voltage using a high-voltage sourcemeter (model 2410, Keithley

Instruments, Cleveland, OH). We used off-the-shelf microfluidic borosilicate chips
(model NS-95) from Caliper Life Sciences (Mountain View, CA). The channel is
isotropically etched with a depth of 12 μm and consists of a 54 μm wide section which
constricts into a 34 μm wide section. The total length of the channel is 34.6 mm, with
the initial (wide) section 11.5 mm in length. All images shown here were captured in the
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narrow region of the channel at a distance of 18.5 mm from the TE reservoir, 7 mm from
the constriction.

5.3 Results and discussion
Construction of a Calibration Curve
We first present the technique for construction of calibration curves. These curves relate
NSI values to effective mobility. In this example we use LE2, and perform an FCA
experiment to detect simultaneously the well characterized analytes listed earlier. A list of
the analytes, their dissociation constants and fully ionized mobilities are provided in Table
4. Figure 5.2a and Figure 5.2b respectively presents the control signal (in the absence
of analytes) and the detection signal, showing four new gaps in the signal, corresponding
to the focused analytes. Despite their relatively high concentrations, the MOPS and
HEPES zones are significantly shorter than the MES and ACES zones. This is expected
since the focusing rate of each analyte is proportional to the ratio of its effective mobility
to the effective mobility of the TE.[99] For a given pH, weak acids with higher pKa
values have lower effective mobilities, accumulate at a lower rate, and result in shorter ITP
zones.
We determine the value of the NSI for each analyte at the center of its respective plateau.
The NSI can be interpreted as the area under the signal curve from the LE to the analyte.
This is illustrated using the measured data (not schematics) in Figure

5.2c, where the

NSI value corresponds to the blue region under the curve. For this calibration case of
known LE and known idealized analytes, we can compute analytically the effective
mobilities of each of these analytes.[66] With this information, we construct Figure
5.2c which shows the monotonic curve relating analyte NSI value with its (here) known
effective mobility.
Using this curve (and/or fits to this curve), NSI measurements of unknown analytes can
be related to effective mobility values. The accuracy clearly depends on the resolution of
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the calibration curve. Lastly, we repeat this process and construct a second calibration
curve for the same CAs and ideal analyzes but now using LE1.
Table 4. List of ionic species and their properties, as used in the calculation of effective
mobilities appearing in the calibration.
Species

Relevant
valence

Fully ionized mobility pKa
[m 2 / Vs ]

Lactic acid (LE)

-1

36.5E-9

3.86

Tricine (TE)

-1

30.0E-9

8.1

Bis-tris (counter ion)

+1

26.0E-9

6.4

Sodium (counter ion)

+1

51.9E-9

13.7

MES

-1

28.0E-9

6.1

ACES

-1

31.3E-9

6.84

MOPS

-1

26.9E-9

7.2

HEPES

-1

23.5E-9

7.5
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Figure 5.2 Construction of a calibration curve relating the value of NSI (area under the
fluorescence signal) to the effective mobility of the analyte. (a) The control FCA signal in
the absence of analytes (raw images of FCA signal shown with vertical dimension
magnified 25 fold for clarity of presentation). (b) FCA signal for the case with four
idealized, calibrant analytes (20 μ M MES, 30 μ M ACES, 40 μ M MOPS, and
50 μ M HEPES) with known electrophoretic mobility and pKa values. The assay was
used for indirect detection of the analytes wherein groups of FCAs are displaced by the
analytes, forming gaps (or ‘valleys’) in the fluorescent signal (again, raw image data
shown). (c) We calculate NSI values specific to each calibrant analyte using the integral
of the FCA signal from LE to each analyte plateau. We plot this value versus the
computed effective mobilities of the calibrants. This monotonic curve is used to extract
the effective mobility of an unknown analytes given measurements of their NSI.
Extraction of 2-nitrophenol effective mobilities
Figure

5.3a and Figure

5.3b present the indirect detection of 2-nitorphenol (2NP)

using results from two different ITP buffer systems (LE1 and LE2). The two buffer
systems are nearly identical, except that LE2 contains an additional 4 mM of sodium
hydroxide which servers as a source of counter-ion titrant and increases the pH through
the ITP system. We used these experiments to compute NSI values of 2NP for the two
buffers and obtained values of 0.94 and 0.91 respectively. Figure
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5.3c presents the

calibration curves for both buffer systems (the curve for LE2 is identical to the one
presented in Figure

5.2). We fitted the data points in the calibration curves using two

approximations: a linear interpolation (solid lines) and a quadratic best fit (dashed
curves). In the subsequent analysis steps we use both fitting approaches and compare their
results.

Figure 5.3 Extraction of the effective mobility of 2-nitrophenol (2NP) at two pH values,
from two NSI calibration curves. (a) Indirect detection of 100 μ M 2NP using LE1
(pH 6.4), (b) using LE2 (pH 6.8). (c) We compute the NSI values of 2NP based on the
two experiments, and present their values as horizontal dashed lines. At the point of
intersection with the appropriate calibration curve, we draw vertical dashed lines which
intersect the x-axis and indicate the measured effective mobility. Solid lines correspond to
linear interpolation between the data point, and the dashed curves correspond to
quadratic best-fits to each of the data sets. The uncertainty bars indicate 95% confidence
on the mean given 3 repetitions.
We found the intersect of each NSI value with the respective curve (one intersect for each
LE as shown by the horizontal dashed lines), and extract the corresponding effective
mobility estimates (vertical dashed lines). Using the linear interpolation approximation,
we obtain for 2NP effective mobilities of 12.2 ( ±0.3) ⋅10−9 and 15.8 ( ±0.2 ) ⋅10−9 m 2 / Vs
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for LE1 and LE2, respectively. Using the quadratic best-fit we obtain respective mobilities
of 13.4 ( ±0.3) ⋅10−9 and 16.3 ( ±0.2 ) ⋅10−9 m 2 / Vs .
Calculation of pKa and fully ionized mobility from effective mobilities
Given an LE buffer composition, the properties (e.g. concentration, effective mobility,
conductivity) of any ITP plateau zone can be semi-analytically computed based on its
fully ionized mobility and dissociation constants[66]. Hirokawa and Kiso[95] and later
Jokl et al.[96] and Pospichal et al[97] developed an iterative inverse-problem algorithm
which, given a set of effective mobility measurements, computes the fully ionized
mobilities and dissociation constants of the analyte. We here use the same approach, but
provide a graphical representation of this inverse problem, as suggested by Chambers and
Santiago[12].
Figure 5.4 presents two sets of effective mobility contours (dashed and solid curves), one
for each LE composition. It assumes monovalent acids with pKa values ranging from 5 to
8, and fully ionized mobilities from 15 ⋅10−9 to 40 ⋅10−9 m 2 / Vs . For each mobility
versus pKa combination (representing the properties of an individual analyte), we
compute its effective mobility when in a pure ITP zone. This results in contours of
effective mobility values in the field of pKa versus (fully ionized) mobility. This contour
map is determined completely by the composition of the LE (e.g., does not depend on the
CA or specific analytes of interest).
To obtain the fully ionized mobility and pKa given two effective mobilities, we look for
the intersection point of the contour curves corresponding to those effective mobilities.
For example, for 2NP using the linear interpolation approximation, we found the
nominal effective mobility to be 12.2 ⋅10−9 m 2 / Vs for the system with LE1. This places
the solution along the 12.2 ⋅10−9 curve (marked as a thick solid line) of the LE1 contour
map. At the same time, the solution also lies on the 15.8 ⋅10−9 curve (marked as a thick
dashed line) of the LE2 contour map. The solution must therefore lie at the intersection
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point,

giving

a

pKa

of

7.0 ( ±0.2 )

and

a

fully

ionized

mobility

of

25.7 ( ±2.8 ) ⋅10−9 m 2 / Vs . Similarly, using the quadratic best-fit approximation, we

obtain a pKa of 6.7 ( ±0.2 ) and a fully ionized mobility of 22.3 ( ±2.3) ⋅10−9 . We know of
no previous measurements of the mobility of 2NP, but its reported pKa value of
7.22[100] is in good agreement with our measurement of 7.0 ( ±0.2 ) .

Figure 5.4 Extraction of fully ionized mobility and pKa from two effective mobility
measurements at two LE compositions. Two families of lines are presented,
corresponding to two different LE compositions: LE1 (pH 6.4, solid lines) and LE2
(pH 6.8, dashed lines). Within each family, the contours represent the effective mobility
of an analyte given the respective values of pKa and fully ionized mobility. The
intersection of two effective mobility contours lines (one from each family) identifies the
pKa and fully ionized mobility of a single species exhibiting these effective mobilities
under the two chemistries. The thick lines indicate the effective mobility values obtained
for 2NP from the fluorescent carrier ampholytes assay using the linear interpolation
approximation for the calibration curves.
We performed the same process using 2,4,6-trichlorophenol (TCP) and obtained
respective effective mobilities of 14.4 − 14.7 ⋅10−9 and 16.2 − 16.8 ⋅10−9 m 2 / Vs for LE1
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and LE2, using the linear interpolation approximation. Using the quadratic
approximation we obtained respective effective mobilities of 15.1 − 15.4 ⋅10−9 and

16.8 − 17.4 ⋅10−9 . Here the ranges indicate the values given two repetitions of each
experiment. Using the average of these values, Figure

5.4 yields a pKa of 6.26 and a

fully ionized mobility of 19.4 ⋅10−9 m 2 / Vs (not shown in the figure) using the linear
interpolation approximation, and a pKa of 6.1 and fully ionized mobility of 19.5 ⋅10−9
using the quadratic approximation.

Reported values for the pKa TCP range from

6.0[101] to 6.23[102], again in fairly good agreement with our measurement. We note
that as demonstrated by the calibration curves, multiplexed detection and identification of
analytes is also possible. In the supplementary information we present an example
experiment where we detect 2NP and TCP simultaneously in the same ITP separation.

5.4 Summary
We demonstrated that our fluorescent carrier ampholyte technique can be used to
estimate the fully ionized mobility and dissociation constant of detected analyte ions.
These physicochemical properties can be used to identify analytes with little or no a priori
knowledge, short analysis time, and no sample preparation.
We have shown that the fraction of fluorescent carrier ampholytes displaced by ITP
focused analytes can be quantified by integration and appropriate normalization of the
fluorescence signal. To this end, we defined and presented a method for calculating a
normalized value, NSI, defined as the signal integral from LE to analyte normalized by
the total signal integral (from LE to TE). NSI is proportional to the amount of CA
focused between the LE and analyte. We showed that the NSI of an ionic analyte is
monotonic with the effective mobility it acquires in its respective ITP zone. We used this
property to construct two calibration curves, based on two different LE buffers, which can
be used to convert experimentally measured NSI values to effective mobility values. Once
effective mobilities are obtained, we use an ITP theory (and associated effective mobility
contours versus fully ionized mobility and pKa) to retrieve the analyte ion’s fully ionized
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mobility and pKa. We demonstrated this process for the detection and identification of 2nitrophenol and 2,4,6-trichlorophenol and obtained respective dissociation constants in
good agreement with published values.
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6
Direct and Indirect Detection using a Hand-held
Device
The content of this chapter is based on a recent paper published in Lab on a Chip, and is
reproduced here with minor modifications.††

6.1 Introduction
Between the years 2004-2008, an average of more than one paper per week was published
on ITP-related work.a Despite such diverse and widespread applications of ITP, on both
traditional capillaries and microchips, the use of this technique has been limited to a
laboratory setting as the necessary infrastructure is typically bulky, expensive and complex
(e.g. power supply, microscope).

The wider application of ITP outside a typical

laboratory will require highly portable and cost-effective instrumentation.
Common detection strategies in ITP are conductivity, UV absorbance, and direct
fluorescence detection of analytes. While conductivity detection can be potentially easy
to miniaturize, direct contact conductivity can result in fouling of electrodes, while
contactless conductivity detection is typically limited by high limits of detection
(LoD).[7] UV absorbance is not particularly suited for microchip implementations due
to the common use of borosilicate glass (versus fused silica) and because most chips have

††

Kaigala G.V., Bercovici M., Behnam M., Elliott D., Santiago J.G., and Backhouse C.J., “Miniaturized
system for isotachophoresis assays”, Lab on a Chip, 2010, DOI: 10.1039/c004120c.
a

Between the years 2004 to 2008, 331 publications resulted in the search topic “isotachophoresis,” refined
by the category “science and technology,” and document type as “article” according to the ISI Web of
Science search engine, www.isiknowledge.com/.
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fairly short optical path lengths which leads to low sensitivty.[8] Fluorescence is the most
sensitive on-chip detection technique.[9],[10] The signal in fluorescent detection can be
maximized with minimum background by delivering spectrally precise excitation
illumination, at the excitation peak of the fluorophore. Compared to light emitting
diodes (LEDs), diode lasers deliver a relatively collimated illumination that is readily
directed into micron size channels and has relatively narrow spectral width (e.g. several
nm at full width half maximum). This makes laser induced fluorescence (LIF) detection a
good choice for on-chip detection in ITP.
Several commercial bench-top (order 10’s of kgs) LIF-based microchip electrophoresis
analysis systems are available, such as the Agilent 2100, BioRad's BioFocus/Experion,
Caliper's LabChip 90 system and Hitachi's SV1100. Limited technical information is
available

about

these

systems.

The

Mathies

group

has

shown

several

demonstrations[103],[104] of portable systems and these along with that of Sandia
National Laboratories,[105],[106] exemplify the state of the art in high performance
portable LIF-CE systems. However, as pointed out by Myers and Lee,[107] these systems
are relatively expensive and significant effort is needed to further miniaturize, automate
and to reduce costs, particularly of the optical modules.
The group of Christopher Backhouse at University of Alberta, Canada, has been
progressively shrinking lab on a chip instrumentation while incorporating components
which are cost-effective and compatible with capillary electrophoresis (CE) systems with
LIF detection. As a first prototype, Kaigala et al.[108] demonstrated a shoe-box sized
system using EMCO (Sutter Creek, CA, USA) DC-DC converters to generate high
voltage and a charge coupled device (CCD) camera as a detector to demonstrate the
feasibly of an inexpensive non-confocal electrophoresis instrument.

Subsequently,

Behnam et al.[109] presented a high voltage module by the use of microelectronic
technology and demonstrated a 3 x 4 mm (12 mm2) HV CMOS chip which generates
and switches up to 300 V from an input. Using this microelectronic chip and replacing
the CCD camera with a photodiode, Kaigala et al.[110] demonstrated a compact system
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for direct detection of separated DNA. However, as there is a clear tradeoff between
performance, compactness and cost, the system had a limit to detection of
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) concentration 70 ng / μL (or ~350 nM).
Current work
In this work, we focus on the demonstration of a portable, yet low-cost ITP instrument.
The instrument is (a cell phone sized version of the previous system) was developed by
Kaigala et al. and adapted jointly for use with ITP. We show it is possible to overcomes
some of the earlier limitation[110] of low sensitivity by integrating ITP to increase the
signal.
We demonstrate the versatility of this new highly compact instrument, by implementing
three ITP assays and detecting both cationic and anionic analytes. We demonstrate
focusing and detection of small fluorescent species with a limit of detection (LoD) of
100 pM (to our knowledge, the first demonstration of ITP with direct fluorescence-based
detection on a low-power hand-held device). This shows that ITP can be used to
compensate for the losses in LoD incurred by the use of a photodiodes and minimal
optics.

We then demonstrate the hand-held application of the FCA technique for label-

free detection of environmental toxins in tap water, and of two water-soluble explosives
and an endocrine disruptor in river water, with no sample preparation steps.
Hand-held ITP instrument
Two key functional components of the hand-held instrument are the high voltage
module, and the optical sub-system. Both components along with the microfluidic chip
are housed within a metal casing (dimensions 7.6 x 5.7x 3.8 cm and weight of 240 g with
all components) which additionally acts as a Faraday cage to reduce noise pick-up by the
sensitive optical electronic circuits. The instrument is autonomously controlled by the
firmware resident within the microcontroller.
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HV functionality: HV generation in LOC systems is typically implemented using DCDC converters together with mechanical relays which tend to be large, bulky and
expensive (e.g. [105],[107],[111]). In previous work,[109] the University of Alberta
group has integrated the HV generation and switching functionality into a single
microelectronic chip. Briefly, this microelectronic chip generates high voltage using a
non-isolated inductive DC–DC boost converter circuit.[112] It is fabricated using
DALSA Semiconductor's (Bromont, QC, Canada) three metal layer, triple well, dual gate
oxide 0.8 μm 5V/HV CMOS/DMOS process. This microfabrication process technology
supports the integration of both the HV components and low voltage components (for
control, data communication) within a single die. The main (functional) subsystems of
this microelectronic chip are (a) programmable HV generation module; (b) eight
independently controlled HV switched-outputs that can be coupled to the microfluidic
chip; and (c) an interface subsystem, which controls and monitors the microelectronic
chip functionality and communicates to external devices using a standardized serial
peripheral interface (SPI) protocol. The device voltage and current was initially limited to
154 V and ~30 μA. In the assays presented here, current was more than an order of
magnitude lower than this limitation. Therefore, to minimize assay time, we operated at
the maximum available voltage in all experiments presented here.
Optics sub-system: Commonly used components in LOC-based electrophoresis systems
are confocal optics, dichroics, and detector such as photomultiplier tubes
(PMTs)[103],[105] and CCDs,[108] which can be sensitive but typically expensive and
bulky. For fluorescence detection the device of a photodiode (NT57-506, Edmund
Optics, Barrington, NJ 08007-1380 USA) having a responsivity of 0.4 A/W at 670 nm
and an active area of 450 x 450 μm and which is connected to a high gain amplifier
circuit (109 V/A).
To reduce the overall component cost of the device, it uses minimal optics. The optics
components we integrated consist simply a miniature lens and an interference filter. The
entire optical detection module is housed in a barrel, and is placed at a fixed location
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below the microfluidic chip. The barrel consists of a compact (1.8 mm diameter and
5.37 mm long) gradient index (GRIN) micro lens with a numerical aperture of 0.46 mm
(LGI630-6, Irvine, CA, USA) for collection of the light emitted from the microchannel,
and an interference filter (HQ660LP, Chroma Technology Corp., VT, USA) to
minimize the excitation light detected by the photodiode.

A compact 5 mW

semiconductor laser diode with an excitation maximum at 635 nm (M635-5, US-Lasers,
Inc., Baldwin Park, CA, USA) is used as the excitation light source. Much as in one of
the configurations described in Fu et al.,[113] we illuminate the light through the edge of
the chip in order to maximize the signal from the fluorophores within the microchannel,
avoid direct incident light on the detector, and minimize scatter from the walls. This
ensures a low base-line in the detected signal while increasing the dynamic range of the
measurements. We initially observed slowly varying noise in the detected signal which
originated from laser intensity variations. We successfully minimized these variations by
ensuring the thermal stability of the laser. This was accomplished by enhancing the
thermal coupling between the laser, heatsink and the metal casing by using 3M™ thermal
interface tape (3M, St. Paul, MN, USA). Additionally, we performed warm-up periods in
which the laser was left on for 5 min before each set of runs.
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Figure 6.1 (a) Functional block diagram of the individual modules within the hand-held
device. This instrument consists primarily of a high voltage unit and a laser induced
fluorescence detection system. More details are given in the Supplementary Information
document. In (b), the hand-held ITP instrument (dimensions: 7.6 x 5.7 x 3.8 cm) is
powered using a standard USB link connected to a laptop computer. The instrument is
self-contained and includes a 5 mW laser, a photodiode, high voltage generation,
switching, and communication functionality. The metal casing acts as a Faraday cage to
reduce the effects of environment noise.
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Control and data processing
The instrument consumes less than ~300 mW and this power is provided via the serial
(USB) link connection to a laptop computer. The interfaced computer runs a custom
graphical user interface program into which the user enters the parameters of the run (e.g.
voltage, timing).

These data are transferred to the firmware resident in the

microcontroller, which directly controls both the high voltage module, and the optical
module. A brief description of the firmware and the software is provided below.
The controlling computer runs a Python script (open source, and portable between
operating systems) which performs multiple functions including issuing the run
parameters to the microcontroller, logging raw data, and performing data processing.
Importantly, the Python code also presents a graphical user interface (GUI) in which the
user can easily define the run-parameters. The data acquired by the detector, together
with GUI parameters identifying the run are recorded as a standard ascii ﬁle.

At the end

of each run, the Python script also creates an html report consisting of a header detailing
the run parameters and two embedded .png images showing signal versus time plots of
raw and signal-processed data.
While the GUI can perform the required signal processing of the raw data, for this study
we performed the processing using Matlab (R2007b, The Mathworks, Natick, MA, US).
We remove the high frequency noise by convolving the raw data with a Gaussian whose
width (one standard deviation) equals to the residence time of the edge of an ITP zone
over the GRIN lens. This preserves the underlying fluorescence signal from the ITP
zones while increasing signal to noise ratio (SNR).

6.2 Theory of variable cross section microchannels
The limit of detection (LoD) of the FCA assay can be described as the minimum analyte
concentration for which a local decrease in the baseline CA signal can be detected (versus
noise and run-to-run variations). In practice, minimizing the LoD is equivalent to
maximizing the width of the plateau-mode[13] analyte zone width for a given initial
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analyte concentration. The dependence of the focusing rate and length of the analyte
zone on the chemistry of the ITP buffers and applied current has been studied.[13],[99]
Everaerts et al.[114],[115] first proposed the concept of “column coupling” as a method
for increasing sample loading in ITP. In this method, a large inner diameter (ID)
capillary is used for loading a large volume of sample, which is in the next step separated
and detected in a small ID capillary. In this section, we expand this concept for on-chip
ITP with semi-infinite sample injection (sample is mixed in the TE reservoir)_and discuss
the effects of the microchannel geometry on the length (and therefore LoD) of analyze
zones, and its effect on the total analysis time. Details on the fabrication of a single
channel with large cross-section variation are provided in the section 6.3. For simplicity,
we here assume fully ionized species and a constant driving current; but the scaling
derived adds significant intuition to the general cases.
Consider a channel as in Figure

4.1 which consists of two sections: a loading section

with a large cross section area where the analyte is focused initially, and a detection
section with a small cross section area where the analyte is detected.

The rate of

accumulation of a species A in the loading section is given by its flux into the ITP
interface,
N t = ( ETE μ A − VITP ) AL c A0 .

(6.1)

Here, ETE denotes the electric field in the (adjusted[99]) TE region, μ A is the
electrophoretic mobility of the analyte, VITP is the ITP velocity in the loading section, AL
is the cross-section area of the loading section, and c A0 is the analyte concentration in the
adjusted TE zone. The relation between c A0 and the concentration of the analyte in the
reservoir is given Khurana and Santiago[99]. In the adjusted TE region (where ion
concentrations are locally uniform so that contributions of diffusive flux to ionic current
are negligible) we can write the relation between the electric field, current I , cross section
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area A , and the conductivity σ as simply Ε = I / ( Aσ ) . Combining this with the ITP
condition that VITP = ETE μTE = ELE μ LE and substituting the relations into eq. (6.1) yields
⎛μ
⎞μ
N t = ⎜ A − 1⎟ LE c A0 I ,
⎝ μTE
⎠ σ LE

(6.2)

where subscripts LE and TE respectively denote properties of the leading and trailing
electrolytes. Assuming negligible EOF, the temporal rate is related to the spatial (local,
Eulerian) rate by N x = N t / VITP , yielding the relation
⎛μ
⎞
N x = ⎜ A − 1⎟ AL c A0 .
⎝ μTE
⎠

(6.3)

N x represents the number of ions accumulated per distance traveled by the ITP interface,
and has units of mol / m . Using the subscript CI to denote a property of the counterions,
the plateau concentration of the analyte is then given by[13],[116]:
c AP = cLE

μ A μ LE − μCI
.
μ LE μ A − μCI

(6.4)

Next, we will assume the accumulation of analyte in the detection section is negligible
compared to its accumulation in the loading zone. This is reasonable for loading-todetection section area ratios of a few fold or greater since, as shown by eq. (6.3) the
accumulation amount scales with the local channel area. Under this assumption, the total
number of analyte moles accumulated is simply N = N x LL , where LL is the length of the
loading section. The length of the analyte zone in the detection section is then given by

LA = N / ( c AP AD ) , where AD is the cross section area of the detection section. Combining
this with eqs. (6.3) and (6.4) yields an explicit, approximate expression for the length of
the analyte zone,

μ LE ( μ A − μTE )( μ A − μCI ) c A0 AL
LA =
LL .
cLE AD
μTE
μ A ( μ LE − μCI )
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(6.5)

As described by Khurana and Santiago[13], the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) associated
with the detection of an analyte can be defined as SNRA = LA / δ , where δ is the average
width of fluorescent regions dispersing into each side of the analyte zone. A high SNRA
indicates an analyte zone that is long compared to the characteristic width of these
adjoining fluorescent regions. An exact expression for the width δ is not available, as it
depends on both the mobilities of its neighboring analyte and the mobilities of the
focused CAs, which are not known a priori. However, the analytical expression for this
characteristic diffusion-limited focusing length given Saville et al.[117] shows that δ is
inversely proportional to the current density. Hence, at the detector site we can expect

δ ∝ AD / I . Furthermore, because of the low currents used in ITP, power sources (in
particular those of portable devices) are typically be voltage limited (and not current
limited). Assuming the resistance of the (large cross section) loading section is negligible,
the maximum obtainable current is I max = Vmax σ TE AD / LD . Substituting the latter
expressions into 5 and our definition of SNRA, we have
SNRA ∝ Vmax

(6.6)

AL LL 0
cA .
AD LD

This results shows that the analyte SNR (and hence the LoD of the assay) is proportional
to the ratios of cross sections between the loading section and the detection section, as
well as to the ratio of their lengths. Importantly, these geometrical parameters also effect
the analysis time. The ITP velocity is inversely proportional to the cross section area.
Therefore, for a large cross-section area ratio, the time for an analyte zone to travel
through the detection region can be neglected compared to the time in the loading
section. Hence, the total assay time can be approximated by the length of the loading
section divided by the local ITP velocity
maximum current, we obtain
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LL / VITP . Using the expression for the

tdet ect ∝

1
Vmax

(6.7)

AL
LL LD .
AD

Thus, the larger the cross-section area ratio and the larger the length of the channel
section, the longer the analysis time. Clearly, there is a trade-off between the analyte SNR
(and LoD) and analysis time. Full optimization of the channel geometry is beyond the
scope of this work. However, as described in the Materials and Instrumentation section,
we used this result to design a microfluidic chip with a cross-section area ratio of 17 in
order to compensate for the limited voltage available in our hand-held device (200 V),
while maintaining a reasonable analysis time of approximately 10 min.

6.3 Materials and methods
Microfluidics chip design and fabrication
We perform the experiments using custom-built microfluidic chips (~2 cm x 1.5 cm).
Each chip contains a single cross channel design suitable for both finite injection (not
used within this work), and infinite sample injection (described here). The injection
scheme and assays described here can therefore be accomplished with a simple one
channel, two reservoir system.
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Figure 6.2 ITP is conducted in a custom-fabricated microfluidic chip (~ 2 cm x 1.5 cm)
wherein micro-sized (10 μm deep and 30 μm wide) channels are isotropically etched in a
1.1 mm thick borofloat glass. A second, 1.1 mm thick borofloat glass is drilled with
through-holes and two layers are bonded using a standard low-temperature glass-glass
bonding procedure. When the chip is placed within the hand-held device, the detection
point is located ~8 mm from reservoir 4. Using this chip, we perform, both direct
detection of analytes with channels and reservoir filled as shown in (a), and indirect
detection of analytes using nonfocusing tracer (NFT) assay with channels and reservoir
filled as shown in (b) The fluorescent carrier ampholyte (FCA) assay is implemented on
an identical microfluidic chip but with varying etch depths channels, the larger cross
section is 55 μm wide, 25 μm deep, and 11 mm long (starting from reservoir 1). The
small cross section is 15 μm, 5 μm deep, and 17 mm long wide (starting from reservoir
4). The variable etching time affects both the width and the depth of the channel and
results in a 17:1 cross-sectional ratio.
The chip consists of two layers of borofloat glass (Paragon Optical Company, Reading,
PA, USA) each 1.1 mm thick. The bottom layer contains the etched channels, while the
top layer contains Waterjet system (Bengal, Flow International Corp., Kent, WA, USA)
drilled 2 mm diameter holes which serve as reservoirs. Each of the four reservoirs holds
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up to about 4 μL of reagents. The chip was fabricated using a standard microfabrication
procedure. Briefly, the channel geometry was drawn in L-Edit v3.0 (MEMS Pro 8,
MEMS CAP, CA, USA) and transferred to a mask wafer using a pattern generator (DWL
200, Heidelberg Instruments, Torrance, CA, USA). The 4” x 4” glass was cleaned in hot
Piranha (3:1 of H2S04:H2O2) and sputter-coated with 30 μm of Cr and 180 μm of Au.
HPR 504 photoresist (Fujifilm USA Inc., Valhalla, NY, USA) was spin coated (spin
speed of 500 rpm for 10 s and a spread speed of 4000 rpm for 40 s). The substrates with
photoresist were then baked in an oven at 115˚C for 30 min. UV exposure (4 s, 356 nm
and with intensity of 19.2 mW/cm2) of the spin-coated substrate was performed through
the mask using a mask aligner (ABM Inc., San Jose, CA, USA) and then the substrate was
chemically developed with Microposit 354 developer (Shipley Company Inc.,
Marlborough, MA, USA) for ~25 s. Glass was etched at ~1 μm/min using hydrofluoric
acid (20:14:66 HF (49%):HNO3 (70%):H2O). The substrate was then etched to a depth
of 10 μm. Then, Au etch (0.0985 M I2 + 0.6024 M KI) and Cr etch (Arch Chemicals
Inc., Norwalk, CT, USA) were used to strip the metal (~45 s for Au, and ~30 s for Cr).
Holes in the top layer for accessing channels in the assembled chip were drilled using a
Waterjet. The two glass layers were mated to form the complete chip, heated in an oven
for ~ 4 h at 550°C, and diced to form the individual chips (Figure 6.2a).
Buffers and procedure for direct detection experiments
For this anionic ITP, the LE was composed of 250 mM HCl and 500 mM bis-tris and
the TE was 5 mM tricine and 10 mM bis-tris. A range of Alexa Fluor 647 from 100 pM
to 2 nM (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, CA) were added to the TE as sample. The LE and
TE each contained 1% of ~1 MDa poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP) for suppression of
electroosmotic flow (EOF). All buffers were prepared in deionized water (UltraPure
DNase/RNase free distilled water, GIBCO Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) and prepared
using chemicals obtained from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA) unless otherwise
specified.
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Before each set of runs we cleaned the channels by flowing NaOH for approximately 5
min, and then rinsed the channels with deionized water for 2 min. We then flushed the
channels with LE solution for 5 more min to allow the PVP to coat the walls. For the
direct detection experiments we filled reservoirs 1, 2 and 3 of the chip with 4 μL LE and
applied a vacuum at reservoir 4 until all channels were filled (~ 2 min). We then rinsed
Reservoir 1 several times with distilled water (using a syringe) and then filled it with the
TE and analyte mixture. The chip was then placed in position within the hand-held, and
the system’s chip latch (a small hinged acrylic cover which holds electrodes and the chip
in place) was lowered into a position wherein platinum electrodes were inserted into the
buffers in reservoirs 1 and 4.
Buffers and procedure for FCA experiments
For this anionic ITP, the LE was 10 mM hydrochloric acid and the counterion is 20 μ M
bis-tris. The LE reservoir is titrated to a pH of 6.9 with 5 μ M of NaOH. The TE is
10 mM tricine and the counterion is 20 μ M bis-tris. 1 μ M of ZOOM 3-10 labeled
with Alexa Fluor 647 were mixed in the TE. Both the LE and TE contained 1% of
~1 MDa poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP) for suppression of electroosmotic flow (EOF). For
these experiments demonstrating the detection of explosives and herbicides, we prepared
stock solution of 100 μ M ammonium 2,4,6-trinitrophenolate (Dunnite) and 2,4,6trinitrophenol (TNP) and dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D). These analytes were
diluted into a TE/sample mixture that had a final composition of 50% river water. The
river water was collected from Vernal Falls, Merced River, Yosemite Valley, CA, USA
(conductivity measured as 25 μS). The chip filling procedure is identical to as outlined in
section 4.3.
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6.4 Results and discussion
Direct detection
We first demonstrate direct detection of an idealized analyte, Alexa Fluor 647 (an anionic
fluorophore), on the hand-held device. We varied the initial concentration of sample in
the reservoir, and registered the fluorescence signal as detected by the photodetector. The
inset in Figure 6.3 shows four typical signals obtained for initial concentrations of 0.1,
0.5, 1, and 2 nM. The main plot presents a quantitative measure of the maximum signal
intensity versus the initial concentration of the dye. The uncertainty bars represent 95%
confidence on the mean based on five realizations at each concentration, and the curve is
a linear best fit using the mean values. The linear response between initial analyte
concentration and the signal detected suggests that ITP implemented on this hand-held
instrument is suitable for quantitative analysis. In peak mode ITP, we define the limit of
detection (LoD) to be the lowest initial sample concentration resulting in a signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of 3 (with SNR here defined as the ratio of peak magnitude to the standard
deviation of the variation in the baseline established from the first 30 s prior to the arrival
of the LE-dye interface). For the ITP protocol we present here, we find the LoD to be
100 pM (five repetitions were performed, see Figure 6.3).
We attribute the mostly minor variability in signal intensity for fixed initial
concentrations to run-to-run variations associated with both the instrument and the assay.
Signal variations arising from the instrument are likely the result of loose tolerances in
positioning of the chip on the device, which leads to slight variations in the amount of
light coupled into the channel. We hypothesize that variations arising from the assay are
due to manual pipetting uncertainties and run-to-run variations in EOF (despite our
efforts to suppress EOF). The system/instrument related variability can likely be reduced
with improved mechanical design, and the variability in EOF can perhaps be addressed
with improved surface passivation. We are presently pursuing both approaches to reduce
this run-to-run variability.
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Figure 6.3 Focusing and direct detection of a fluorescent species (Alexa Fluor 647) using
“peak mode” ITP in our portable device. The response of the detector was linear with the
initial concentration of the analyte. Five repetitions were performed at each analyte
concentration. The uncertainly bars represent a 95% confidence interval on the mean
value, based on the Student t distribution. The inset shows a superposition of actual
signal data registered by the hand-held device for four initial concentrations.
Indirect detection of toxins, explosives and herbicides using the fluorescent carrier
ampholyte assay
Figure 6.4 presents the detection of 2NP and TCP in tap water, using the same buffer
chemistry described in section 4.3. We used the same CAs (pI range of 9-11) as in Figure
4.7, but here we implemented the assay in our hand held device rather than a standard
microscope system. The most significant differences between the hand-held device and
the benchtop system are the lower spatial resolution of the detector, and the associated
limit on high voltage (the hand-held device is currently limited to 200 V).

Both

limitations result in wider (more diffused) gradients in the CA signals and therefore
reduce the LoD. To provide some compensation for these limitations, we designed
microfluidic channels with a high (17x) cross section area ratio. As shown in section 6.2,
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higher area ratio implies proportionally longer analyte zones in the detection section.
Furthermore, as the zone enters the detection section, current density increases 17-fold
resulting in sharper ITP interfaces (smaller δ values). Both parameters contribute on an
increase in the SNR associated with analyte detection.
2NP and TCP were detected at concentrations equal to those in the microscope based
experiments presented in section 4.4. Note some finer features of the signal have been
lost to the lower resolution of the detector. Furthermore, as shown in the theory section,
while a large area ratio improves the resolution of the assay, it also increases the total
analysis time. As indicated by the (temporal) isotachophorerogram, the total analysis time
on the hand-held device was approximately 10 min. Clearly, there is a tradeoff between
resolution and analysis time which is a strong function of maximum voltage, channel
geometry (both length and area ratios), and buffer chemistry. In this work, we were
primarily focused on a proof of concept for detection on hand-held device, and so did not
further optimize system sensitivity.
We also applied our hand-held device to detect indirectly ionic water soluble explosives,
ammonium 2,4,6-trinitrophenolate (Dunnite) and 2,4,6-trinitrophenol (TNP), and a
herbicide, dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D). 2,4-D is the world’s most common
herbicide (third-most common in the US) and has, importantly, been implicated as an
endocrine disruptor in potable water. Detection of explosives in the environment plays
an important role in warfare, and few techniques exist for detecting highly polar and ionic
explosives and their degradation products[118] We spiked the samples in river water
(Vernal Falls, Merced River, Yosemite Valley, CA, USA) and focused, separated, and
detected with no additional sample preparation. Figure

6.5a shows a control run

performed using river water with no added analytes. Figures (b-d) respectively show the
detection of 50 μ M Dunnite, 50 μ M TNP, and 50 μ M 2,4-D, spiked in the river
water. Each of the analytes focuses at a highly specific location determined by its effective
mobility, displacing a subset of the CAs and creating a gap (or “valley”) in the fluorescent
signal. The amount of displaced carrier ampholytes can be used for identification of an
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analyte. In the figure, we indicate the value of the normalized signal intensity (NSI)
which, as described in section 4.2, can be used to analyze and identify chemical species.

Figure 6.4. Detection of unlabeled 2NP and TCP in tap water using the hand-held ITP
device shown in Figure 6.1. LE and TE composition as the same as in Figure 5. 200 V
was applied along a 23 mm channel with a 17:1 cross section area variation (the detection
region is 17 mm long). Despite lower available voltage and longer analysis time, the
handheld device successfully detects both toxins.
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Figure
6.5. Demonstration of indirect detection of explosives and an endocrine
disruptor in river water, with no sample preparation steps. The signal in (a) shows a
negative control (no analytes present). The fluorescent ampholytes form a contiguous (yet
non-uniform signal). (b) 50 μ M of ammonium 2,4,6-trinitrophenolate (Dunnite) were
added to the TE reservoir. The analyte displaces a subset of the fluorophores and creates a
detectable gap in the signal. (c),(d) Indirect detection of 2,4,6-trinitrophenol (TNP) and
2,4-Dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D) respectively. LE is 10 mM hydrochloric acid, TE
is 10 μ M tricine and the counterion is 20 mM bis-tris. The LE reservoir was titrated to a

pH of 6.9 with 5 μ M of NaOH. 1 μ M of ZOOM 3-10 labeled with Alexa Fluor 647
were mixed in the TE. 204 V was applied along a 23 mm channel with a 17:1 cross
section area reduction positioned 48% of the way long its length from the TE reservoir
(the detection region is 17 mm from the channel inlet where samples are introduced).
The baseline of each experiment was determined and subsequently subtracted from the
signal using the GIFTS auto-leveling method using a fourth order polynomial with a 1%
tolerance. For each detected analyte we also provide the normalized signal integral (NSI)
value at the minima of the corresponding gap in signal. These values indicate the fraction
of undisplaced fluorophores, and can be related to the effective mobility of the analyte.
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6.5 Summary
We presented a hand-held device for isotachophoresis, and demonstrated its practical
application for both direct and indirect detection of analytes. For direct detection, we
showed that the device can provide quantitative analysis of fluorescent species, with a
limit of detection of 100 pM. The sensitivity of the direct detection implemented on the
hand-held device is adequate for several applications.[119]
For indirect detection, have demonstrated the use of the device for label-free detection of
environmental toxins, explosives and an endocrine disruptor in unprocessed water. We
believe many applications, including water quality assessment and point-of-care disease
diagnostics can benefit from a low-cost analysis system such as the one we presented here.
We estimate our limit of indirect detection to be ~10 μ M . Further by applying an LE
concentration cascade [120] we believe an additional 10x increase in the LoD is possible.
Thus an LoD of ~1 μ M is already relevant for several applications (e.g. EPA permissible
concentration of 2-chlorophenol, 2,4-dichlorophenol, and 2,4-dimethylphenol is
~1 μ M ), however for the detection of a wider range of explosives and herbicides (for 2,4D about 300 nM [121]) in drinking water, further improvements are required. We are
currently working to further reduce the limit of detection by optimizing the microfluidic
channel geometry, together with improvements to optics and electronics hardware.
By leveraging the focusing ability in ITP we are able to utilize a low-cost and portable
device yet achieve useful LoDs, thus overcoming many of the traditional trade-offs
between cost and performance. The current total component cost of the hand-held
device is ~$200, and we believe that with high volume production, cost of the instrument
can be further reduced significantly. To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of
fluorescence-based ITP detection on a hand-held (7.6 x 5.7 x 3.8 cm; 240 g) and
inexpensive device.
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7
Conclusions and Recommendations
We here summarize the major conclusion and contributions presented in the dissertation.
We then present recommendation for future research directions which are based on this
work.

7.1 Summary and contributions
Simulations for ITP and electrophoretic transport
1. We have developed an open source code for multispecies electrophoretic
transport. The code is designed to enable high resolution simulations of ITP,
where sharp concentration interfaces need to be captured, and accounts for
electromigration-diffusion, multispecies equilibrium chemistry, non-uniform
electroosmotic flow, and Taylor-Aris dispersion. The code is up to 100x faster
than the previous state of the art, and allows practitioners to obtain predictions in
minutes on a several computer.
2. We have developed a new form of the governing equation for electrophoretic
transport which are expressed in term of effective mobility and diffusivity.
3. We provided a simple characteristics analysis, showing the that sharp interfaces in
can be regarded as shockewaves in concentration.
4. We have developed a new form of the equilibrium reactions equations as
polynomials, which allows direct solution of the equation (instead of an iterative
one).
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5. We have developed a formulation of the governing equation for electrophoretic
transport on a non-uniform grid, using a mapping function between the nonuniform physical domain and a uniform computational domain.
6. We have developed a numerical algorithm for grid adaptation based on a
variational approach, which automatically increases grid density at regions of the
solution where high gradients are present.
7. We have combined a sixth order compact scheme spatial discretization with our
grid adaptation algorithm, thus allowing a significant (10x-100x fold) reduction
in grid size.
8. We have developed new boundary conditions based on a characteristics approach,
which allow wave to propagate out of the domain. This allows to solve ITP
problems in a frame of reference moving with the interface, further reducing the
required domain size, grid size, and computational time.
9. We have performed extensive verification and validation of all the elements in the
code, including equilibrium chemistry and accuracy in resolving sharp interfaces.
10. We have developed a graphical user interface for the code, and offer it for free
online at http://microfluidics.stanford.edu/spresso/.
Indirect detection using fluorescent carrier ampholytes
1. We have developed an indirection detection technique which combines ITP with
fluorescent carrier ampholytes (FCA) for detection of unlabeled analytes with
little or no a priori information about their mobility or dissociation constants.
2. Using the FCA technique we have demonstrated indirect detection of multiple
analytes, including detection of toxins in tap water with no sample preparation
steps.
3. We have developed a simple protocol for fluorescently labeling carrier ampholytes,
and have identified both anionic and cationic dyes for use with anionc and
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cationic ITP, respectively. The fluorescent mixture is stable for months, and can
be simply added to the TE well of any ITP assay.
4. We have studied the effect of carrier ampholyte pI range on the resulting
fluorescent signal, and demonstrated the ability to enhance the signal at regions of
interest.
5. We have empirically developed optimized buffer systems for both anionic and
cationic ITP which enable a high focusing rate, while keeping EOF dispersion to
a minimum.
6. We have developed simple on-chip injection protocols for fluorescent carrier
ampholytes assays
Analyte identification using fluorescent carrier ampholytes
1. We have developed a signal analysis technique in which the integral (from LE to
TE) of the FCA signal is used for extracting the fully ionized mobility and
dissociation constant of detected unlabeled analytes.
2. We have demonstrated our technique by extracting the dissociation constant of
two toxins, with good agreement to values found in the literature.
3. We showed that the number of carrier ampholytes displaced by an analyte
focusing under ITP can be quantified by measuring the total amount of
fluorescence intensity in front and behind the analyte. Using a set of wellcharacterized species, we constructed calibration curves and showed that this
metric can be related to the effective mobility of the analytes.
4. We have demonstrated that by titrating the LE to a higher pH (for example, with
NaOH) the effective mobilities of the analytes can be modified, resulting in a new
distribution of carrier ampholytes. We have further demonstrated that the data
from two such FCA distributions is sufficient for extracting the pKa and fully
ionized mobilities of weak acids.
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Isotachophoresis on a hand held device
1. We have adapted the prototype hand-held electrophoresis device (designed by the
Backhouse lab and University of Alberta) for use with ITP assays, and have
developed compatible microfluidic chips, injection protocols, and operation
procedures.
2. We have demonstrated direct detection of fluorescent species using ITP on a
hand-held device with a limit of detection of 100 pM.
3. We have demonstrated the implementation of the FCA assay on the hand-held
device for detection of unlabled toxins with a limit of detection of 1 uM.
4. We have developed an approximate algebraic model for focusing of analytes in a
variable cross section channel, and highlighted the tradeoff between assay
sensitivity and assay time.
5. We have designed microfluidics chips with a large cross-section area variation. To
maximize the area variation, the etch depth (in contrast to the mask width) was
varied in different regions of the channel.

7.2 Recommendations for future work
Simulations of ITP
1. The adaptive grid algorithm could be coupled to different discretization schemes
and different cost function which govern the grid adaptation. One interesting
direction is to implement a dissipative scheme which would guarantee a smooth
solution, and define the cost function to be a function of the local numerical
dissipation. This way, the code would be guaranteed to be non-oscillatory, and
yet more accurate around sharp interfaces.
2. Extension of the code to axi-symmetric problems would enable the simulation of
other physical phenomena which do not necessarily have a 1D area averaged
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representation. For example, the curvature of ITP interfaces due to non-uniform
EOF could be simulated, which is expected to improve predictions for the
concentration field of analytes in peak mode.
3. We recommend that future implementation of the code will be done in a lower
level programming language such as FORTRAN or C. While the implementation
in Matlab allows faster development and testing of ideas, it performs significantly
slower, and suffers from version compatibility problems. An implementation of
the same code in C or FORTRAN is expected to be at least an order of
magnitude faster.
4. Several design problems can be potentially solved by integrating optimization
tools with the code. For example, design of buffer chemistry for high specificity
(i.e. focusing specific analytes bur rejecting others), or optimization of detection
point for maximum resolution.
Fluorescent carrier ampholytes assay
1. FCA based assay could benefit substantially from better characterization of
existing carrier ampholytes mixtures. Information such as electrophoretic
mobilities, number of species in the mixture, and the distribution of pKa values is
currently unknown or not provided by the manufacturing companies for
proprietary reasons. Obtaining this information based on CE or IEF experiments
would allow better choice of ampholytes for specific applications.
2. Synthesis of carrier ampholytes with more and less charge than the current
standard would increase their range of electrophoretic mobilities, and would
increase the range of analytes which are detectable with this method.
3. Lower limits of detection could be obtained by designing microfluidic channels
with even higher cross-section ratios, resulting in longer plateau zones. This is an
optimization problem, as the channels needs to small enough resist pressure
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variations, big enough for a detectable fluorescent signal, and result in acceptable
assay times. We estimate the sensitivity can be improved by approximately an
order of magnitude.
4. Lower limits of detection can also be obtained by combining area variation with a
cascade LE concentration [120].
technique (see G

We have performed initial tests using this

), and estimate another order of magnitude in sensitivity can

be gained (by switching from a 10 mM LE to a 1 mM LE).

Combining all

effects, we believe indirect detection of 10 nM concentration is possible.
5. Many analytes of interest, such as explosives, are not soluble in water. Performing
indirect detection of analytes in non-aqueous solutions using ITP could be a
significant step forward in the scope of applicability of this method.
6. Parallel channels for simultaneous experiments (e.g. control and sample, or sample
at different pH conditions)
Analyte identification using FCA
1. Improving the resolution of the calibration curves is key for increasing the
accuracy of the method. This can be achieved by applying the assay to a larger
number of analytes with known properties. Ideally, independent CE experiments
with UV absorbance detection can be used to characterize the analytes.
2. To improve the accuracy of the technique, experiments could be performed
together with an internal standard. This standard would consist of several co-ionic
analytes whose properties have been well characterized.
3. Titration conditions can be optimized to reduce the error-bars associated with the
calculation of mobility and dissociation constant. Furthermore, multiple
experiments at a range of conditions can be used to increase the confidence level
of obtained results, or to extend the method to multi-valent analytes.
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4. Multiple groups of carrier ampholytes, labeled with different fluorophores (at
different wavelengths) could be mixed with the sample, thus effectively achieving
multiple experiments in the same run.
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A
Analyte Identification Using Fluorescent Carrier
Ampholytes
We here develop a guideline for the choice of the parameter K AG , determining the weight
assigned to zero gradient regions in the adaptive grid procedure. We find it useful to
express this parameter as a function of the number of grid points that one wishes to place
at the ITP interface region, N I .
We may roughly divide the solution to a single interface ITP problem into two plateau
regions (having zero gradients) separated by sharp interface of negligible width (step). In
the plateau regions, equation (30) reduces to

wP = K AG .

(A.1)

If we assume that K AG << 1 (which we will check later for consistency), then at the
interface equation (3.21) reduces to wI = wI* . Since w* values are normalized by the
maximum value in the domain, and that maximum occurs at the interface,

wI

(A.2)

1

Equation (3.12) shows that at steady state, wxz = const . Hence, the grid densities at the
interface, xz I , and in plateau regions, xz P , can be related by
xz I wI = xz P wP .

(A.3)

Substituting (A.1) and (A.2) into (A.3) yields
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xz

xz P K AG .

I

(A.4)

Equation (A.4) relates the grid densities at the interface an in the plateau regions, based
on the steady state conditions of the adaptive grid procedure. A second equation relating
these two parameters is obtained from a geometrical constraint requiring that the total
N −1

length of all grid equal equals the finite length of the channel, L = ∑ Δxi , where N − 1 is
i =1

the number of intervals in the domain. In the computational domain, this relation would
take the form
N −1

L = ∑ xz i Δz ,

(A.5)

i =1

where Δz = L / N . Assuming N I intervals across the interface, and N − N I − 1 intervals
in the plateau regions, equation (S19) can be approximated as

L

N I xz

I

L
L
+ ( N − N I − 1) xz P .
N
N

(A.6)

Substituting (A.4) into (A.6), assuming N − N I

N ⎞
⎛
K AG ⎜1 − xz I I ⎟
N ⎠
⎝

1 , and simplifying yields

N − NI
xz I .
N

(A.7)

Finally, the grid density at the interface, xz I , can be approximated as the ratio of the
physical width of the interface to its width in the computational domain,

xz I =

δ
N I Δz

=

N δ
.
NI L

(A.8)

Substituting into (A.7), and assuming δ / L

K AG

1

N − NI δ
.
NI L

(A.9)
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The width of the interface, δ , is of course unknown a priori. However, a characteristic
length scale can be obtained by equating the diffusive flux with the electromigration flux
yielding

δ~

Rμ T μ c
j

(A.10)

,

where Rμ is the universal gas constant and T is the temperature and μ and c are
characteristic mobility and concentration values. Finally,

K AG =

N − N I Rμ T μ c
.
NI
jL

(A.11)

For ITP problems, this result is consistent with the initial assumption that K AG << 1 .
Typical parameters are N ~ O(100) , N I ~ O(10) , δ ~ O(10 μ m) , L ~ O(1 cm) leading
to K AG ~ O(10−2 ) . Since several rough assumptions were made in this derivation, the
number of grid points obtained at the interface does not equal exactly to the N I .
However, determining K AG from N I

allows the same value of N I to be used

throughout simulations at different conditions, while (A.11) automatically accounts for
changes in the simulation conditions.
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B
Background and flatfield correction of raw data
We here describe in the detail the image analysis we perform on the raw images in order
to obtain the signal I ( x) used in our identification procedure.


Throughout the experiment, the location of the microscope stage is fixed. We begin
acquiring images shortly after initiating the electric field, and continuously acquire
images until all fluorescent peaks have passed through the field of view.



All images acquired before the first fluorescent zone enters the field of view can be
regarded as background. We average those images, resulting in a single background
image which we denote here as BG ( x, y ) . An example image is shown in Figure S1(a).
The background image is acquired with the illumination on, but with no fluorescent
species in the liquid-filled channel.



At the end of each data set acquired at a given location, we fill the channel with a high
concentration ( 10 μ M ) of fluorescent dye and acquire 100 images. We arithmetically
average these 100 images, resulting in a single flatfield image which we denote here as

FF ( x, y ) . An example image is shown in Figure S1(b). In this image, it is clear that
the illumination intensity decreases toward the right hand side of the field of view.


Figure S1(c) shows a typical raw data image acquired in the experiment. We denote
this image as I RAW . By subtracting the background image from the raw image
( I RAW ( x, y ) − BG ( x, y ) ) we obtain a background corrected image, shown in figure
S1(d). Applying the same process to the flatfield image ( FF ( x, y ) − BG ( x, y ) ) yields a
background corrected flatfield image (not shown here).
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We divide the background corrected image by a background corrected flat field image
to compensate for non-uniform illumination,

I ( x, y ) =

I RAW ( x, y ) − BG ( x, y )
FF ( x, y ) − BG ( x, y )

(B.1)

and obtain the flatfield corrected data image shown in figure 1S(e).


Finally, we integrate I ( x, y ) along the width of the channel, w, to obtain a onedimensional function describing the variation of area-averaged intensity along the
axial coordinate of the channel,
w

I ( x) = ∫ I ( x, y )dy

(B.2)

0

Figure 1S(f) presents the area averaged intensity of the raw data image, the background
corrected image, and the flatfield corrected image. To better see the effect of flatfield
correct, figure 1S(g) present a detailed view of the right-most section of the signal where
the illumination intensity is lower.
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Figure B.1 Example of image processing performed on acquired data. (a) Background
image obtain from averaging of images acquired before fluorophores reach the field of
view. (b) Flatfield image obtained after the experiment, by imaging a channel filled with
uniform fluorescent dye. (c) Raw data image showing several fluorescent peaks. (b)
Background corrected image obtained by subtracting the background image from the raw
data image. (d) Flatfield corrected imaged obtained by dividing the background corrected
data by the background corrected flatfield image. This step results in an increase in
intensity of the right-most peak which was located in a region of lower illumination
intensity.
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C
Current monitoring
Analysis for estimating EOF
To measure the electroosmotic velocity, current monitoring [122] was employed. The
following procedure was used to measure the electroosmotic velocity:
1. The East, North and South wells were all filled with the solution of interest.
2. Vacuum was applied to the West well until all channels were filled with solution.
3. The West well was filled with the same solution.
4. Constant voltage was applied between the West and East well, while monitoring
the current, until the measured current had stabilized (typically hours for the first
experiments and ~15 for following experiments using the same solution).
5. The West well was emptied, and fresh solution containing 95% of the original
concentration was introduced.
6. Constant voltage was applied again, while monitoring current. The slope of the
current measurements versus time is indicative of the electroosmotic velocity, as
shown below.
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Figure C.1 A typical curve obtained from current monitoring for 25mM HCl and 31
mM Histidine, showing the decrease in current as the lower concentration solution fills
the channel. When the low concentration solution entirely fills out the channel, the
current returns to a constant value corresponding to the new resistance. The region in red
is used for fitting of a linear curve.
The following method, based on the slope of the current curve (Figure 3), is used to
extract the electroosmotic velocity from the current measurements (compared to Zare’s
paper which simply uses the length of the channel divided by the time it takes the current
to obtain a new constant value).
The conductivity in the channel varies with time as

σ (t ) = σ 1 −

(C.1)

uEOF t
(σ 1 − σ 2 ) ,
L

where U EOF is the electroosmotic flow, σ 1 and σ 2 are the conductivities of the higher
and lower concentration solutions respectively, and L is the length of the channel.
Conservation of current requires
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I = σ 1 E1 A = σ 2 E2 A ,

(C.2)

where E1 and E2 are the electric fields in the two conductivity regions, A is the
channel’s cross section, and I is the current.
The voltage drop across the channel is given by

V = E1 L1 + E2 L2 ,

(C.3)

where V is the applied voltage and L1 and L2 are the lengths of the high and low
conductivity regions, respectively: L1 = L − uEOF t , L2 = uEOF t .
Equation (3.8) can be expanded as

σ 1V =

⎛σ
⎞⎤
I
σ I
I ⎡
( L − uEOF t ) + 1 uEOF t = ⎢ L + uEOF t ⎜ 1 − 1⎟⎥
A
A⎣
σ2 A
⎝ σ 2 ⎠⎦

(C.4)

The current as a function of time is then given by

I (t ) =

Ασ 1V
⎛σ
⎞
L + u EOF ⎜ 1 − 1⎟ t
⎝σ2 ⎠

(C.5)

Taking the derivative of (3.10) with respect to time,
⎛σ
⎞
u EOF ⎜ 1 − 1⎟ Ασ 1V
dI
⎝σ2 ⎠
=−
2
dt
⎡
⎛ σ1 ⎞ ⎤
⎢ L + uEOF ⎜ − 1⎟ t ⎥
⎝σ2 ⎠ ⎦
⎣

For t <<

L

1

u EOF (σ 1 / σ 2 − 1)

(C.6)

, (3.11) can be approximated as

⎞ ⎡ Ασ V ⎤
u ⎛σ
dI
= − EOF ⎜ 1 − 1⎟ ⎢ 1 ⎥ .
dt
L ⎝σ2 ⎠ ⎣ L ⎦

(C.7)
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The term in the brackets is simply the current when the channel is filled entirely with
high concentration solution, or I (t = 0) . Thus the electroosmotic velocity can be
recovered as

uEOF = −

(C.8)

dI / dt
L
.
I (t = 0) σ 1 / σ 2 − 1

The following table summarizes the results obtained for the LE and TE used in the ITP
experiments. The experiments were performed on the lowest concentrations (25mM)
used for the ITP experiments, as this is expected to be a conservative estimate of the
electroosmotic flow (i.e. the EOF for 100mM at the same pH buffer will be lower). The
first line shows the electroosmotic velocity and mobility for the LE buffer, without PVP
(no EOF suppression). The second line shows the results for the same LE, but with 0.2%
PVP added to it. This shows that about 90% of the electroosmotic flow has been
suppressed. The third line shows the results for the TE buffer, with 0.2% PVP. The
concentration of species at the TE were found though simulations.

uEOF [10−6 m / s ]

μ EO [10−9 m 2 / Vs]

Number
of exp

mean

std

mean

std

7
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22

16.5

2.3

8

15.5

6.1

1.65

0.65

6

13.8

3.2

1.46

0.34

N

25mM HCl +
31 mM Histidine
25mM HCl +
31 mM Histidine +
0.2% PVP
16mM 3-phenylpropionic acid+
22mM Histidine+
0.2% PVP
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From the table, we can see that with PVP, the difference in electroosmotic mobility
between the LE and TE is approximately 1 ⋅10−9 m 2 / Vs .

This comprises only about

1.5% of the electrophoretic mobility which is 67 ⋅10−9 m 2 / Vs .
Controlling a Keithley sorucemeter from Matlab
Hardware Requirements

-

GPIB card (488.2) (tested with NI PCI-GPIB).

-

GPIB cable

-

Keithley SourceMeter (tested with 2410. Controller commands should be similar
for other models)

Software Requirements

-

Matlab, with the instrument control toolbox installed (tested with Matlab 2007a)

-

Install the GPIB card drivers (\\reuss.stanford.edu\software\Drivers\NI\GPIB)

For debugging (and in case you want to use LabView to communicate with the
Keithley), it’s useful to install the following drivers and IO Layer.

-

Install Keithley Drivers (\\reuss.stanford.edu\software\Drivers\Keithley)

-

Install Keithley IO Layer (\\reuss.stanford.edu\software\Drivers\Keithley)

Initial Setup
Keithley

-

Power on

-

On the front panel, click:
o Menu
o Choose “Communications”
o Choose “GPIB”
o Set the instrument’s primary address (PAD) on the GPIB card (an integer
between 0 and 30)
o Choose the SCPI protocol
o Exit
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PC

-

Go to the “Measurements and Automation Explorer” (Installed by the GPIB
drivers package)

-

Navigate to the properties of the GPIB card, under “devices and interfaces”.

-

Set the GPIB interface ID (also known as “board index”)

-

Set the GPIB PAD (different than the instrument)

-

Click “scan for instruments”. The board should be able to detect the Keithley.
The SourceMeter should return it’s name and PAD. If no instruments are found,
check connections and conflicting addresses.

Test

-

Run Matlab

-

In the command window type:
o g=gpib('ni', GPIB interface ID number , Keithley PAD number);
o fopen(g);
o fprintf(g,'*IDN?');
o msg=fscanf(g);
o fclose(g);

-

If msg contains a sting with the device’s name – you’re all set !

Current Monitoring

-

Edit the attached Matlab code

-

Set the following input parameters:
o FileName – File name where data will be saved
o GPIBID - GPIB iterface ID (board index)
o PAD - Instrument address (Primary address)
o dt - Time delay between two measurements
o V - Applied voltage [V]
o CurrLim - Current compliance limit [A]

-

Run the code – it will show the current and voltage vs. time.

-

To stop, press b (for break). The values you see in the plots are saved in ASCII
format to the specified file.
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Sample code
% Current Monitoring with Keithley 2410

clear all;
close all;
pause(0.1);
clc;
fclose ('all');

File2Load={'Exp1.txt'};
%-----------------------------------------------------------------%-----------------------------------------------------------------FileName='Exp2.txt';
V=1100;

% Applied voltage [V]

CurrLim=1e-3;

% Current compliance limit [A]

ComProtocol='COM';

% GPIB/COM

dt=0.0;

% Additional delay time between measurements

WriteToFileFlag=1;

% 1/0 (Yes/No) Write results to file

- Communication protocol

% Definitions for GPIB
%(Make sure the Keithley is set to the same PAD)
GPIBID=1;

% GPIB iterface ID

(board index)

PAD=20;

% Instrument address (Primary address)

% Definitions for COM
%(Make sure the Keithley is set to the same values)
%(Values listes here are the default on the Keithley)
COMData={9600,8,'none',1,'CR'};
%-----------------------------------------------------------------%------------------------------------------------------------------

if ~isempty(File2Load)
for ij=1:length(File2Load)
A=load(File2Load{ij});
figure(1);
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subplot(2,1,1);
plot(A(:,1),A(:,3),'r','linewidth',2); hold on;
end % for
end

switch (ComProtocol)
case('COM')
out=instrfind('Port','COM1');
if ~isempty (out)
fclose(out);
end
g=serial('COM1');
set(g,{'BaudRate','DataBits','Parity','StopBits','Terminator'},COMDat
a)
case('GPIB')
g=gpib('ni',GPIBID,PAD);

% Define GPIB Device

end

fopen(g);
fprintf(g,'*RST');

%Restore GPIB defaults

% ROUTING
fprintf(g,':ROUT:TERM FRON');

%Use front panel jacks

% SENSE COMMANDS
fprintf(g,':SENS:FUNC:CONC 1');

%Set Concurrent measurements

fprintf(g,':SENS:FUNC:ON "CURR", "VOLT"');
measurements
%fprintf(g,':SENS:CURR:RANG 1e-6');
(for V-sourcing)

%Set voltage and current

% Set expected reading in amps

fprintf(g,':SENS:CURR:RANG:AUTO 1'); % Set automatic range
fprintf(g,[':SENS:CURR:PROT ',num2str(CurrLim)]);
compliance limit (for V-sourcing)

% Set current

fprintf(g,':SENS:CURR:NPLC 1');
% Set integration time for
measurements, based on power line cycles. i.e 1 --> 1/60 sec = 16.67
msec
fprintf(g,':SENS:AVER:STAT 0');
filter (can be performed offline)

% Disable digital averaging
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% SOURCE COMMANDS
fprintf(g,':SOUR:CLE:AUTO OFF');
% Disable auto output-off.
Output source will remain on after measurement, when system returns
to idle
fprintf(g,':SOUR:FUNC:MODE VOLT');

% Set voltage sourcing

fprintf(g,':SOUR:VOLT:MODE FIX');

% Set fixed voltage value mode

%fprintf(g,':SOUR:VOLT:RANG 500.0'); % Set voltage output range
fprintf(g,':SOUR:VOLT:RANG:AUTO 1'); % Enable automatic voltage range
fprintf(g,[':SOUR:VOLT ',num2str(V)]); % Set output voltage
(immediate update, does not wait for trigger)

% INITIATE SOURCING AND MEASUREMENTS
%fprintf(g,':ARM:SOUR BUS')
fprintf(g,':ARM:COUN 1');

% Set ARM counter to 1

fprintf(g,':TRIG:COUN 1');
initiage 1 read after trigger)

% Set trigger counter to 1 (will

fprintf(g,':FORM:ELEM CURR, VOLT, TIME');

fprintf(g,':OUTP ON');

% Define output elements

% Turn on output

% Open output file
if WriteToFileFlag
fid=fopen(FileName,'w');
fprintf(fid,'%10s\t\t%10s\t\t%15s\n','%Time [s]','Voltage
[V]','Current [A]');
end

ij=0;
while 1
pause(dt);
ij=ij+1;
fprintf(g,':READ?')
OUT=str2num(fscanf(g));
CurrVec(ij)=OUT(2);
VoltVec(ij)=OUT(1);
TimeVec(ij)=OUT(3);
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%figure(1);
subplot(2,1,1); plot(TimeVecTimeVec(1),CurrVec,'b','linewidth',2);
('Current [A]');

xlabel ('Time [sec]'); ylabel

subplot(2,1,2); plot(TimeVec-TimeVec(1),VoltVec,'r');
('Time [sec]'); ylabel ('Voltage [V]');

xlabel

drawnow;

if WriteToFileFlag
fprintf(fid,'%10.5f\t\t%5.5e\t\t%5.5e\n',[TimeVec(ij)'TimeVec(1),VoltVec(ij)',CurrVec(ij)']');
end

keyIn = get(gcf, 'CurrentCharacter');
if strcmp(keyIn,'q') || strcmp(keyIn,'b')
break;
end;

end

if WriteToFileFlag
fclose(fid);
end

fprintf(g,':OUTP OFF');

% Turn off output

fclose(g);
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D
Polynomial based direct calculation of analyte
zone properties
The ITP condition is

μieff Ei = VITP ,

(D.1)

where i indicates the zone number in the ITP plug, and the effective mobility of the zone
is defined by

μieff =

1
ci

(D.2)

pi

∑ Fzμ

z = ni

c ,

i,z i,z

This can be used to relate the conditions at the i-th zone with the leading zone

Ei
ci

pi

EL
cL

∑ Fzμi, z ci, z =
z = ni

(D.3)

pL

∑ Fzμ

z = nL

c

L, z L, z

,

Relating the electric field to conductivity and current densityη = σ E , (2.3) becomes

1
σ i ci

pi

∑ Fzμi, z ci, z =
z = ni

1
σ L cL

(D.4)

pL

∑ Fzμ

z = nL

c ,

L, z L,z

The RHS of (2.4) is a known constant and will be denoted as α . By substituting (1.11)
into the LHS,

1

σi

pi

∑ Fzμi, z
z = ni

Li , z cHz
pi

∑L

z '= ni

(D.5)

=α ,

z'
i,z ' H

c
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Since the denominator is independent of z , we obtain the following expression for the
conductivity in the zone i
pi

σi =

∑ Fzμ
1
z = ni

α

pi

i,z L c

=

pi

∑L

z '= ni

∑ Fzμ
1

z
i,z H

z'
i, z ' H

c

z = ni

α

pi

∑L

z '= ni

(D.6)

z − ni
i , z Li , z cH

=

z ' − ni
i,z ' H

c

1 G1 ( cH )
,
α G2 ( cH )

where G1 , G2 are polynomials in cH .
Assuming we’re analyzing a region in “plateau”, current is transferred only by
electromigration, and the conductivity can be written as

σ i = σ ia + σ ic + σ iw ,

(D.7)

where a and c the contributions of the anion and counterion, respectively, and w is the
contribution of water (hydronium and hydroxide).
pi

pi

σ ia = ∑ F 2 z 2 μi , z ci , z = ∑ F 2 z 2 μi , z ci
z = ni

z
i, z H

pi

z = ni

L c

= ci

pi

∑L

z '= ni

∑F
z = ni

pi

∑L

z'
i,z ' H

c

Lc , z cHz

pc

σ ic = ∑ F 2 z 2 μc , z cc , z = ∑ F 2 z 2 μc , z cc
z = nc

z = nc

pc

∑L

z '= nc

z'
c, z ' H

c

z ' − ni
i,z ' H

z '= ni

pc

pc

= cc

(D.8)

z μi , z Li , z cHz − ni

2 2

∑F

= ci

c

G3 ( cH )
G2 ( cH )

z μc , z Lc , z cHz − nc

2 2

z = nc

pc

∑L

z '= nc

z ' − nc
c,z ' H

c

= cc

G5 ( cH )
G4 ( cH )

2
2
⎛
K w ⎞ F ( μ H cH + μOH K w ) W (cH )
=
σ = F ( μ H cH + μOH cOH ) = F ⎜ μ H cH + μOH
⎟=
cH ⎠
cH
cH
⎝
w
i

2

2

Substituting (2.6) and (2.8) into (2.7),

G (c )
G ( c ) W ( cH )
1 G1 ( cH )
= ci 3 H + cc 5 H +
,
α G2 ( cH )
G2 ( cH )
G4 ( cH )
cH

(D.9)

we obtain the first equation for the total concentrations of the anion and counterion.
If more than one counter-ion exists, equation (2.9) can be written more generally as
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G ( c ) W (cH ) nc ( n ) G5( n ) ( cH )
1 G1 ( cH )
,
= ci 3 H +
+ ∑ cc
G2 ( cH )
cH
G4( n ) ( cH )
α G2 ( cH )
n =1

(D.10)

where nc denotes the number of counter ions.
So far we have only used the ITP condition (i.e. mass conservation on the stacking
species). In addition, we can write mass conservation for the counterion between any two
zones (in this case, between the LE and zone i ).
In a frame of reference moving with the plug, there is no accumulation of counterion,
⎡⎣ Ecc μceff − Vcc ⎤⎦ = ⎡⎣ Ecc μceff − Vcc ⎤⎦ .
i
L

(D.11)

From (2.1) and (2.5)

V = αη .

(D.12)

Substituting into (2.11),
⎡η
⎤ ⎡η
⎤
eff
eff
⎢⎣ σ cc μc − αη cc ⎥⎦ = ⎢⎣ σ cc μc − αη cc ⎥⎦ ,
i
L

(D.13)

where by eliminating the current density,
⎡1
⎤ ⎡1
⎤
eff
eff
⎢⎣ σ cc μc − α cc ⎥⎦ = ⎢⎣ σ cc μc − α cc ⎥⎦ = β .
i
L

(D.14)

Here the RHS is again a known constant and is denoted by β .
Writing the explicit expression for the effective mobility,
pc

cc

σi

∑ Fzμ

z = nc

pc

c, z

∑L

z '= nc

(D.15)

Lc , z cHz − nc

z ' − nc
c, z ' H

− α cc = β .

c

Symbolically, we may write this as
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α cc

G2 ( cH ) G6 (cH )
− α cc = β .
G1 ( cH ) G4 (cH )

(D.16)

Rearranging, we obtain an expression for the total concentration of the counterion (in
zone i ) as a function of hydronium ions. Again, for a general number of counter-ions,
G1 ( cH ) G4 (cH )
β (n)
β ( n ) H1( n ) (cH )
.
=
=
α G2 ( cH ) G6( n ) (cH ) − G1 ( cH ) G4( n ) (cH )
α H 2( n ) (cH )
(n)

(n)
c

c

(D.17)

From (2.10) we obtain an equivalent expression for the total concentration of the anion
in that zone,
ci =

(n)
1 G1 ( cH ) G2 (cH )W (cH ) G2 ( cH ) nc ( n ) G5 ( cH )
−
−
c
∑ c G(n) ( c ) .
G3 (cH )cH
G3 ( cH ) n =1
α G3 ( cH )
4
H

(D.18)

nc
⎞ G2 (cH )W (cH )
G2 ( cH ) G5( n ) (cH )
1 G1 ( cH ) ⎛
(n)
ci =
⎜⎜1 − ∑ β
⎟−
α G3 ( cH ) ⎝ n =1
G3 (cH )cH
G2 ( cH ) G6 (cH ) − G1 ( cH ) G4( n ) (cH ) ⎟⎠

Substituting (2.17) into (2.18),
ci =
=

nc
(D.19)
⎞ G2 (cH )W (cH )
G2 ( cH ) G5( n ) (cH )
1 G1 ( cH ) ⎛
(n)
−
=
⎜⎜1 − ∑ β
⎟
G3 (cH )cH
α G3 ( cH ) ⎝ n =1
G2 ( cH ) G6 (cH ) − G1 ( cH ) G4( n ) (cH ) ⎟⎠
nc
H 3( n ) ( cH ) ⎞ G2 (cH )W (cH )
1 G1 ( cH ) ⎛
(n)
⎜⎜1 − ∑ β
⎟−
G3 (cH )cH
α G3 ( cH ) ⎝ n =1
H 2( n ) ( cH ) ⎟⎠

Writing (1.22) explicitly for zone i , replacing i with a to denote the ampholyte,
nc

ca Pa + ∑ cc( n ) Pc( n ) + Q1 ( cH2 − KW ) = 0 ,

(D.20)

n =1

Finally, substituting (2.19) and (2.17) into (2.20) yields
nc
⎡ 1 G1 ( cH ) ⎛
H 3( n ) ( cH ) ⎞ G2 (cH )W (cH ) ⎤
(n)
⎢
⎥ Pa +
⎜⎜1 − ∑ β
⎟−
G3 (cH )cH ⎦⎥
H 2( n ) ( cH ) ⎟⎠
⎣⎢ α G3 ( cH ) ⎝ n =1

β ( n ) H1( n ) (cH ) ( n )
+∑
Pc + Q1 ( cH2 − KW ) = 0
(n)
α
(
)
H
c
n =1
2
H
nc
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(D.21)

which with further simplification leads to the polynomial form
nc

⎡( cH G1 ( cH ) − α G2 (cH )W (cH ) ) Pa + α cH G3 ( cH ) Q1 ( cH2 − KW ) ⎤ ∏ H 2( n ) (cH ) +
⎣
⎦ n =1
⎡ nc
⎤
nc
(k )
⎢ β ( n ) c G ( c ) H ( n ) (c ) P ( n ) − c G ( c ) P H ( n ) ( c )
( H 3 H 1 H c H 1 H a 3 H )∏ H 2 (cH )⎥⎥ = 0
⎢∑
n =1
k =1
⎢⎣
⎥⎦
k ≠n

(D.22)

For a single counter-ion (2.22) simplifies to

(c

H

G1 ( H 2 − β H 3 ) − α H 2G2W ) Pa + β cH H1G3 Pc + α H 2G3Q1 ( cH2 − KW ) = 0 .

(D.23)

Here all the polynomials are known (see below), and only α and β change as a function
of the LE properties.
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Sample code

% ITP Calculator - version 1.0

function ITPCalculator
clear all;
close all;
clc;
format short g

global F Rmu Nspecies Temp Kw muH muOH
global met2lit

% INPUT DATA
%-------------------------------------------------------------------%-------------------------------------------------------------------% Leading Electrolyte
%

Valence

Mobility [m^2/Vs]

INP_LE={[-1 36.5e-009 3.86]

};

% Lactic

cLE=10*1E-3;
concentration [M]

% LE

% Counter Ion(s)
INP_CI={[1 26E-9

6.4]

[1 51.9E-9

13.7]};

cCI=[20,0.0001]*1E-3;

INP_A_List={[-1

pKa

28E-9 6.095] % MES

[-1

31.3E-9 6.84] % ACES

[-1

26.9E-9 7.2] % MOPS

[-1

23.5E-9 7.5] % HEPES

[-1

30E-9 8.1] % Tricine

[-1

34E-9 7.3]

[-1

21E-9 6.15] % TCP

[-1

30.4E-9 7.23] % TCP

% 2NP
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};
% Analyte concentrations will be determined form ITP conditions

%-------------------------------------------------------------------%-------------------------------------------------------------------% Constants
F=9.65E4;

% Faraday's const.[C/mol]

Rmu=8.31;

% Universal gas const. [J/mol*K]

Temp=298;

% Temperature [K]

Kw=1E-14;

% Water equilibrium constant

muH=362E-9/F;
[mol*s/Kg]

% Mobility of Hydronium

% [m^2/s*V]/F -->

muOH=205E-9/F;
[mol*s/Kg]

% Mobility of Hydroxide

% [m^2/s*V]/F -->

met2lit=1000;

% Solve equilibrium at LE region
%--------------------------------[cH_LE,zMat,muMat,LMat,muEffVec,Sig,Junk1,Junk2]=SolveEquilibrium([IN
P_LE;INP_CI],[cLE,cCI]);
% LE constant
alpha=muEffVec(1)/Sig;
% Counterions constants
betaVec=(muEffVec(2:end)/Sig-alpha).*cCI';

% Counterions polynomials
G4Mat=LMat(2:end,:);
G5Mat=F^2*zMat(2:end,:).^2.*muMat(2:end,:).*LMat(2:end,:);
G6Mat=F*zMat(2:end,:).*muMat(2:end,:).*LMat(2:end,:);

fprintf('\t\t |
);

pH

fprintf('\n\t\t |\t\t
[m^2/sV]');

|

co-ion

|

counter-ion(s)\t\t|

| conc. [mM]|

conc. [mM]\t\t\t|

mu_eff'

fprintf('\n-------------------------------------------------------------------');
fprintf(['\nLE zone:'])
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fprintf([' | %5.2f | %5.2f | ',repmat('%5.2f\t',1,length(cCI)),'|
%5.2f'],-log10(cH_LE),cLE*1000,cCI*1000,muEffVec(1)/1E-9);
fprintf('\n');

% Find properties of the analyte region
%---------------------------------------for mn=1:length(INP_A_List)
clear H1Mat H2Mat H3Mat Part2 muEff
fprintf(['zone #',num2str(mn),':'])
INP_A=INP_A_List(mn);
[Junk,zMat,muMat,LMat,Junk,Junk,Q,PMat]=SolveEquilibrium([INP_A;INP_C
I],[9999,cCI]);
Pa=PMat(1,:); Pc=PMat(2:end,:);

G2=LMat(1,:);
G3=F^2*zMat(1,:).^2.*muMat(1,:).*LMat(1,:);
G1=F*zMat(1,:).*muMat(1,:).*LMat(1,:);

for ij=1:size(G4Mat,1)
H1Mat(ij,:)=conv(G1,G4Mat(ij,:));
H2Mat(ij,:)=conv(G2,G6Mat(ij,:))-H1Mat(ij,:);
H3Mat(ij,:)=conv(G2,G5Mat(ij,:));
W=F^2*[muOH*Kw,0,muH];
end

H2Pol=1;
for ij=1:size(H2Mat,1)
H2Pol=conv(H2Pol,H2Mat(ij,:));
end

Part1=conv(PolSum(conv(PolSum(conv([0,1],G1),alpha*conv(G2,W)),Pa),alpha*conv(G3,conv(Q,[0,1]))),H2Pol);

for ij=1:size(H2Mat,1)
H2PolLocal=1;
for kl=1:size(H2Mat,1)
if ij~=kl
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H2PolLocal=conv(H2PolLocal,H2Mat(kl,:));
end
end
Part2(ij,:)=betaVec(ij)*conv(PolSum(conv(conv(G3,[0,1]),conv(H1Mat(ij
,:),Pc(ij,:))) , conv(conv(G1,[0,1]),conv(H3Mat(ij,:),Pa))),H2PolLocal);
end % for ij

Pol2Solve=fliplr(PolSum(Part1,sum(Part2,1)));

roo=roots(Pol2Solve);
roo2=roo(imag(roo)==0);
roo3=roo2(roo2>0);
muEff_A_Out=[];
cH_A_Out=[];
for ij=1:length(roo3)
cH_A=roo3(ij);

PolDeg=length(G1);
cHVec_G=cH_A.^[0:PolDeg-1]';
cHVec_H=cH_A.^[0:size(H3Mat,2)-1]';
cHVec_P=cH_A.^[0:size(Pa,2)-1]';
cHVec_W=cH_A.^[0:2]';

Ci=(1/alpha)*(G1*cHVec_G)/(G3*cHVec_G)*(1sum(betaVec.*(H3Mat*cHVec_H)./(H2Mat*cHVec_H)))(G2*cHVec_G)*(W*cHVec_W)/(G3*cHVec_G)/cH_A;
Cc=betaVec/alpha.*(H1Mat*cHVec_H)./(H2Mat*cHVec_H);

if min([Ci;Cc])>0
if ij~=1
fprintf('\n

');

end

[Junk,Junk,Junk,Junk,muEff(ij,:),Junk,Junk,Junk]=SolveEquilibrium([IN
P_A;INP_CI],[Ci,Cc']);
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fprintf([' | %5.4f | %5.2f |
',repmat('%2.2e\t',1,length(Cc)),'| %2.2e'],log10(cH_A),Ci*1000,Cc*1000,muEff(ij,1)/1E-9);
muEff_A_Out(ij)=muEff(ij,1);
cH_A_Out(ij)=cH_A;
end
end % for ij
fprintf(['\n']);

end %for mn
%----------------------------------------------------% Sum arbitrary length polynomials
function out=PolSum(P1,P2)
Psize=max(length(P1),length(P2));
P1out=zeros(1,Psize); P2out=P1out;
P1out(1:length(P1))=P1;
P2out(1:length(P2))=P2;
out=P1out+P2out;

%-------------------------------------------------------------------Function
[cH,zMat,muMat,LMat,muEffVec,SigVec,Q,PMat]=SolveEquilibrium(INP,cTot
)
global F Rmu Nspecies Temp Kw muH muOH
global met2lit

% PREPARE MATRICES
%-----------------MaxCol=-Inf;
for j=1:size(INP,1)
MaxCol=max([MaxCol,max(INP{j}(1:3:end))-min(INP{j}(1:3:end))+1]);
end

M=zeros(size(INP,1),MaxCol);

zMat=zeros(size(INP,1),MaxCol);
muMat=zMat; KaMat=zMat; DMat=zMat;
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for j=1:size(INP,1)
zList=INP{j}(1:3:end);
muList=INP{j}(2:3:end)./(F*abs(zList));
mobility

% Defines Santiago

pKaList=INP{j}(3:3:end);
KaList=10.^(-pKaList);
DList=Rmu*Temp*muList;

[zList,Index]=sort(zList);
KaList=KaList(Index);
Ip1=find(zList==1);

Im1=find(zList==-1);

zList=[zList(1:Im1),0,zList(Ip1:end)];
muList=[muList(1:Im1),0,muList(Ip1:end)];
KaList=[KaList(1:Im1),1,KaList(Ip1:end)];
DList=[DList(1:Im1),mean(DList),DList(Ip1:end)];

zMat(j,1:length(zList))=zList;
muMat(j,1:length(muList))=muList;
KaMat(j,1:length(KaList))=KaList;
DMat(j,1:length(DList))=DList;

zListArranged{j}=zList;
nj=min(zList);

pj=max(zList);

for z=zList
if z<0
M(j,z-nj+1)=prod(KaList(z-nj+1:-nj));
elseif z>0
M(j,z-nj+1)=1/prod(KaList(-nj+2:z-nj+1));
elseif z==0
M(j,z-nj+1)=1;
end %if
end % for z
end %for ij

% CONSTRUCT POLYNOMIALS
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%-------------------Q1=1;
for j=1:size(M,1)
Q1=conv(Q1,M(j,:));
end %for j
Q2=[-Kw 0 1];
Q=conv(Q1,Q2);

for i=1:size(INP,1)
tmp=zeros(1,size(M,2));
tmp(1:length(zListArranged{i}))=zListArranged{i};
Mmod=M;

Mmod(i,:)=Mmod(i,:).*tmp;

Pi=1;
for kl=1:size(Mmod,1)
Pi=conv(Pi,Mmod(kl,:));
end %for j
Pi=conv([0 1],Pi);

% Convolve with P2

PMat(i,:)=Pi;

PiPrime=Pi.*([1:length(Pi)]-1);

PiPrime=[PiPrime(2:end),0];

PPrimeMat(i,:)=PiPrime;
end %for i
%P2=[0 1];

% Calculate polynomial derivatives
QPrime=Q.*([1:length(Q)]-1);

QPrime=[QPrime(2:end),0];

SizeDiff=size(Q,2)-size(PMat,2);
if SizeDiff>0
PMat=[PMat,repmat(PMat(:,1)*0,1,SizeDiff)];
PPrimeMat=[PPrimeMat,repmat(PMat(:,1)*0,1,SizeDiff)];
elseif SizeDiff<0
Q=[Q,repmat(0,1,SizeDiff)];
QPrime=[QPrime,repmat(0,1,SizeDiff)];
end
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cTotRep=repmat(cTot',1,size(PMat,2));
P=sum(cTotRep.*PMat,1);

EquiPLength=max(size(PMat,2),size(Q,2));
Poly=zeros(1,EquiPLength);

Poly(1:size(P,2))=Poly(1:size(P,2))+P;
Poly(1:size(Q,2))=Poly(1:size(Q,2))+Q;
Poly=fliplr(Poly);

roo=roots(Poly);
roo=roo(imag(roo)==0);
cH=roo(roo>0);

N=1; cMat=cTot;

% NOTE THAT cH is in mol/lit

LMat=M;

Nspecies=size(INP,1); ValMat=zMat;

PolDeg=size(LMat,2); % Polynomial degree
cHPolMat=[ones(1,N);cumprod(ones(PolDeg-1,1)*cH,1)];
M1Cube=repmat(cMat'./(LMat*cHPolMat),[1,1,PolDeg]);
cHCubePower=repmat(permute(cHPolMat,[3,2,1]),[Nspecies,1,1]);
LCube=reshape(LMat,[Nspecies,1,PolDeg]);
muCube=reshape(muMat,[Nspecies,1,PolDeg]);
ValCube=reshape(ValMat,[Nspecies,1,PolDeg]);

cizCube=LCube.*cHCubePower.*M1Cube;
muEffVec=F*sum(cizCube.*muCube.*ValCube,3)./cMat';

val_c=ValCube.*cizCube;
val_c_mu=val_c.*muCube;

SigW=+F^2*(muH*cH+muOH*(Kw./cH))';

%

SigSpecies=F^2*sum(sum(ValCube.*val_c_mu,3),1)'; % Adding
conductivity of water
SigVec=SigW+SigSpecies;
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E
Characteristic scale of an ITP interface
According to the appendix in Saville and Palusinski, “Theory of electrophoretic
separations, Part I: formulation of a mathematical model”, 1986
For a strong electrolyte, with no chemical reactions, the advection-diffusion equation is
given by

∂ci ∂ ⎡
∂c ⎤
= ⎢ μi Eci + Di i ⎥ ,
∂t ∂x ⎣
∂x ⎦

(E.1)

where ci is the concentration [mol / m3 ] , μi is the mobility [m 2 / Vs ] , E is the electric
field [V / m] and D is the diffusivity [m 2 / s ]
In a frame of reference moving with the plug, the interface would appear stationary.
Performing a Galilean transformation of the form ξ = x − VITP t , where VITP = μ LE ELE is
the speed of the plug, yields,
∂
∂ ∂ξ
∂
=
=
∂x ∂ξ ∂x ∂ξ
∂ ∂
∂ ∂ξ ∂
∂
= +
= − VITP
∂t ∂t ∂ξ ∂t ∂t
∂ξ

(E.2)

Substituting into the advection-diffusion equation,

∂ci
∂c ⎤
∂ ⎡
=
VITP ci + μi Eci + Di i ⎥ .
⎢
∂t ∂ξ ⎣
∂ξ ⎦

(E.3)

At steady state, the equations for the LE and TE take the form
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∂cLE
⎧
⎪(VITP + μ LE E ) cLE + DLE ∂ξ =0
⎪
⎨
⎪(V + μ E ) c + D ∂cTE = 0
TE
TE
TE
⎪⎩ ITP
∂ξ

(E.4)

Both species share the same electric field. Substituting the electric field from the LE
equation into the TE equation and dividing by cTE and μTE

⎡ VITP ⎛ DLE 1 ∂cLE VITP
+⎜−
−
⎢
μ LE
⎣ μTE ⎝ μ LE cLE ∂ξ

⎞ ⎤ DTE 1 ∂cTE
=0 .
⎟⎥ +
⎠ ⎦ μTE cTE ∂ξ

(E.5)

⎞ DTE 1 ∂cTE DLE 1 ∂cLE
−
=0 .
⎟+
μ LE cLE ∂ξ
⎠ μTE cTE ∂ξ

(E.6)

Rearranging,
⎛ 1
1
−
VITP ⎜
⎝ μTE μ LE

Using the Nernst-Einstein relation Di =

Rμ T μi
zi F

, where Rμ is the universal gas constant

[ J / mol − K ] , T is the temperature [ K ] , F is Faraday’s constant [C / mol ] and z is
the valence, the equation takes the form,
Rμ T ⎛ 1 ∂cTE
⎛ 1
1 ∂cLE ⎞
1 ⎞
−
−
⎜
⎟ = VITP ⎜
⎟.
F ⎝ zTE cTE ∂ξ
z LE cLE ∂ξ ⎠
⎝ μ LE μTE ⎠

(E.7)

Integrating with respect to ξ ,
Rμ T ⎛ 1
⎞
⎛ 1
1
1 ⎞
−
ln cTE −
ln cLE ⎟ = VITP ⎜
⎜
⎟ ξ + const
F ⎝ zTE
z LE
μ
μ
TE ⎠
⎠
⎝ LE

(E.8)

or
1/ zTE
Rμ T ⎛ cTE
⎞
⎛ 1
1 ⎞
−
⎜ ln 1/ zLE ⎟ = VITP ⎜
⎟ ξ + const .
F ⎝ cLE ⎠
⎝ μ LE μTE ⎠

Defining ξ = 0 where cLE = cTE we obtain
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(E.9)

1/ zTE
⎡ FV ⎛ μ − μ LE
cTE
= exp ⎢ ITP ⎜ TE
1/ z LE
cLE
⎢⎣ Rμ T ⎝ μ LE μTE

⎞ ⎤
⎟ξ ⎥ .
⎠ ⎥⎦

(E.10)

⎛ μ LE − μTE ⎞ ⎤
⎜
⎟ξ ⎥ .
⎝ μ LE μTE ⎠ ⎥⎦

(E.11)

For z LE = zTE = −1

⎡ FV
cLE
= exp ⎢ − ITP
cTE
⎣⎢ Rμ T

The characteristic length scale is therefore

δ=

Rμ T ⎛ μ LE μTE
⎜
FVITP ⎝ μ LE − μTE

Rμ T
⎞
⎟=
⎠ F μ LE ELE

⎛ μ LE μTE
⎜
⎝ μ LE − μTE

Rμ T
⎞
⎟=
⎠ F μ LE j

σ LE

⎛ μ LE μTE
⎜
⎝ μ LE − μTE

⎞
⎟,
⎠

(E.12)

where j is the current density in the channel and σ LE is the conductivity in the LE zone.
Using electroneutrality, the conductivity of the LE can be expressed as

σ LE = F μ LE z LE cLE + F μCI zCI cCI = F μ LE z LE cLE − F μCI zLE cLE = Fz LE cLE ( μ LE − μCI ) ,
where μCI is the mobility of the counterion, and the characteristic length scale becomes
⎛ μTE ( μ LE − μCI ) ⎞ cLE
.
⎟
⎝ μ LE − μTE ⎠ j

(E.13)

δ = Rμ Tz LE ⎜
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F
Carrier ampholytes labeling procedure
Storage of carrier ampholytes (CAs)
CAs and all hybridization products should be stored refrigerated at 4ºC.
At these conditions, labeled CAs are stable for months (we have successfully tested the
assay using ~6 months old fluorescent CAs).
Carrier ampholytes are typically sold as 40% by weight, in H2O.

Preparation and storage of Alexa Fluor dyes
Dissolve 1 mg of dye in 100 μl DMSO, resulting in a concentration of 10 mg/ml.
Aliquot into 10 x 10 μ l vials, and store at -20ºC.
For each labeling procedure use a single 10 μl vial.

Protocol
This protocol is based on the protein labeling protocol by Invitrogen.
For proteins (molecular weight ~ O(10 kDa)), the protocol recommends adding 10 μl of
dye to 100 μl of protein at a concentration of 10 mg/ml. Carrier ampholytes have a
significantly lower molecular weight ( O(1kDa) ). Therefore, in order to maintain roughly
the number of copies, we add 10 μ l of dye to 10 μ l of carrier ampholytes at a
concentration of 10 mg/ml.


A: Prepare a 100 mM solution of sodium biocarbonate at pH 8.3 by weighing 0.84 g
of NaHCO3, and adding DI water to complete to 100 ml.



B: Prepare a 10 mg/ml solution of CAs in sodium bicarbonate by adding 25 μ l of CA
(assuming 40% in H2O) to 1 ml of A.



C: Thaw one of the 10 μ l vials of 10 mg/ml you have previously prepared.



Final product: Add 10 μ l of B to C.



Mix, and incubate at room temperature for 1 hour.
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Final concentration and use
Assuming a molecular weight of 1000 gr/mol, the final product is 20 μl of labeled CAs at
a concentration of 5 mM.
Diluting 2 μl of this mixture in 1 ml of DI results in a concentration 10 μ M . This is a
convenient concentration, as it can be diluted 10x (to 1 μ M ) for use in most of the
assays presented here.
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G
Implementation of on-chip ITP cascade
(a) Fill the East and West reservoirs
with

high

concentration

(e.g.

100 mM) LE. Fill the North reservoir
with low concentration LE (e.g.
10 mM). Apply vacuum to the South
(waste) reservoir to fill the channels as
shown in the figure.
(b) Vacuum out the content of the
West well, and fill it with TE. These
are the initial conditions of the
experiment.
(c) Place the detector/field of view
just before the intersection and apply
voltage between the West and East
reservoirs. When the plug enters the
field of view, stop the voltage.
(d) Place the detector/field of view to
observe the detection channel, and
apply voltage between the West and
North reservoirs.
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Simple method for switching between reservoirs using a Keithley source meter
While the Keithley sourcemeter (e.g. model 2410) can output voltage/current only to a
single channel, it does have an option to source it from either the front or the back, and
can easily switch between the two.


Connect two leads to the ground of both the front and rear outputs, and join them to
a single electrode in the TE well.



Connect the voltage output from the front to the East reservoir electrode, and the
voltage output from the rear to the North reservoir electrode.



Apply voltage, and use the front/rear button on switch between front output and rear
output.
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H
Conversion of movie frames to a single image
using cross-correlation
In many cases, the available imaging field of view is significantly smaller than the length
of the ITP structure. This could happen due to several reasons:

-

High magnification objective chosen for better spatial resolution for the image

-

High NA objective chosen in order to obtain better signal, and high NA is
typically associated with high magnification (although important to remember
that a demagnifying lens could be used before the camera).

-

High analyte concentrations leading to long ITP zones

One option for imaging a fluorescence region which is large than the filed of view (yet
advecting in the channel) is to capture a sequence of images at a single location, and use
cross-correlations to match features between any two sequential images and construct a
larger image. The sample code provided here does the following:

1. Corrects each image according to a common flat field image
2. Loops on all images, and for each one:
a. Performs a cross-correlation between the image (image 1) and the next
one (image 2).
b. Finds the maximum correlation – this correspond to the number of pixels
the features in the images are shifted by.
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c. Shifts image 2 by number of pixels found. Averages the images across
their overlapped region, and extends image 1 by the non-overlapping
region of image 2.
Figure H.1(a-d) shows four images of a sequence of 74 frames. Figure Figure H.1e
presents the final image, resulting from a cross-correlation of all the images.

While in

each one of the frames only two-three peaks are visible, the final image presents all five
peaks.
Another advantage of this technique is that the process of averaging multiple frames
having the same fluorescent signature (just shifted in space) can significantly improve the
signal to noise ratio due to the inherent averaging of high-frequency noise.
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Figure H.1. Example showing the construction of a single image from a time-sequence of
images captured at a single location. (a-d) four frames from different times of the
sequence (e) the final image, constructed of all 74 frames.
Sample code
clear all; close all;
% ---------------------- Input --------------------------------FlatFieldFile='ExpData_133.spe'; FFRange=[32:60];
Directory='2009_08_13'; Ext='.spe';
PreviousPixShiftLocal=29;
Filename='ExpData_113'; BGFrames=1:40; StartInd=100; EndInd=175;
% ---------------------------------------------------------------Mov = double(ReadSpe([Directory,'\',Filename,'.spe']));
[N,M,NumFrames]=size(Mov);
BG=mean(Mov(:,:,BGFrames),3);
if exist(FlatFieldFile)
FF=mean(double(ReadSpe(FlatFieldFile)),3);
FFVector=mean(FF(FFRange,:),1);
FFVector=FFVector/max(FFVector);
FFMat=repmat(FFVector,[N,1]);
else
FFMat=Mov(:,:,StartInd)*0+1;
end

AFirst=Mov(:,:,StartInd);
AFirst=AFirst-BG;
AFirst=AFirst./FFMat;
BigMat=AFirst;
PixShiftLocal=0; PixShiftGlobal=0; % initialize
% loop on all frames
for ij=StartInd+1:EndInd-1
ASecond=Mov(:,:,ij);
ASecond=ASecond-BG;
ASecond=ASecond./FFMat;
AFFT=fft2(ASecond/max(max(ASecond)),N*2-1,M*21).*conj(fft2(AFirst/max(max(AFirst)),N*2-1,M*2-1));
Cb=fftshift(ifft2(AFFT));
[MaxValVec,yIndexVec] = max(Cb);
[Junk,xIndex] = max(MaxValVec);
PixShiftLocal=(M-xIndex)
if PixShiftLocal<1
PixShiftLocal=PreviousPixShiftLocal;
end
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PixShiftGlobal=PixShiftGlobal+PixShiftLocal;

L=size(BigMat,2);
if (PixShiftGlobal+M <= L && PixShiftGlobal >= 0)
[Image1,Image2]=deal(BigMat);
Image2(:,PixShiftGlobal+1:PixShiftGlobal+M)=ASecond;
elseif (PixShiftGlobal < 0)
[Image1,Image2]=deal(zeros(N,L-PixShiftGlobal));
Image1(:,-PixShiftGlobal:-PixShiftGlobal+L-1) = BigMat;
Image1(:,1:-PixShiftGlobal) = ASecond(:,1:-PixShiftGlobal);
Image2(:,1:M)=ASecond;
Image2(:,M+1:end)= BigMat(:,M+PixShiftGlobal+1:end);
elseif (PixShiftGlobal+M > L)
[Image1,Image2]=deal(zeros(N,M+PixShiftGlobal));
Image1(:,1:L) = BigMat;
Image1(:,L+1:end) = ASecond(:,L-PixShiftGlobal+1:end);
Image2(:,1:PixShiftGlobal) = BigMat(:,1:PixShiftGlobal);
Image2(:,PixShiftGlobal+1:end) = ASecond;
end

BigMat=0.5*(Image1+Image2);
f3=figure(103);
subplot(2,1,2);
colormap(hot);
drawnow;

imshow(BigMat,[]);

AFirst=ASecond;
PreviousPixShiftLocal=PixShiftLocal;
end % for
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I
Running ITP on the hand-held device (POC)

1. Install

Python

(this

was

tested

using

Python

version

http://www.python.org/download/releases/2.5/)

2. Download the software and drivers from ….
3. Run the python script called “MyGUI.py” located in the python directory
4. A use interface title “AML TTK GUI” will open
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2.5.2,

5. Connect the device to an available USB port,
6. Enter the COM port number in the appropriate filed in the GUI. To find the
COM port number (on windows),:
a. go to Control Panel ÆSystem ÆHardware tab Æ Device Manager
b. The COM port associated with the device will be listed under “Ports
(COM &LPT)”

7. To test the communication, press the “Laser On / Laser Off” button in the GUI.
The laser in the device should turn on and off accordingly. If the wrong COM
port is defined, the message “Serial Port could not be opened!” will appear.

8. Leave the laser on for ~5 min before performing the first run. This will help in
stabilizing the laser intensity.

9. Fill in the following fields in the GUI:
a. Saving path – this is the directory in which output files will be saved.
b. Injection time and injection voltage: set both to 0 (the GUI is designed
for CE and thus requires definitions for both injection time and
separation time).
c. Separation time: the duration of applied voltage.
d. Separation voltage: the amplitude of DC voltage to be applied. The
maximum in the existing setup is 200 V.
e. The following fields must be filled, but the values do no affect the run.
They are only used for logging the information in the report: Username,
TTK name, Chip name, Sample, Protocol, Run number, Polymer, Buffer,
Sizer.
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10. With your finger, displace the spring loaded holder, and slide in the microfluidic
chip until it reaches the far aluminum wall. Release the holder. The chip should
now be firmly in place, with the electrodes aligned to the wells.

11. Fill the chip. For ITP injection protocols see Chapter 4. .
12. Lower the black electrode plate until it is flush against the chip.

13. Close the metal lid
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14. Press the “Run CE” button in the GUI to start the run.
15. The field in the right side of the GUI will show in real time three columns with
numbers: Time [s], Signal [V] and Current [uA]. The hand-held device does not
include current sensing and therefore the last column will be uniformly 0.

16. At the end of the run, you may enter any notes into the “Run Notes” window
which will appear. This notes will be part of the final report. Press ok to continue.

17. Another window with two options will appear – choose between appending the
data to a previous report, or creating a new report.

18. Three files will be created in the folder specified in the GUI:
a. Name.txt: a text file containing all the fields completed by the user in the
GUI, followed by the raw data from the run (Signal versus time).
b. Name.png: an image file showing both raw and signal processed data,
versus time.

The processed data should be ignored, as it’s designed for

CE experiments and not for ITP.
c. Name.html: and HTML page which shows the GUI fields, the notes for
the run, and the signal versus time images.
Where the filenames always begin with the letters ‘CE’, followed by the date (year,
month, day) and the time (hour, minute, seconds) of the run.
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